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ABSTRACT
The ever-growing reliance on social media calls for an examination of identity
construction and performance processes online. This thesis investigates how emerging
adults (aged 18-25) living in Aotearoa New Zealand express and explore their gender
identities on Facebook. Using two-phase methodology, the research investigates four
principal issues that are associated with gender-related differences online: usage
frequency and motives; language use; visual self-presentation; and perceived privacy
and self-disclosure.
Phase I comprises 10 focus groups conducted with 39 participants, prioritizing
emerging adults’ own narratives. In Phase II, a multimodal critical discourse analytic
(MCDA) approach is employed to explore 160 public Facebook profiles belonging to
emerging adult users living in New Zealand. Both phases use qualitative methods
with an exploratory focus.
Findings indicate that normative gender performativity is common, but some research
subjects also displayed more non-stereotypical self-presentations. There were some
gender-related differences, although these were often not as stark as predicted by
some earlier studies. Stereotypical self-portrayals were most apparent in photos, as
both research phases showed that many users had a likelihood to replicate traditional
gender roles in images. The discussion also includes the experiences of gender and
sexuality diverse users, and the findings suggest an empowering potential in their uses
of Facebook, such as facilitating coming out, finding support, or socializing.
The thesis contributes to the body of scholarship in several ways. Most importantly, it
constitutes the first study to focus on gender performativity on social media in the
Aotearoa context. It also takes into account the experiences of gender and sexuality
diverse users in the discussion around performance of gender identities online.
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Another strength of the thesis is the use of triangulation, which involves prioritizing
emerging adults’ own voices and giving them agency in telling their own stories.
Triangulation also contributes to the credibility, reliability, and comprehensiveness of
this project.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Origins and purpose of the thesis
In the space of two decades, social media have become such essential communication and
entertainment tools that people now spend a significant part of their daily lives on these
platforms. With the growing use of and reliance on these media, communication scholars
have sought to understand and explain this digital world. Even though social media are
relatively new and the research on them is newer still, there is an expanding body of
scholarship around three main interests: the architecture (for example, interface or
affordances) of social media, its political economy (including regulation, surveillance or
digital labor), and people’s uses and behaviors (such as self-presentation or impression
management). The current thesis deals more with the third category and focuses on how
people express and explore their gender identities on social media. This topic is not only
interesting but also valuable in its contribution to social media research - still relatively
young but rapidly growing research area.
My fascination with social media started after Turkey’s experience of Gezi Park protests in
2013. Social media practically vitalized the movement and gave people a means to organize
and revolt, which led up to three million people taking to the streets. Having seen the
democratizing potential of social media, I developed an academic interest in studying identity
and representation issues on these digital environments. This interest mainly derives from
what Kress (2010) describes as the redistribution of power, authority, and authorship in
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communication; how this reflects on the performance of gender is a central question for my
research. Since social media users have the chance to create and publish their own narratives,
how do they choose to present themselves? Do they replicate stereotypical gender roles and
norms as often seen in mass media? Is there room for discourses of empowerment? Can
gender and sexual minorities achieve greater visibility and inclusion? In asking these
questions, I am not claiming to offer decisive answers, nor do I believe that there are clearcut answers, but I offer an insight into the practices and experiences of my two samples. Even
though many scholars have indicated that hegemonic perceptions tend to persist on social
media (boyd, 2011; Sarabia & Estévez, 2016; Demirhan & Çakır-Demirhan, 2015; Kapidzic
& Herring, 2015; Marwick, 2013a), the current work questions this assumption and also
identifies non-stereotypical expressions of gender.

1.2. Value of the thesis
This thesis makes a novel contribution to research in a number of ways. Although there are
numerous studies that focus on gender and social media, no research to date has addressed
performance of gender identity in the Aotearoa New Zealand context. As such, the current
work is an original and valuable addition to the literature. In addition to the national focus,
there is also an age criterion (‘emerging adults’ aged 18-25) in my study population. In
studying gender performativity online, I also explore the experiences of gender and sexuality
diverse users. Another big strength of this project stems from its methodology: using
triangulation, I present the findings of two different studies with a qualitative design, which
helps the thesis to offer a rich approach with distinct explanations. Furthermore, triangulation
helps to minimize drawbacks of individual methods, contributing to the credibility and scope
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of my research. The first phase of the research - focus groups - introduces emerging adults’
perspectives and prioritizes their narratives. The second phase of the research uses
multimodal critical discourse analysis (MCDA) approach to investigate social media data.
This thesis first categorizes gender-related behaviors on social media that existing literature
points to, and then explores these issues in Phase I and Phase II. I pose two exploratory
research questions, each of which revolves around one of the research phases. For Phase I, I
investigated emerging adult focus group participants’ utilization of Facebook with regards to
their usage frequency and motives; language use; visual self-presentation; privacy
preferences and self-disclosure, as well as the ways in which their gender identity influences
these online behaviors. I also explored participants’ perceptions of Facebook and other social
media sites to understand which platforms are favored for certain activities in the sample. For
Phase II, I analyzed data gathered from emerging adult Facebook users’ profiles who lived in
Aotearoa New Zealand (profile photos, Timeline posts, and ‘about’ section information) for
instances of gender performance. The issues I examined were the same as Phase I (usage
frequency and motives; language use; visual self-presentation; privacy preferences and selfdisclosure), but this time there was a change in perspective, as I interpreted emerging adults’
profile content rather than emerging adults telling their own stories. The use of different
samples and methodologies in the two phases gives my thesis more depth, breadth and
reliability.
Analyzing findings from both phases, it is clear that stereotypical self-portrayals were
common among the participants and Facebook users, especially visually. However, there
were also many examples of non-stereotypical gender expression in comparison with earlier
research. This is a significant finding and a valuable contribution to literature, which offers a
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different lens into this research topic. Even if some emerging adults can have very normative
assumptions about gender’s effect and performance, as revealed in Phase I, they still
displayed gender-neutral behaviors, even those that voiced normative suppositions.

1.3. Why Facebook?
Before I outline the structure of the thesis, the selection of Facebook shall be justified. Given
the heavily profit-oriented policies and systematic misuse of user data, Facebook has become
a controversial platform and company. I deleted my own account soon after the completion of
data collection in Phase II. Therefore, Facebook’s choice is not related to my appreciation of
the platform, but because it is a useful and reliable channel for research purposes. First and
foremost, Facebook displays users’ age unlike most other mainstream platforms, which was
necessary for me to be able to study emerging adults. Unfortunately, the platform does not
allow the search by age function anymore, and not everyone shares their birthday publicly.
Nonetheless, Facebook’s userbase allowed me to access emerging adult user profiles.
Secondly, I wanted to choose a platform which I knew would still be around while I complete
this big project, in order to ensure the continued topicality of my thesis. Facebook has proven
to be a staple platform among many others that have risen and fallen, such as Bebo,
Friendster, Myspace, or Vine. Admittedly, the service is different than when I first decided to
undertake this research: it had fewer features (for example, there were no Jobs tab, stories
feature, or ‘Facebook Pay’) and a different interface design. Presumably, it was also better
liked then, as the Cambridge Analytica scandal had not yet broken out and it had not become
a tool to livestream violent acts and crimes, as in the Christchurch shootings in 2019, the
2017 Chicago torture incident, and the Nakhon Ratchasima shootings among other examples.
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I am highly critical of Facebook, but must acknowledge that it is both a convenient research
tool and an important platform to focus on that has been around for nearly two decades. Over
the years, the service has constantly changed in terms of functions, preferability and
utilization. As I will discuss later in more detail, there has been growing commentary in
recent years about younger users deserting Facebook (Anderson & Jiang, 2018; Aboulhosn,
2020; Perrin, 2018; Edison Research, 2019), but it remains the biggest social media platform
in New Zealand (StatCounter, 2020a) and worldwide (StatCounter, 2020b). It is important to
capture Facebook’s uses at present and understand users’ perspectives towards the platform.
In this regard, the first research phase makes a substantial contribution by exploring some
emerging adults’ approaches and attitudes.

1.4. Why emerging adults?
People between 18 to 25 years of age constitute a good population to study gender
performativity online. As discussed in the following chapter, emerging adulthood is described
as a developmental period characterized by identity explorations (Arnett, 2000; 2011; 2014),
during which time emerging adults may become more independent from prescribed social
roles and norms. A demographic that is less conforming to normative expectations has been
preferred to bring out more alternative, non-traditional self-presentations; and to interrogate
the common assumption that stereotypical online self-presentation is prevalent. Furthermore,
this generation grew up with the internet and social media; most of them are fairly techsavvy. It is an advantage for the target population of this study to be used to an online
socialization context. It should be noted that the concept of emerging adulthood has been
subject to criticism (e.g. Côté, 2014; Hendry & Kloep, 2010; Syed, 2016). I do not argue
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whether or not it qualifies as a separate developmental period, but consider it as a useful
distinction to indicate a stage of identity explorations before the more stable roles of
adulthood.

1.5. Summary of thesis chapters
In Chapter 2, I critically review the relevant literature. The discussion begins with providing
background information on computer-mediated communication and the development of
social media. After the ways these tools have changed communication are discussed,
different definitions of social media are considered. Selected theories that emphasize the
advantages of computer-mediated communication (for example, ‘the hyperpersonal
interaction model’ by Walther, 1996; or ‘communicative fluidity’ by Lim, 2015) are
explored, as well as the case of Sherry Turkle who went from being optimistic (1995) about
computer-mediated communication to a much more skeptical perspective about social media
and their influence on people’s lives (2011). Turkle’s case gives rise to a fundamental
premise for this thesis - online and offline contexts intersect and interact instead of being a
stark binary. The concept of affordances is discussed and linked to performativity in social
media, as the interface mediates and frames the performance. Critical for this discussion is
boyd’s (2011) explanation of social media’s structural affordances, which include
persistence, replicability, scalability and searchability of content. boyd argues that these
affordances lead to three dynamics, which are invisible audiences, collapsed contexts, and the
blurring of public and private. Having discussed the importance of considering the
affordances of a platform, I go on to focus specifically on Facebook. I outline the profile
creation process, including changes to the way Facebook handles gender identity. Facebook’s
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profit focused policies are also addressed with reference to ‘surveillance capitalism’ (Zuboff,
2015; 2019a; 2019b), which not only involves the commodification and monetization of
‘behavioral surplus’, but also prediction and modification of user behavior. An example of
this was the Cambridge Analytica scandal, which was also brought up by many focus group
participants in Phase I of the research.
Next, I address performing identities on social media, and introduce Hogan’s (2010)
distinction between offline synchronous “situations” and online asynchronous “exhibitions”.
For Hogan, the former is a performance, and the latter is an artifact. However, I do not use
this distinction because a) it misses the fact that social media involves a lot of synchronous
communication in recent years (for example, live streaming); and b) the word ‘performance’
puts emphasis on gender identity as a “performative accomplishment” (Butler, 1988, p. 520).
I am drawing from Judith Butler’s performativity framework, as I will discuss below. Then,
the issues of impression management and personal branding are explored with reference to
Marwick’s (2013b) concept of the ‘edited self’. Reviewing earlier research about gender
performativity on social media, I identify four categories of gender-related behaviors online:
usage rate and motives; language; visual self-presentation; and privacy and self-disclosure.
Following this, literature that focuses on LGBTQ-identifying people’s uses of social media is
reviewed. Many studies emphasize social media’s advantages for queer users, including
social support and visibility (Alexander & Losh, 2010; Drushel, 2010; Cooper & Dzara,
2010; Gray, 2014; Berger et al., 2021). There can be some challenges to using social media,
too, such as homophobia, rejection, and social exclusion (Rubin & McClelland, 2015;
Chester et al., 2016). Chapter 2 closes with an analysis of emerging adulthood - the target
demographic of my project and the theory of performativity. As a feminist who takes a social
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constructionist approach, it is important to clarify how I make sense of the data. The
performativity framework, which explains how gender is accomplished, can be applied to
research about the expression of gender on social media.
Chapter 3 introduces my research methodology. I open with the research philosophy which
informs this project, then explain how I use a critical constructionist paradigm to make sense
of the data. Following this, the research questions are laid out and discussed with reference to
the different research phases.
The research question for Phase I is (RQ1) How do emerging adults living in New Zealand
explain and evaluate their own and others’ uses of Facebook and the effect of gender on
these uses? This involves an exploration of the desired impressions, images, and selfpresentations, as well as an analysis of users’ practices with Facebook and other social
media.
The research question for Phase II is (RQ2) What do user photos, Timeline posts and about
sections in Facebook profiles reveal in terms of gender performance online? Analyzing the
content from these profiles, how do users accomplish stereotypical or non-stereotypical
identities?
In accordance with the research questions and two-phase design – focus groups and
multimodal critical discourse analysis, the chapter is divided into two main sections where I
discuss the separate data collection and analysis processes.
In Phase I, I held 10 focus group sessions over the course of 12 months, talking to 39
participants, who were emerging adult Facebook users living in Aotearoa New Zealand.
There were 3-6 informants in most of the focus groups, but two of the sessions were
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technically interviews, as only one informant attended in each case and no one else expected
to participate showed up. All sessions were recorded, verbatim transcribed and studied in
depth using thematic analysis. More specifically, the approach can be called ‘theoretical
thematic analysis’, which is driven by theoretical interests.
In Phase II – multimodal critical discourse analysis, I gathered 160 public-facing Facebook
profiles belonging to emerging adults living in Aotearoa New Zealand. The three analysis
units were the current profile photo, the last Timeline post and personal information in the
‘about’ section. Chapter 3 discusses how I code these data and interpret them. This is
followed by an examination of the research ethics dimension associated with this project
before addressing some of the study limitations and solutions.
In Chapters 4 and 5, the findings of my focus groups are presented, and focus group
participants’ experiences, ideas and attitudes are explored. Structurally, the reason for having
two Phase I findings chapters is because the discussion is divided as context-related (Chapter
4) and gender-related (Chapter 5). The context-related section begins with an introduction of
the informant group’s characteristics. Then, their uses of Facebook are discussed, which
revealed three main functions: messaging, groups, and receiving news. I go on to explore
recent self-presentation conventions with reference to Facebook’s changing uses, context
collapse, and highly scrutinized profiles. Finally, participants’ thoughts about Facebook are
offered. They tended to see Facebook as formal, but more authentic than other platforms.
Some of them also expressed criticism around Facebook’s data misuse, in particular with
reference to the Cambridge Analytica scandal.
Chapter 5 explores gender-related issues, which are categorized under usage frequency and
motivation, language, visual self-presentation, privacy and self-disclosure, and a gender
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diverse user’s experiences on Facebook, using theoretical thematic analysis. Two crucial
observations were that participants tended to see their peers’ behavior as more stereotypical
than they perceived themselves; and secondly, discussions about gender often revolved
around women rather than men. Many participants reported that female users spent more time
on Facebook, and they were also thought to be more social. As regards language use, some
participants mentioned stylistic gender differences and reported female users to be
emotionally expressive, and male users to be rather direct. Considering visual selfpresentation, many participants voiced two Facebook-specific principles: it was more
preferable to post photos with others (e.g. friends and family) rather than alone, and special
events were more preferable rather than daily life. In terms of gender’s influence, most
participants expressed that physical attractiveness was female users’ preoccupation, while
male users were thought to care less about good looks, and more about items (for example,
their car), scenery, or friends. With respect to privacy, very few participants reported
changing their profile settings, but majority of them engaged in self-censorship by not
sharing private information in the first place. Lastly, gender diverse users’ experience on
Facebook is discussed, such as how they used the platform’s affordances to join queer
groups, manage the coming out process, or name change.
Chapter 6 presents Phase II findings. The chapter is organized around the three units of
analysis: ‘about’ section, profile pictures, and Timeline posts. In analyzing profiles’ ‘about’
sections, users’ profile information has been recorded and compared. Most of the information
categories in this section are entered via autofill or dropdown options (with exceptions like
about [name], other names, favorite quote, and political views), and there was little written
language use by users, if any. Nonetheless, it was useful to explore research subjects’ selfdisclosure preferences, such as what kinds of information they share and what they do not.
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Overall, it was found that users in my sample refrained from sharing information perceived as
too private (e.g. address), but published unspecific information (e.g. current city), which was
consistent with focus group participants’ reported behavior. There were only insignificant
differences between users in the kinds of information shared, but most apparently, gender or
sexuality diverse users disclosed fairly more information about themselves. Profile pictures
warrant much discussion due to their richness and potential to perform gender. Phase II
research subject’s photos have been considered according to seven categories: participants,
activities, behavior, social distance, location, body display, frames and filters. This chapter
explores each of these categories one by one, providing plenty of examples from 160 users in
the sample. Most stereotypical behaviors were observed in users’ photos and the ways in
which they presented themselves visually.
For the last analysis unit – Timeline posts – I documented the posts’ authors (that is,
Facebook generated, self made, or reshared from another user), purpose (for example,
entertaining, advertising, self-descriptive, or emotional), and any comment by the user. It was
found that only a third of all posts were actually shared by the user, most of which had an
entertaining purpose. There were no important gender differences in users’ Timeline posts,
except for emoji use, in the event that a post has been accompanied by a comment. While few
male users in the sample included an emoji in their post comments, all gender and sexuality
diverse users and most female users chose to add an emoji to their comments. This was
interpreted as queer and female users being more open to express emotions and have a
friendlier demeanor towards their imagined audiences. Other than this difference, users were
more similar than distinct – for example, using strong language, punctuation, or standard
language vs. slang.
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Chapter 7 summarizes and analyzes the main findings of my study, bringing together the two
research phases. After offering my final remarks, the limitations of my project are addressed.
The chapter then offers future research directions and recommendations, and concludes with
contributions to knowledge.
The primary objective of this project has been to explore the ways emerging adults living in
Aotearoa perform their gender identities on Facebook. The two research phases contribute to
my aim at a well-rounded discussion and provide different viewpoints. One shortcoming in
existing scholarly literature is that queer users are usually studied in relation to queer-related
topics alone (such as activism or virtual coming out), but often not included in more common
topics of social media research (such as language use or visual self-presentation). With the
acknowledgement of this deficiency, my project includes the experiences of gender or
sexuality diverse users in all issues I explore for this research, even though they are
admittedly a small proportion of my samples (in Phase I, there was one non-binary
identifying informant in 39 focus group participants; in Phase II, there were ten gender and
sexuality diverse users in a total of 160 users). In this thesis I will claim that in accordance
with the evidence, my research subjects in both phases showed many normative tendencies
(particularly in photos), but there were also several findings that pointed to less stereotypical
behaviors than existing research points out.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter sets out the theoretical framework for the exploration of online gender identities
via a critical review of relevant scholarly literature. The chapter consists of three parts with
one main section and two smaller ones. The first and major part deals with theorizations of
new media; I start with discussing computer-mediated communication and social media in
2.1.1., move to social media affordances in 2.1.2., then examine Facebook in 2.1.3. in more
detail. The discussion thus far is used to establish an understanding of social media
communication and the medium focused on in this project. In 2.1.4. I consider online selfpresentation with reference to online ‘artifacts’ and impression management. The research
about gender differences in online self-presentation has been summarized under four subheadings in 2.1.5.: usage frequency and motivation, language use, visual self-presentation,
and privacy and self-disclosure, which constitute the main issues explored in my project.
While majority of research suggests stereotypical tendencies of gender expression in online
settings, I argue that these findings should be challenged and reinvestigated. In sub-section
2.1.6., I discuss queer users’ social media practices in regard to empowerment, social support,
identity explorations and challenges.
In section 2.2., I focus on emerging adulthood - the target demographic group of the research.
This population is mainly characterized by an increased experience of identity explorations,
which renders them an intriguing target for purposes of identity research. The third and final
section 2.3. explores Butler’s performativity theory, which forms the contextual framework
for understanding and analyzing online gender performance. I use scholarship from three
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different fields: new media studies, developmental psychology and gender studies to generate
a critical review of the literature.

2.1. Social media
2.1.1. Computer-mediated communication and social media
The internet has revolutionized the ways people communicate, access knowledge and
socialize. With digital platforms rapidly evolving, unique channels and modes of
communication have become part of our lives and diversified social interaction. The most
commonly used online communication tools are social media sites, which have reshaped the
notion of computer-mediated communication (CMC).
Before social media, CMC was fairly limited and took place on chat platforms and multiuser
dungeons (MUDs) that seem primitive by today’s standards. At that time, several researchers
(e.g. Rheingold, 1993; Turkle, 1995; Stone, 1995) observed a liberating potential in CMC. In
particular, users’ anonymity in these early platforms was regarded positive, as “people [had]
the chance to express multiple and often unexplored aspects of self, to play with their identity
and to try out new ones” (Turkle, 1995, p. 12). Arguably, this liberating potential was
increased by the fact that online identities in MUDs and chat rooms were constructed without
enforced references to the offline self as required on social media, such as name, date of
birth, or e-mail. Users could relatively freely express and experiment with alternative
identities and “bodies” anonymously, which was deemed potentially empowering. One such
example is ‘gender swapping’, which refers to experimenting with different gender identities
(Waechter et al., 2010, p. 154). However, after social networking sites started becoming
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popular, such experimentations became more limited, because social media have aided the
convergence of online and offline identities by reducing (though not completely annihilating)
anonymity. User profiles have become increasingly veridical (for example, the requirement to
use real names on Facebook) and subject to authentication. Facebook demands that their
users provide factually accurate information only, as I will discuss in more detail below.
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg once stated in an interview (Kirkpatrick, 2010, p. 199) that
it was “a lack of integrity” for users to have more than one identity online. Social networking
has fundamentally changed CMC: on the one hand, users have many more opportunities and
channels to communicate; on the other, they are increasingly subject to regulations and
restrictions that limit identity exploration and experimentation.
Social media, which serve many purposes from friendship maintenance to professional
networking, have become a very prevalent form of communication. These platforms have
increasingly become tools for participating in communities and friendship networks, where
users perform their identities by sharing life events, experiences, ideas and interests. People
connect to their networks through their devices virtually anytime, anywhere they please.
Electronic devices have created this perpetual accessibility, which has become a basic
precondition for participating in many aspects of social life. Online and offline contexts are
becoming increasingly blurred to the extent that it is arguable whether people, especially
emerging adults, are ever truly offline.
Despite such prevalence, it is not easy to provide a precise or agreed definition of social
media, which have become rather diverse and complex over the years. There are several
different descriptions that bring out different characteristics. One of the earliest and most
cited definitions was offered by boyd and Ellison (2008, p. 211) based on three criteria: 1)
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profile construction within a connected network; 2) connection lists; 3) and
viewing/traversing one’s own and others’ connection lists (i.e. interconnectedness). However,
the authors have later modified their definition considering the developments in interface and
affordances of social media platforms, which they refer to as “definition 2.0”:

A social network site is a networked communication platform in which participants 1)
have uniquely identifiable profiles that consist of user-supplied content, content
provided by other users, and/or system-level data; 2) can publicly articulate
connections that can be viewed and traversed by others; and 3) can consume, produce,
and/or interact with streams of user-generated content provided by their connections
on the site. (Ellison & boyd, 2013, p. 158, emphases in original)

Another definition by Meikle (2016) attempts to capture technological, economic, industrial,
social and cultural features of social media, which are “networked database platforms that
combine public with personal communication” (p. 6). For Fuchs (2014), social media involve
three kinds of sociality: cognition, communication and co-operation. According to Hogan
(2010), social media, which he calls “exhibition sites” (p. 381), allow people to submit
reproducible artifacts (i.e. data) that are managed by “curators”. Hogan’s definition is aimed
at emphasizing the difference between performances and artifacts, as I will discuss below. All
of these definitions offer a valid but differing perspective to understanding social media
based on the authors’ research interests, ideology, discipline and methodological approach.
There is no universally agreed definition, because social media themselves are changing day
by day, so a finished or complete description does not exist.
Some theories assume that CMC leads to increased and enriched communication in
comparison to offline contexts, such as the social identity model of deindividuation, the
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hyperpersonal model, reduced cues theory, social information processing theory and media
richness theory (for a detailed account of concepts see Nguyen et al., 2012). For example, the
hyperpersonal interaction model (Walther, 1996) suggests that CMC is more advantageous
than offline interaction due to selective self-presentation and strategic construction of
messages, which ultimately implies a greater control over one’s image and self-disclosure.
Comparably, Lim (2015) speaks of the affordance of “communicative fluidity” in social
media, which allows users to express themselves not only through text, but also through
photos, videos, emojis, and stickers. According to Lim, the multiplicity of interaction tools
enables users to strategically convey their emotions, ideas, opinions beyond words and
increases interpretability, despite increasing the scope for inauthentic self-expression.
In contrast to those who see CMC in a positive light, some others associate it with
undesirable effects, such as addiction, distraction and reduction of creativity. Turkle (2011)
has developed a disapproving stance towards social media - contrary to her initial argument
that CMC had a liberating potential. She warns “performances of identity may feel like
identity itself” (Turkle, 2011, p. 12), though it is not clear how she distinguishes between
“performances of identity” and “identity itself”, which, from a social constructionist
perspective (which informs this study), are not different. Turkle further argues that “on
social-networking sites such as Facebook, we think we will be presenting ourselves, but our
profile ends up as somebody else – often the fantasy of who we want to be. Distinctions blur”
(p. 153). Turkle explicates offline and online identities as separate notions; offline identity
represents the true identity, while online self is a form of identity play at best. However, it
might be more accurate to consider that online and offline contexts intersect and interact
rather than diverge. People can and often do function in online and offline contexts
simultaneously (for instance, an individual can spend face-to-face time with a friend, while
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occasionally messaging another friend). Also, the communication processes have become
fluid, as there can be pathways of online-to-offline (for example, meeting a partner via a
dating site) or offline-to-online (for example, moving away and keeping in touch with friends
through social media) relationships (Ellison et al., 2011). As such, it would be useful to
consider that online and offline contexts have become intertwined instead of reducing them to
a stark binary or implying there is a natural hierarchy in which offline is somehow more
‘real’ than online.

2.1.2. Affordances
The concept of affordances was originally used with reference to the properties of a physical
environment in ecological psychology (Gibson 1977; 1979), which then started being used in
design studies and technology concerning use of tools and objects (Norman 1988; 1999). It
was later adapted by CMC scholars and has become a central concept in social media
research. Bucher and Helmond (2018, p. 239-240) explain that social media affordances are
usually discussed in one of two ways: high-level affordances, which refer to more abstract
dynamics and conditions; and low-level affordances, which refer to specific functions and
technical features.
The platform frames meaning-making and enables performance of identities according to the
platform’s affordances. Therefore, Facebook is not merely a communicative medium, but
also context that allows distinctive interactive pathways (Baker, 2013, p. 136). Herring and
Androutsopoulos (2015) call this computer-mediated discourse, which “varies depending on
the technical properties of the [SNS] and the social and cultural context embedding particular
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instances of use” (p. 127). Another definition is “discourse 2.0” which indicates new content
types, new contexts, and new usage patterns, such as multi-authorship and joint discourse
production (p. 130-31).
Social media affordances facilitate “amplifying, recording and spreading information and
social acts” (boyd, 2011, p. 45). boyd enumerates four interconnected structural affordances:
persistence, replicability, scalability and searchability of content (p. 46). Persistence means
that online content is recorded and archived; replicability means that content can be
reproduced; scalability refers to the great visibility potential of content; and searchability is
the possibility to find content through search. As a side note, Hogan and Quan-Haase (2010)
argue that despite the fact that content is theoretically persistent, most social media practice is
focused on the present. The authors state “users constantly update data and the traces of the
data vanish in the archives. Social media focus on the unfolding in the here and now of
cultural, environmental, and political events and people’s lives” (Hogan & Quan-Haase,
2010, p. 313). This is certainly true for platforms like Twitter, but applies less to others like
LinkedIn. Getting back to boyd’s (2011) discussion of structural affordances, she argues that
these affordances create new dynamics and lists three central ones: invisible audiences,
collapsed contexts, and the blurring of public and private (p. 49). Invisible audiences refers to
the lack of an immediate audience, which often results in an imagined one. Collapsed
contexts, a popular term in social media research, means that the absence of spatial, social
and temporal boundaries leads to collapsing of different social contexts. Also, public and
private boundaries increasingly collide due to the difficulty of controlling visibility.
Affordances, which mediate users’ cognitive and intellectual processes (Drucker, 2011, p. 8),
are realized by way of interaction with the interface. It frames the communicated content and
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determines the ways users can construct, express and promote their identities. Drucker (2011)
explains that “content embodied in graphical codes […] structure our reading and viewing
and perform a quasi-semantic function, not merely a formal or syntactic one” (p. 9). In other
words, the interface is part and parcel of meaning, and the medium is an active agent in the
construction of identity online. My project focuses more on user behaviors than the medium
itself; nonetheless, while abstaining from a technologically deterministic position, I
acknowledge that online acts are essentially dependent on the platform that affords the
performance. “Affordances do not dictate participants’ behavior, but they do configure the
environment in a way that shapes participants’ engagement” (boyd, 2011, p. 39). In this
thesis, the first data chapter – Chapter 4 is focused on the use and perception of Facebook by
the focus group participants, since it is crucial to consider the medium and its affordances to
understand performativity on it. It should also be noted that most platforms, like Facebook,
regularly update the site’s interface and offer new features. As Meikle (2016) notes,
“Facebook has been relentless in adding new affordances” (p. 23). Therefore, the interface is
not fixed or constant, but a dynamic space.
More recent discussions around CMC affordances started considering users rather than
focusing on technologies alone. For example, Cirucci (2017) describes that affordances are a
negotiation between user, interface, and designer. McVeigh-Schultz and Baym (2015) speak
of ‘vernacular affordances’, which focus on users’ sense-making of the technologies and their
affordances. Similarly, Nagy and Neff (2015) propose the term ‘imagined affordances’,
which “emerge between users’ perceptions, attitudes, and expectations; between the
materiality and functionality of technologies; and between the intentions and perceptions of
designers” (p. 5). The authors argue that affordances are connected to interface as well as
how users interact with it; therefore, people’s expectations from technologies are part of
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affordances. Recent affordance theories include users in explaining the action potential in
digital platforms.
In addition to affordances, algorithms should also be taken into consideration with social
media discourse. Algorithms manage users’ exposure to content and other users, which can
potentially influence their behavior, explain Kosinski and colleagues (2015, p. 549). For
instance, contents which are displayed in a user’s News Feed are obviously more likely to be
interacted with. While algorithms learn from past user behavior, they are also likely to affect
future behavior by determining the relevancy of content. Algorithms and affordances curate
the social media experience, and play a defining role in social media discourses.

2.1.3. A closer look at Facebook
Facebook continues to be the most popular social media platform globally (StatCounter,
2020b). As of October 2020, it had 2.74 billion monthly active users across the world
(Zephoria, 2020), supporting 110 languages and dialects. It is also the biggest social media
platform in New Zealand (StatCounter, 2020a), and 84% of Kiwi internet users aged 16 to 64
reported using Facebook in the previous month (Kemp, 2020). There were 3,556,000
Facebook users from New Zealand as of December 2020, which constituted more than 72%
of the actual population, according to figures provided by NapoleonCat (2020). Among these,
25 to 34 year-olds were the biggest user group with 890,000 users. Considering that the
platform constantly receives criticism and loses its userbase (for example, the
#DeleteFacebook movement of 2018), its unwaning popularity is rather surprising. In order
to investigate what motivated Facebook users to stay on the platform, Lupton and Southerton
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(2021) conducted interviews with 30 Australian users. The authors attribute the persevering
usage habits to relational connections people have with others, and the affective forces they
experience with their friend lists and groups. Facebook is a widespread platform and a
successful business in New Zealand and across the world.
To create an account, users need to provide their real names 1, telephone number or e-mail
address2, date of birth and gender. Interestingly enough, gender information, which has been
a mandatory field on the sign-up page since 2008 (Bivens, 2017, p. 885), could be chosen
from two options only -male or female- until as late as 2019, although it could be changed
from the profile settings after an account had been created. Facebook imposed binaries and
neglected those who may not be comfortable with these categories. Recently the two gender
options have been replaced with three: male, female and custom.

1

Facebook has a real name policy. Fake names can be reported by other users or detected by the site. In
this case, the account gets locked and the user cannot access their profile unless they change their name
to their real name, which they have to prove by submitting an ID that Facebook accepts, such as a birth
certificate, drivers license or passport.
2 Account registration has to be confirmed with a code that is sent to users’ e-mail addresses or cell
phone numbers.
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Figure 1 . Facebook signup screen four years apart: 2016 (left) and 2020

On the one hand, Facebook made a move towards acknowledging gender and sexual
minorities; on the other, these three options seem to suggest that there are two main,
nameable sexes while the rest are thronged into a ‘custom’ category, which is another form of
othering. Anne Fausto-Sterling (1993, p. 21) proposed the acknowledgement of at least five
sex categories including ‘herms’ (i.e. hermaphrodites), ‘merms’ (i.e. male
pseudohermaphrodites) and ‘ferms’ (i.e. female pseudohermaphrodites), while admitting that
even five categories may be restrictive in explaining the sex as a continuum. Briefly said,
Facebook has insufficient gender categories despite necessitating users to choose one of
them.
Facebook and other social media platforms have been considered regarding their potential for
narrativity. Van Dijck (2013) asserts that social media platforms have become “personal
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storytelling” and “narrative self-presentation” tools (p. 200, emphases in original) due to
changing digital architectures of social media after 2008. She gives the example of the
Timeline format on Facebook (introduced in September 2011), which chronologically
displays all content users publish, creating a “narrative biography” (van Dijck, 2013, p. 204).
It must be added that the Timeline interface has changed since van Dijck’s (2013) article:
profiles do not have a scroll bar anymore that allows viewers to navigate years and months;
however, content is still listed in a retrospective fashion. This chronological format constructs
a personal history or a “longitudinal life narrative” (Robards & Lincoln, 2017, p. 724), whose
very first entry is automated by Facebook - the birth date of a user. Important life events can
be added to the Timeline through some predetermined categories, such as work, education,
relationship, family and travel, giving the user profile further autobiographical quality.
Existing content can also be edited or deleted from the Timeline, which Lincoln and Robards
(2017) call “reflexive reordering of life narratives” (p. 518) with regard to a continuous
reflection and revision of online profiles. Morrison (2014), another scholar who discusses
Facebook in relation to autobiographical production, examines how the status update
affordance coaxes users to self-disclose. She traces the history of status update from the early
“[Name Surname] is [text box]” to “What’s on your mind?” which affords publishing of
multimedia content. Again, it is worth noting that status update has considerably changed
since Morrison’s analysis. Actually, it is currently called ‘post’ instead of status update,
which has a more complex interface and affords more interactions (see Figure 2), thus more
possibilities to share personal narratives.
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Figure 2. Facebook ‘create post’ interface

Facebook’s policies outlined in Terms and Data Policy are presumably not read by most of
the users, but they’re assumed to agree to these by using Facebook services. Facebook Terms
states that “you must use the same name that you use in everyday life; provide accurate
information about yourself; create only one account (your own) and use your timeline for
personal purposes” (Facebook, Terms of Service). There is, of course, no way of ensuring
that all users comply with these, but it shows Facebook’s effort to encourage transparency.
As a probable consequence, some people tend to think of Facebook as an “official” space
where users provide accurate information about themselves (Cirucci, 2017). Another subject
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addressed in Terms is Facebook’s revenues:
We don’t charge you to use Facebook […] Instead, businesses and organizations pay
us to show you ads for their products and services. By using our Products, you agree
that we can show you ads that we think will be relevant to you and your interests. We
use your personal data to help determine which ads to show you. (Terms of Service)
What “your personal data” means is all posted content, messages, metadata (for example, the
location of a photo), networks and connections, usage (for example, time, frequency and
duration of activities), and purchases or donations (Facebook, Data Policy). Moreover,
Facebook collects information from the computers or phones used to access the platform,
including hardware and software information, IP address, phone number, GPS location,
photos, texts and call log, mouse movements and even battery level (Data Policy). All this
information Facebook collects is clearly required for more than just to determine people’s
interests for targeted ads.
The reason that Facebook gathers this data is related to ‘surveillance capitalism’, which is “an
emergent logic of accumulation” (Zuboff, 2015, p. 75). Surveillance capitalists, such as
Google and Facebook, commodify and monetize user information -or ‘behavioral surplus’with the purpose of predicting and changing behavior (Zuboff, 2019a; 2019b). Since
technologies are deliberately designed to disguise this, an average user has little idea about it.
Zuboff (2019a) thinks that surveillance capitalism leads to a new type of economic power
called ‘instrumentarianism’, which is “defined as the instrumentation and instumentalization
of human behavior for the purposes of modification, prediction, monetization, and control”
(p. 20). Zuboff’s work has been influential in setting the agenda for debate, especially in the
wider media, but she has also been subject to criticism about overstating what Big Tech can
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predict or achieve with this user data. Doctorow (2020) argues that surveillance capitalism
critique buys into the very hype that Big Tech creates: “it assumes that Big Tech is as good at
influencing us as they claim they are when they’re selling influencing products to credulous
customers” (Sect. 4).
Facebook has had many issues in the past years about their intrusive policies, especially with
respect to misuse of user data. A recent example was the revelation that Facebook had users’
audio calls transcribed by contractors (Frier, 2019), which surfaced only months after
Zuckerberg’s (2019) article “A Privacy-focused Vision for Social Networking”, where he
reported:

I believe the future of communication will increasingly shift to private, encrypted
services where people can be confident what they say to each other stays secure and
their messages and content won’t stick around forever. This is the future I hope we
will help bring about.

The article itself was presumably published in response to the Cambridge Analytica data
scandal of the previous year, which had caused a tremendous outrage. The New York Times
(Rosenberg et al., 2018) and The Guardian (Cadwalladr & Graham-Harrison, 2018) broke the
story on the same day in March 2018 that a political consultancy and data-analysis firm,
Cambridge Analytica, had mined millions of Facebook profiles for the purposes of
influencing their electoral decisions. Users’ data were used to create psychographic profiles,
who were then targeted accordingly for political persuasion. Facebook experienced a huge
loss of stock value after the scandal became public and Zuckerberg had to give a
congressional testimony.
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While Facebook claims to “empower you to express yourself” (Terms of Service), it also
takes away users’ power by rendering their activities visible, recordable and profitable. These
- often unrecognized - surveillance practices lead to users’ information and activities being
commodified. This is what Fuchs (2014, p. 7) calls a power asymmetry, which is related to
“the surveillance, aggregation, identification, intransparency and appropriation of personal
data” (p. 170). From a more hospitable perspective, Hinton and Hjorth (2013) suggest “a
certain amount of exploitation is negotiated as the price for a certain amount of
empowerment” (p. 30). The authors regard social media to be simultaneously empowering
and exploitative, where control and freedom are coexistent (p. 20-21).

2.1.4. Performing identities on social media
In analyzing face-to-face interaction, sociologist Erving Goffman (1956) used the theater
metaphor to suggest that performances are aimed at communicating an idealized, coherent
self. Performers want to control impressions others form about them, so they adjust their acts
accordingly. Goffman also (p. 66-70) distinguished between the front region and the back
region. Performance takes place in the front region to an audience, where performers attempt
to communicate a coherent self by adapting to the situation and social roles they have. The
back region is where “the performer can relax and step out of character” (p. 70) without an
audience.
However, self-presentation on social media shows divergence from Goffman’s dramaturgy,
according to Hogan (2010), who distinguishes between performances that occur in
synchronous situations and artifacts that occur in asynchronous exhibitions. Hogan
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emphasizes that performances are bound in time and space, but artifacts are not. In other
words, artifacts are not dependent on a specific situation, which Goffman saw as central to
performance. Hogan explains that “artifacts are not tied to situations but to individual
profiles” (p. 383); therefore, the artifact represents self independently of time and space.
Another important consideration in Hogan’s distinction is audience. Performances require an
actor and viewer(s), whereas content shared asynchronously on social media is in the
category of artifact, because there is no actor during consumption just like there is no
audience during performance. Hogan (2010) states that “the artifact is the result of a past
performance and lives on for others to view on their time” (p. 377). Users can access others’
artifacts at any time without communicating with the creator. These artifacts are managed by
the “curator” - algorithms that enable filtering, ordering and searching of content. Although
the concept of artifacts has offers a useful contrast between social media communication and
offline communication, social media is not limited to asynchronous communication anymore,
blurring Hogan’s distinction of performance and artifact. For the purposes of my research,
performance is a more preferable concept as it implies “doing” gender.
Users present themselves according to the impressions they want to convey, taking account
of their imagined audiences. For example, Counts and Stecher (2009) examined desired selfpresentations of their participants by having them rate their profile and personality
dimensions after creating a mock social media profile. They found that 96% of them
highlighted their personality traits (calm, considerate, intelligent, or unique). Two important
concepts that pertain to the self-presentation process on social media are ‘impression
management’ and ‘self-branding’, which are closely related: the former are actions that
achieve the latter. Marwick (2013b, p. 166-167) states that personal branding involves
applying marketing strategies to the individual so that an authentic yet business-friendly
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image is formed, which she calls the “edited self”. Maintaining this “edited self” requires
self-surveillance and emotional labor (p. 196). Impression management is a complex process
which can function at conscious or unconscious levels. (For further discussion about
impression management and personal branding in online environments, see Popescu, 2019;
Smith & Watson; 2014; Marwick, 2013b; Siibak, 2009; Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011;
and Kapidzic & Herring, 2015.)
Apart from how a user wants to be perceived by others, online self-presentation is closely
associated with the medium. Not all platforms serve the same social goals; these sites offer
different communication modes and channels. For instance, Instagram, which is
predominantly based on visual content, can be compared to Twitter, which is more often
preferred for textual content. The way people present themselves on these sites are
expectedly distinct, because “different types of software invoke different social contexts”
(Marwick, 2013a, p. 358). Social networking services offer different purposes (e.g. Tinder vs.
LinkedIn) and affordances, which lead to different kinds of self-presentation. However, as
Albury (2018, p. 448) notes, users are not completely bound by the affordances of a platform
and they can find creative ways to suit their purposes. For example, one of the uses of
Facebook and other social media platforms is finding sexual or romantic partners, even
though this is not the platform’s ‘official’ use (p. 445).

2.1.5.

Gender Online

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to clarify an issue of terminology: it will be noticed
that I speak of “female/male users” when referring to research on online gender performance,
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even though this denotes biological sex rather than gender. This is an intentional word
choice. To begin with, users do not indicate their gender but their sex on social media.
Gender information is almost always entered with male/female options rather than
man/woman on social media platforms - including Facebook, where I collected data. It is
problematic to assume people’s gender based on their sex; a male person might identify as
genderfluid, agender, a woman, a man etc., which should not be ascribed by others. For focus
groups, I deliberately gave my participants a fill-in-the-blank type information sheet to see
what they would write for their gender if not provided any options. The form asked about
gender (not sex) and they all except a non-binary identifying participant wrote “male” or
“female” in the gender field and none wrote “woman” or “man”. Declaring sex instead of
gender appears to be common for native English speakers, which can also be seen in other
examples, such as ID cards. It evokes Butler’s (1990) critique of the distinction between sex
and gender, who argues that “perhaps this construct called “sex” is as culturally constructed
as gender; indeed, perhaps it was already gender, with the consequence that the distinction
between sex and gender turns out to be no distinction at all” (p. 7). Nevertheless, I prefer not
to assume users’ gender and refer to them as they identify themselves. I believe this to be a
better approach than nonautonomous gender ascription of users.
Some scholars believe that traditional gender norms and behaviors are mainly reproduced on
social media along with other social inequalities (boyd, 2011, p. 54; Sarabia & Estévez, 2016,
p. 223; Demirhan & Çakır-Demirhan, 2015, p. 308; Kapidzic & Herring, 2015, p. 958;
Marwick, 2013a, p. 362), and most studies I cite below can be read within this framework. In
fact, Oberst and colleagues (2016) were the only researchers that I am aware of who
explicitly articulate that users present themselves in a less gender stereotypical way on
Facebook than offline, females more so than male users. Surely, non-stereotypical identities
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can also flourish in these platforms, for there is plenty of room to explore and express
alternative identities. For example, members of oppressed or minority groups can empower
themselves on social media by becoming more visible, as I will discuss below with relation to
queer identities. Also, social media can be used to meet and organize with other in-group
people, obtain social support, develop a sense of belonging and social identity for minority
and marginalized groups. In this sense, social media tools can have a liberating potential so
that non-stereotypical identities can be explored and expressed. As argued earlier, freedom
and control are concurrent in social media.
I categorize gender differences that were observed in social media communication under four
sub-headings: usage frequency and motivation; language; visual self-presentation; and
privacy and self-disclosure. These are also the main issues I look at in this project, and I
question the assumption that users reproduce stereotypical discourses of gender in online
platforms. It should be noted that majority of the existing studies that focus on gender and
social media are conducted in Western countries, by Western researchers. This thesis makes a
unique contribution as the first study that focuses on the performance of gender on social
media in Aotearoa New Zealand. While New Zealand is also part of the Western world in
some measure, its bicultural identity and unique place in the Pacific set it apart.

2.1.5.1.

Frequency & motivation

Scholars who examined how often and why people use social media found some gender
differences in usage frequency and motives. To begin with usage frequency, literature shows
a greater tendency among females to be frequent users than male users. For instance, Sheldon
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(2008), Wiese et al. (2014), Iordache and Manea (2016), and Oberst et al. (2016) all found in
their respective studies that female users spent more time on Facebook than males. Similarly,
Muscanell and Guadagno’s (2012) study revealed that female participants were more likely
to post content, send private messages, and friend request than their male counterparts.
Hargittai’s (2008) study also confirmed that female users used social media more than male
users; however, when Hargittai looked at platforms separately, no such difference was found
in Facebook usage (p. 283).
There may be some gender differences in people’s motivation for using social media.
Muscanell and Guadagno (2012) found a greater tendency among female users to utilize
social media for maintenance of relationships (for example, keeping in touch with their
offline/preexisting friends); whereas among male users there was a greater tendency to join
new groups or meet new people for the purposes of dating or friendship. These findings seem
to be in line with gender stereotypes according to which women nurture their relationships,
while men might be more open to building new networks, like meeting new people and
finding romance. However, not all studies are consistent with these findings. For example,
Special and Li-Barber (2012) did not find significant gender differences in motives for using
Facebook, as participants had similar reasons to use the platform, with most important
motives being relationship maintenance, passing time and entertainment, respectively.
Likewise, Nisiforou and Laghos (2015) found no statistical gender differences in usage
purpose as both male and female participants used social media to find information,
communicate, entertain and socialize. Current research, Phase I in particular, also investigates
emerging adults’ usage frequency of Facebook and their motives.
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2.1.5.2.

Language

Another area where gender’s influence has been studied is online language use. Analysis of
user-generated textual data revealed some gender differences on pragmatic, syntactical, and
stylistic levels.
Earlier research on computer-mediated communication showed that females tended to be
more collaboratively-oriented than males (Li, 2006), and there were gender differences in use
of stylistic variables (Guiller & Durndell, 2007). According to Guiller and Durndell’s (2007)
study about linguistic behavior in online discussion groups, males had a greater tendency to
use authoritative language and reply negatively in conversations, while females had a greater
tendency to concur, support others, and show personal and emotional involvement. Kapidzic
and Herring’s 2011 study analyzed data from English-language chat sites for teens, which
meant users between the ages of 16 and 19. Findings revealed that female teenagers adopted
a friendly tone more often than male teenagers, while flirtatious and aggressive tones were
used more frequently by males. In addition to message tone, the authors also focused on
discourse pragmatic features of messages and conducted speech act analysis. They used a
CMC act taxonomy consisting of 15 CMC acts (inquire, request, direct, invite, inform, claim,
desire, elaborate, accept, reject, react, repair, apologize, greet, and summon), which were then
grouped into 4 act categories (manipulative, reactive, information exchange, and other).
Kapidzic and Herring found that boys used more manipulative acts (e.g. invite) and girls
more reactive (e.g. react) acts. The authors did not observe a significant difference in
teenagers’ word choice, but they detected some small gender-related tendencies. Boys tended
to use more self-reference words (i.e. I, me, my), articles, social words, and long words (>6
letters), whereas girls tended to use more positive emotion and negative emotion words. The
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scholars report that “gender differences are least in evidence at the level of individual word
choice, but significantly present at the utterance and discourse levels” (p. 53).
More recent contributions to the literature seem to be along the same lines. For example,
Walton and Rice (2013) analyzed user tweets and found that females disclosed more,
provided more backstage material, and had more positive valence (p. 1470). Positive valence
refers to the general attitudinal tone of message being more affirming, happy and agreeing, as
opposed to negative valence, which is a dissenting or critical tone. Another study conducted
by Fawzi and Szymkowiak (2014) focused on Facebook status updates of 300 users over 4
weeks, and showed that female users were more expressive, and they showed more positive
emotion and sadness than males, whereas male users showed more negative emotion and
anger. In analyzing user responses to Facebook status updates, Joiner and colleagues (2014)
found that females were more likely to ‘like’ and reply to status updates than males, as well
as showing higher levels of emotional support in these replies. However, when the authors
examined private messages, they did not find these gender differences; levels of emotional
support and the number of sent messages were similar for males and females. Findings of this
study suggest that language use may be more alike in private settings than in public settings.
Joiner et al. explain this with a social context perspective, according to which people may act
in more stereotypical ways in front of larger, unknown groups.
In addition to tone and attitude, literature has shown some other gender differences in
linguistic uses. A study conducted by Bamman, Eisenstein and Schnoebelen (2014) focused
on gender and linguistic style using a dataset from the microblogging platform Twitter. After
studying over 9 million tweets, which belonged to English speaking users from the U.S.,
Bamman et al. found that females tended to use more pronouns, emotion words (e.g. happy,
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sorry, glad) and emoticons, kinship words (e.g. mom, dad, kids), abbreviations (e.g. lol,
omg), ellipses, word lengthening (e.g. cooool), exclamation and question marks,
backchannels (e.g. hmmm, ah), hesitation words (eg. umm), and assent terms (e.g. okay, yes)
than male authors. On the other hand, male users were observed to use profanity and taboo
words, numbers, and technology words more often than female authors. Bamman et al. also
found a significant correlation between gendered language and homophily: if a user’s
network consists mostly of same-gender friends, the use of gendered language increases (p.
149). Drawing on previous literature on gender and linguistic differences, Hosseini and
Tammimy (2016) developed a framework to predict users’ gender in social media from their
comments. The authors predicted that females would use more verbs, pronouns, positive
adverbs and negative adjectives, and males would use more articles, prepositions and
numbers. They tested this on the user-generated comments they collected from Los Angeles
Times stories and were able to recognize user gender with 66% accuracy.
These findings suggest a tendency of gender-normative language use in online contexts,
where female users are more emotional, supportive, sociable, friendly and male users are
more likely to perform dominant and assertive identities.

2.1.5.3.

Visual self-presentation

Visual self-presentation is a vital part of social media communication. The past decade has
seen new image-based platforms gain tremendous popularity (such as Pinterest, Instagram,
Snapchat) while existing platforms have also become increasingly visual, such as new
affordances of filters, frames, live videos and stories. Having acknowledged these newer
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visual features, it must be noted that ‘visual self-presentation’ is limited to photos in this
section. This is because photos are most pertinent to my project, but also because newer
affordances have not been extensively studied yet.
Photographs are tools of self-presentation and they communicate and perform identities.
They are widely posted on Facebook in the form of profile pictures, photo albums, or wall
posts. Facebook revealed in 2013 that users had uploaded 250 billion photos in total, with
350 million new photos being added to the count every day (Smith, 2013), although no recent
data is available, unfortunately. These massive numbers point to a growing sharing culture
which normalizes publishing aspects of one’s life, which has conceivably influenced
photography. Now more than ever, for example, selfhood has become the major subject of
photographs, as in selfie culture. One study with 14-21 year-old Spanish subjects showed that
70% of the youth posted only selfies on their Facebook profiles, which was especially
popular among underage users (Sarabia & Estévez, 2016). According to Rettberg (2014, p.
80) an important reason why people enjoy selfies is the control they experience over the
entire process. Selfies have been viewed positively by some scholars; for example,
Tiidenberg (2014) argues for an empowering potential in the practice of self-shooting, which
gives users control over their body aesthetic and power to construct themselves as “sexy” or
“beautiful”. Similarly, Rettberg (2014) regards “selfies and photographs as tools for selfimprovement and self-knowledge” (p. 3) and state that “creating and sharing a selfie or a
stream of selfies is a form of self-reflection and self-creation” (p. 12).
Besides presenting looks, photos may contain various cues about one’s identity in terms of
ethnicity, gender, class or religion; how users perform their gender identities is particularly
interesting for my research. Previous studies on visual self-presentation have found gender
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differences in amount of photos published. For example, Mendelson and Papacharissi (2011),
who qualitatively studied some 21,000 Facebook photos of college students, found that
female users had almost four times more photos (posted by themselves and others) than male
users. Similarly, Riu and Stefanone (2013) found that female users were more likely to post
photos, control their photos tagged by others, and attempt to manage images than male users.
These findings seem to suggest that female users are more likely to share photos than male
users, which might be expected considering they are more frequent users overall. Unlike the
above, Hum et al. (2011) found no significant gender differences in 18-23 year-olds’
Facebook photos in terms of quantity and content. However, Hum and colleagues analyzed
only profile pictures, comparing the amount and content of the profile photo gallery. The
overall photo collection may show more gender-related differences concerning posting
frequency and self-presentation.
Many studies attribute the wish to look attractive in photos to female users, who are assumed
to have a greater concern about their photos. The focus groups conducted by Manago et al.
(2008, p. 453) showed that both genders agreed that female users’ self-portrayal on social
media focused on attractiveness and collaboration, whereas male users tended to portray
themselves as strong and powerful. The participants also reported that female users more
often had images which did not accurately represent their actual physical appearance due to
concerns of looking attractive (p. 453). Another study with 11-18 year-old pupils in Estonia
showed that girls considered aesthetic (e.g. nice scenery), emotional (e.g. important moment
in life), self-reflecting (e.g. showing one’s lifestyle) and aesthetic-symbolical (e.g. photo
editing) aspects of photos more than boys (Siibak, 2009). Some studies also found that
female users were more likely to engage in seductive behaviors, such as displaying cleavage
or legs, suggestive dress or flirtatious pose (Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011, p. 263;
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Kapidzic & Herring, 2011, p. 49; Kapidzic & Herring, 2015, p. 967; Sarabia & Estévez,
2016, p. 223). The tendency to present oneself in a sexualized fashion in photos may be
socially rewarding for female users in terms of others’ interaction with the content (Manago
et al., 2008, p. 454). As well as indicating sexual and/or romantic interest or desire, sexual
expression in social media can also be aimed at receiving peer support (Albury, 2018, p.
450).
How such sexualized images should be interpreted is an important question. Dobson (2011),
who examined hetero-sexy material in MySpace profiles of 45 young Australian women aged
18-21, argues that hetero-sexy material should not be dismissed as harmful or oppressive, but
should be understood considering the potential for self-production.
[Y]oung women often present their identities through images and icons that can be
described as hetero-sexy, and hold connotations of objectification and complicity with
a masculinized gaze. However, they do so in a context of self-authorship, and such
representations are viewed through a premise of self-production. Could this
representation then function as a way of ‘gazing back’ [...] and communicating
pleasure in being seen? In other words, could these young women be seen as both
‘subjects and objects’ and does this then allow us to read their hetero-sexy selfpresentation in more radical, transgressive ways? (Dobson, 2011, "Some challenging
binaries and boundaries” section)
The author found that many images reproduced the conventions and aesthetics found in
heterosexual pornography. For example, directing of eyes towards viewers, emphasis on lips
and mouths (pouting or slightly open), clothing that shows the body were part of this heterosexy self-presentation. Dobson (2015, p. 70) thinks that some users may find sharing hetero-
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sexy images to be entertaining, thrilling, or liberating.
However, it may cause concerns to negotiate the fine line between desirable and slutty, as
was the case for some girls aged 14-16 Ringrose (2011) interviewed about performing their
digital sexual identities. A similar concern was shared by some Spanish girls, according to
Willem et al.’s (2019) findings of the focus groups conducted with 16-20 year-olds. Their
female participants reported wanting to avoid being seen as a choni (trashy girl - uneducated,
working-class, openly sexual), and instead wanted to be seen as a pija (classy girl - uppermiddle-class, well-dressed, sophisticated). Such image-related concerns are understandable
considering the monitoring and moral judgements some female users can experience. For
instance, Mascheroni and colleagues’ (2015) study with 11-16 year-old teens from Italy, UK
and Spain shows that girls were more subject to peer mediation and pressure, with this sexual
double standard being observed in all three countries.
While female users appear to put more emphasis on attractiveness, findings show that male
users are also increasingly subject to beauty ideals. For instance, Manago et al. (2008) found
that there was a growing pressure on males to appear attractive, in spite of the fact that both
male and female participants expressed disapproval for men’s pursuit of beauty. Kapidzic and
Herring (2011) also provided some support for this: 15% of the male profile photos they
examined showed a naked upper body (p. 51), although the scholars acknowledge that female
photos were considerably more seductive and sexualized in general. Likewise, the scholars’
2015 study (Kapidzic & Herring, 2015), which examined profile photographs in an Englishlanguage chat site, revealed that white boys especially were inclined to display seductive
behaviors (p. 967). Sharing topless photos and displaying muscly male bodies was thought as
a way to indicate heterosexual desirability and to achieve recognition by some teens aged 12-
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15 Harvey and Ringrose (2015) interviewed in the UK. Siibak’s 2010 study, which focused
on male users only (most of whom were aged 15-28, but about 40% of the profiles did not
enter their age), showed that users increasingly objectified their bodies, with their bodies
becoming sources of symbolic capital (p. 417). For example, the subjects tended to pose
alone and not seem to be engaged in any purposeful activities; this decorative position was
previously associated with women (p. 418). Furthermore, about 34% of them displayed their
bare athletic body (p. 419). According to Siibak, the subjects were moving away from a
traditional, hegemonic masculinity to other alternative masculinities, which often involved a
metrosexual outlook. Taking these findings into account, there is enough evidence that male
users were also concerned with attractiveness and some of them sexualized their bodies in
photos, although this was possibly more common for female users.
Literature draws attention to some other gender differences in distance and gaze in photo
composition. While most people appeared to be aware of the camera and posed intentionally
facing the camera (Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011, p. 262-263), among male users there
was a greater tendency to choose photos in which they stood farther from the camera, and
female users tended to be at a closer distance in photos, which showed their face or upper
torso (Kapidzic & Herring, 2015). This was interpreted as “female users inviting greater
intimacy with their viewers and male users maintaining a greater distance” by Kapidzic and
Herring (2015, p. 968). In regard to gaze, 71% of teenage girls, in contrast to 28% of boys,
posed with a tilted head, angled body and looking up or sideways to the camera, which is
associated with seductive behavior (Kapidzic & Herring, 2011, p. 49). Boys more often chose
photos in which they looked down or straight at the camera, or looked away.
As regards the setting, formal or planned events were common, as in parties, sporting events
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and graduation events, with parties being the most common setting (Mendelson &
Papacharissi, 2011, p. 259-260). This often involved references to alcohol drinking with
visible beer bottles or plastic cups. Female users were much more likely to publish “hanging
out” photos, which showed relaxation time in living area, dressed casually. They were also
more likely to post mirror photos. On the other hand, male users more often posted photos
from formal events (p. 261). They were also inclined to publish photos taken outdoors or in
public sphere (Siibak, 2010, p. 413; Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2014, p. 393; Rose et al., 2012.
p. 602).
In respect of participants in photos, Mendelson and Papacharissi (2011) found that most of
the photos showed relationships, and included a pair or a group of friends. These friends were
mostly same gender, which applied to both male and female users (Mendelson &
Papacharissi, 2011, p. 259). In these photos, female users hugged someone more often than
male users, whereas males were likely to stand close to each other or put arms around each
other (p. 263). While Mendelson and Papacharissi found that users regardless of gender
displayed relationships, Rose et al. (2012, p. 603) found that female users posted photos with
others more than males, often in close distance with others. Comparably, Zheng and
colleagues (2016, p. 893) found that majority of users regardless of gender preferred to pose
alone, males more so than females. Again, it should be noted that Zheng et al. and Rose et al.
focused on profile pictures alone, whereas Mendelson and Papacharissi studied users’ entire
photo collections, which might explain some differences in findings. In case of a romantic
relationship, photographs emphasized physical closeness with the significant other such as
hugging, sitting on the other’s lap, and joining heads together (Mendelson & Papacharissi,
2011, p. 260).
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The gender-related tendencies explored here with regard to attractiveness, distance and gaze,
setting, and participants are questioned in this project, particularly in Phase II.

2.1.5.4. Perceived privacy and self-disclosure
Privacy and self-disclosure are separate but highly related notions: the former refers to
managing boundaries and information about oneself, whereas the latter refers to
communicating information about oneself. The two have been grouped together here, because
they are often studied together in research and are closely associated with each other.
Online privacy is a growing concern where users’ personal information becomes persistent,
replicable, scalable and searchable. Moreover, heterogeneous audiences (Taddicken, 2014, p.
250), also referred to as collapsed contexts (boyd, 2011, p. 50-51), can further increase
privacy concerns and affect users’ self-disclosure. boyd (2011) remarks that “privacy is in a
state of transition as people try to make sense of how to negotiate the structural
transformations” (p. 52).
One of the issues looked into in this project is the ‘privacy paradox’ (discussed in depth by
Utz & Krämer, 2009; Taddicken, 2014; Baruh et al., 2017), which suggests that users’
concern for privacy does not necessarily lead them to manage their privacy. However, some
studies found that users do take measures to protect their privacy, even though they might not
adjust their privacy settings. Masur and Scharkow (2016) found that users tended to consider
the channel (i.e. status update or private message) and the privacy of information. As the
perceived level of privacy of an item of information increased, its likelihood of being shared
decreased. In this manner, users monitored their disclosures and refrained from sharing
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private information. Likewise, Vitak et al. (2015) found that most of their participants
engaged in self-censorship to some extent so as to protect their privacy. These findings seem
to be in line with Hogan’s (2010, p. 383-384) idea that users take into consideration the
collapsed contexts, define the lowest common denominator, and share content accordingly.
There appears to be some other strategies for privacy management than adjusting privacy
settings.
As well as refraining from disclosing private information, users can avoid discussing
sensitive topics in general. Byron and colleagues (2013) investigated the potential for
promotion of sexual health information on social media. They held focus groups with 16-22
year-olds from Australia and found that sexual health information was not deemed suitable to
share on Facebook by young people. While this was partially related to the stigma of sexual
health and STIs, young people’s privacy concerns and careful presentations of self played a
big role in their abstention. The participants expressed wanting to avoid drama, bullying and
embarrassment. Byron et al. (2013) remark “[c]areful management of online profiles suggests
an acute awareness of the dangers of publicly expressing private matters. Discussion in the
groups often returned to how one’s privacy required constant mediation and protection” (p.
39). Users' privacy concerns point to their awareness of the potential risks their online
behaviors may carry.
This does not mean that users do not share any private information at all. Robards and
Lincoln (2016) examined the disclosures of romantic relationships on Facebook, and
identified four kinds of relationship disclosures: overt (i.e. the relationship status affordance),
implied (e.g. photos together, tags), the intended absence of relationships, and deleted or
edited relationship disclosures. The authors suggest that “[Facebook] has come to play a
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crucial role in mediating the many stages of a relationship from beginning to end” (Robards
& Lincoln, 2016, p. 8). Users can disclose such details to manage and mediate their
relationships, but also to maintain and support their friendships on the platform through the
exchange of personal information.
As regards privacy and self-disclosure, research has shown some gender differences in how
users control their privacy and approach their intended audiences: females had a greater
tendency to care about their online privacy, whereas males were more often indifferent. Most
male and female users were equally confident in managing their privacy settings (boyd &
Hargittai, 2010), but females were more likely to express privacy concerns (Wiese et al.,
2014; Malik et al., 2016) and had higher privacy settings (Special & Li-Barber, 2012). Their
privacy concerns impacted their self-disclosure (Taddicken, 2014), and reported use of social
media (Baruh et al., 2017) more often than males. According to these findings, female users
seem to be more likely to take precautions, whether they adjust their privacy settings,
disclose less or reduce social media use. Herring and Kapidzic (2015) relate this prudence to
the probability of being harassed online. In contrast, male users revealed more basic
information and contact information than females (Special & Li-Barber, 2012). They also had
a stronger likelihood of publishing about risqué behaviors, such as references to sex or
alcohol in their comments and photos (Peluchette & Karl, 2008). These findings suggest that
female users are possibly more private and reserved than males, whereas males appear to be
more unconcerned about their privacy.
Not all studies affirm these findings. One of the contradictory studies was conducted by
Sarabia and Estévez (2016), who examined 100 Facebook profiles using observational
methods and found no gender differences in 14-21 year-olds’ attitudes towards privacy; most
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of the users were cautious about their Facebook profiles. Another study that has inconsistent
findings with the above was conducted by Walton and Rice (2013) about Twittersphere, who
found that females both disclosed more and mentioned more private issues. They also found
that males had more impermeable boundaries than females, which is associated with less
disclosure. Boundary permeability refers to regulating the amount and content of selfdisclosure in an attempt to control one’s privacy boundaries (p. 1466). Sheldon (2013) carried
out a study to compare online and offline self-disclosure, and analyzed college students’ selfdisclosure to three different kind of friends: an exclusive Facebook friend, an exclusive faceto-face friend and a recently added Facebook friend. Sheldon found that female users
disclosed in greater breadth and depth to their Facebook friends (and face-to-face friends)
than male users, whereas male users had more intimate conversations with recent Facebook
friends.
My research investigates people’s privacy choices, both in terms of their profile settings and
the type of content they reveal and not reveal. It should be added that privacy of profile
content is mostly customizable on Facebook, with the exceptions of profile picture, cover
photo, name, user name, gender, user ID and networks, which are always public. What users
disclose about themselves, and how Facebook as a platform influences this process is
explored.

2.1.6. Queer Identities on Social Media
Social media can have a liberating role by empowering some minority and marginalized
groups. Online platforms provide visibility and identity expression opportunities to queer
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users. For instance, the phenomenon of virtual coming out has been investigated by
Alexander and Losh (2010), who focus on coming out videos as a genre in YouTube. The
authors state the following:
For gay youth […] these social networks are often more than just online “hang out”
spots or ways to keep track of friends and family; they offer access to online
communities, narratives for negotiating coming out and its consequences, and
emotional and psychological support, particularly if such might not be immediately
present. They serve importantly as testing ground for first steps in coming out “IRL”
or “in real life.” (Alexander & Losh, 2010, p. 42)
Queer identity online is not only an individual, but also a collective one. Users can form/join
LGBTQI+ groups for various purposes like solidarity and activism; therefore, social media
can serve as a source of social support for queer users (Drushel, 2010; Cooper & Dzara,
2010, Alexander & Losh, 2010; Berger et al., 2021). Facebook, for example, provides a
platform for activism as it facilitates organizing, distributing information and promoting the
movement (Cooper & Dzara, 2010, p. 109). According to Gray (2014, p. 170), digital
platforms provide queer individuals with visibility and material to explore their identities.
She studied LGBTQ-identifying people in rural areas of the U.S., and claims that digital
platforms are a source of comfort and familiarity for them, as they can see stories similar to
theirs (p. 178). These studies not only situate social media as central to identity formation and
maintenance, but also present them as potentially empowering tools for sexual and gender
minorities, which can aid them to join a community and gain visibility (for example, coming
out or activism).
However, social media use does not always involve a positive or “liberating” experience for
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young queer people. Coming out is a complex process rather than a single event, whereby a
person reveals different pieces of information to different people at different times (Cooper &
Dzara, 2010, p. 104). Since social media involves collapsed contexts and audiences (boyd,
2011), it can be a challenging experience to negotiate identities. For example, a queer teen
boyd (2014, p. 52) interviewed expressed her concern that Facebook would compromise her
straight image by divulging the LGBTQ-related sites she visited. This may be worrisome for
some users and require constant scrutiny and careful management of online profiles. Hanckel
and colleagues’ (2019) interviewees reported managing their visibility to different people
using different affordances of the platforms, such as multiple friendship lists on Facebook. It
can be difficult for users – some more than others – to manage their privacy in a digital
environment where different boundaries of public and private are blurred.
Another concern is homophobia online. Chester and colleagues (2016) interviewed 12 gay
men that came out on Facebook, some of whom experienced negative reactions from others,
including disapproving comments, or being unfriended on Facebook and in real life. Despite
this, all of them reported receiving support and warmth after they came out, and eight of them
stated receiving only positive feedback. Another study by Rubin and McClelland (2015), who
interviewed eight 16-19 year-olds who self-identified as queer and as women of color,
showed that some young queer people experienced hardship due to social surveillance and
homophobia on Facebook - the ‘virtual closet’. Similarly, 30 adolescents aged 14-17 from
Australia expressed that discrimination and stigmatization existed on social media, including
within the LGBTQ groups (Berger et al., 2021). These examples show that social media can
create a worrisome, limiting environment for some queer users, once again evoking Hinton
and Hjorth’s (2013) argument that social media involve freedom and control simultaneously.
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Research about gender and sexuality diverse people’s social media use tends to focus on
queer-related issues only, such coming out and activism, while studies about gender
performance on social media are often concentrated on binaries. In other words, queer users
are mostly studied in isolation and not represented enough in common topics of gender
research on social media, such as visual self-presentation or language use. This project takes
a more holistic approach and involves queer users’ experiences in the discussion, even if they
constituted a small part of my samples.

2.2. Emerging Adulthood
This section deals with the developmental period of emerging adulthood, the focus
demographic of my project. Emerging adulthood is a relatively new notion proposed by
Arnett (2000) and refers to people between 18 and 25 years of age. More recently, Arnett
(2014) started assuming the period to be between the ages 18-29; Konstam (2007) even
interviewed up to 35 year-olds while investigating emerging adulthood. On the other hand,
Smith and colleagues (2011), Bobkowski and Smith (2013), and Yang et al. (2017) assumed
it to be a shorter period, analyzing 18-23 year-olds. There is no clear consensus, neither is
there a magical age at which an individual turns into an adult. My research considers
emerging adults to be 18-25 year-olds as in the original definition.
What led to the theorization of emerging adulthood as a new demographic was the drastic
change in transition to adulthood in recent decades in postindustrialized countries. People in
their twenties tend not commit to adult roles anymore, but enter into an exploration period.
Arnett (2000), who first coined the term, states that
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[…] emerging adults often explore a variety of possible life directions in love, work,
and worldviews. Emerging adulthood is a time of life when many different directions
remain possible, when little about the future has been decided for certain, when the
scope of independent exploration of life’s possibilities is greater for most people than
it will be at any other period of the life course. (p. 469)

He argues that this period shows a divergence from adolescence and young adulthood in the
sense that emerging adults are more likely to be detached from social roles and norms. Most
of them are not as dependent on parents as adolescents; neither are they as committed to
responsibilities as adults. It is described as a time of intensive identity explorations in a selffocused manner.
The life stage of emerging adulthood marks “a quiet revolution”, which was enabled by the
Technology Revolution, the Sexual Revolution, the Women’s Movement and the Youth
Movement (Arnett, 2014). These movements gave emerging adults the freedom to explore
different possibilities before they commit to adulthood roles. In contrast to earlier
generations, for example, the mean age of marrying has increased in many parts of the world
(Milevsky et al., 2014, p. 8), which partially led to an increase in parenthood age, too (Arnett,
2000, p. 469). Emerging adults can have various romantic and sexual relationships before
marriage (Arnett, 2014, p. 85); and when they do consider marriage, most of them expect to
find their “soul mate” (Arnett, 2011, p. 269). Their life decisions are mainly informed by
their own expectations and moral standards, as opposed to former generations who were
more likely to heed societal expectations and norms.
Emerging adulthood is not a universal concept. It applies to OECD countries that have
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experienced the four revolutions mentioned above, according to Arnett (2011). However,
there are also variations among OECD countries: for example, people have different
experiences of emerging adulthood in Asian OECD countries (for example, Japan and South
Korea) than in European countries (p. 261). Cultures play a role in how emerging adulthood
is experienced, as well as “when and how individuals are expected to take adult
responsibilities” (Konstam, 2007, p. 30). This period is informed by not only culture, but also
social class. A working-class emerging adult will not have as much chance as middle-class
peers to explore their options, which requires financial resources (for tertiary education,
travelling and hobbies) as well as free time. Arnett (2014) acknowledges that people from
lower social classes are likely to adopt adult roles sooner than middle and upper class
emerging adults, but argues that they should still be categorized as emerging adults across
social classes, because they still experience a distinct period before adulthood (p. 264). Social
class, like culture, appears to be a critical determinant in the experience of emerging
adulthood.
There have been some criticisms of emerging adulthood as a concept. For example, Côté
(2014) calls it an “academic myth” (p. 178) and finds Arnett’s theory unsubstantiated due to
several logical and evidential reasons. He holds that the developmental stage isn’t clearly
defined (for example, its start and finish cannot be empirically measured), and opposes the
idea that it is experienced across social classes – or that it is experienced at all. Hendry and
Kloep (2010) conducted semi-structured interviews with 38 Welsh people between the ages
of 17-20, and found that not all of them experienced Arnett’s normative stage, as some of
them reported perceiving themselves to be adults and being perceived as adults by others.
Syed (2016) looks at it from a different angle:
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Pursuing the binary question of “emerging adult or not?” is a fool’s task, as the reality
is that individuals will fall along a spectrum, showing different degrees of emerging
adulthood-ness in different domains of life and at different points in development. (p.
321)

Being mindful of these debates around the concept and its possible limitations, I still see
emerging adulthood as a helpful categorization. Whether it can be regarded a separate
developmental period or not, the delay in onset of adulthood has been recognized as a distinct
stage before (for example, other terms like late adolescence or young adulthood).
Emerging adults constitute a distinct group for online identity research, because they are
more or less the first generation that grew up with the internet. Arnett (2014, p. 194) asserts
that current emerging adults are “digital natives”, as opposed to their parents who are “digital
immigrants”, although this distinction is sometimes regarded as over-simplistic by scholars
(e.g. Bayne & Ross, 2011; Wang et al., 2013; Helsper & Eynon, 2010; Bennett et al., 2008),
who claim there are more significant factors than generation differences, such as educational
level or experience. Regardless, most emerging adults have high technological adeptness and
digital literacy. Therefore, their social media usage and habits have been of interest for
scholars from different disciplines (e.g. Bobkowski & Smith, 2013; Bjornsen, 2018; Yang et
al., 2017; Rasmussen et al., 2020; Vannucci et al., 2017; Scott et al. 2017). Social media are
an important part of emerging adults’ social lives and interactions, which is an important
consideration for this research.
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2.3. Performativity framework applied to online contexts
Social constructionists hold that gender is a discursive mode accomplished by the
performance of symbolic activities. This logic can be applied to social media platforms: users
engage in mediated symbolic activities to perform their identities. Specifically, I use Butler’s
performativity framework to make sense of emerging adults’ gender performance on
Facebook. This is not a methodological framework, but a conceptual one.
Butler’s (1990; 1993) theory of performativity assumes gender to be the repetition of certain
acts. What Butler refers to as acts are not a theatrical performance or a state of conscious
imitation, but “a practice of improvisation within a scene of constraint” (2004, p. 1). For
Butler, there is no gender identity outside of performance; one does not have gender, but
accomplishes it through performance, which is a continuous process. It is dynamic and fluid,
which is essentially performed according to various contexts and social roles. For that reason
it would be more accurate to speak of a multiplicity of gender identities rather than a single
gender identity. Femininity and masculinity are not stationary but plural and conflicting
notions (Weatherall, 2002, p. 86), and therefore masculinities and femininities are multiple,
dynamic and variable. Raewyn Connell, who has extensively studied masculinities, expresses
this flexibility and variability as follows: “there are multiple masculinities, there are
hierarchies of masculinities, often defining a hegemonic pattern for a given society;
masculinities are collective [and] individual; masculinities are actively constructed in social
life; masculinities are internally complex; masculinities change throughout history” (Connell,
2015, p. 39). Connell emphasizes the link between hegemony and masculinity, and that
hegemonic masculinities are always changing and being recreated with social and historical
developments. Hegemony is never achieved, but “constantly under construction, renovation,
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and contestation” (Connell, 2016, p. 314), in the same way as gender is not complete and
always under construction. While the discussion around masculinities and femininities is
highly relevant to understanding gender performativity, it is also a vast research area which
cannot be further elaborated in this thesis. This is acknowledged as a limitation due to the
scope of the project.
Gender identity is an active and perpetual process; furthermore, it is not possible to escape
this process.
Gender is not necessarily constructed by an “I” or a “we” who stands before that
construction in any spatial or temporal sense of “before.” Indeed, it is unclear that
there can be an “I” or a “we” who has not been submitted, subjected to gender, where
gendering is, among other things, the differentiating relations by which speaking
subjects come into being. Subjected to gender, but subjectivated by gender the “I”
neither precedes nor follows the process of this gendering, but emerges only within
and as the matrix of gender relations themselves (1993, p. 7).

To put it briefly, there is no gender exclusive of performance; and there is no self exclusive
of gender.
In the performativity framework, “performance is not a singular ‘act’ or event, but a
ritualized production, a ritual reiterated under and through constraint, under and through the
force of prohibition and taboo” (Butler, 1993, p. 95). Butler sees performativity directly
linked to iterability - a ritualistic repeatability. Another crucial aspect of performance theory,
as briefly mentioned above, is that Butler considers biological sex as socially constructed as
gender. She disagrees that gender is the cultural interpretation of sex, since sex itself is a
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gendered category. “Gender is the discursive/cultural means by which “sexed nature” or “a
natural sex” is produced and established as “prediscursive” prior to culture” (Butler, 1990, p.
7). If sex serves as a precursory basis for gender, then the difference between the two
becomes redundant.
How performativity can be observed and understood in online settings is a crucial question
for my project, but not a new one. Online identities were previously discussed through the
framework of performativity (e.g. Papacharissi, 2012; van Dijck, 2013), albeit in a more
general - or dramaturgical - sense. A specifically Butlerian perspective of performativity can
be seen in the work of Cover (2012), who draws on Butler’s theory to analyze identity
performance using Facebook and Myspace as examples. He explains that “online social
networking behavior is just as much a performance as any other ‘real life’ act, and just as
equally constitutes a sense of self and identity” (Cover, 2012, p. 179). For Cover (2012),
profile management (for example, posting personal information, status updates and photos),
and establishing a relational sense with others (adding/deleting friends, tagging) are two
crucial aspects of identity performance, which create a retroactive construction of the subject.
These social media behaviors are not only performing and stabilizing identities, but at the
same time rendering them complex and contradictory (p. 178). The reason is that social
networking involves different types of interactions over time, which are not always
consistent. Online identity is always in the making through available discourses, in line with
Butler’s performativity theory.
There are some criticisms of the performative theory. For example, Lise Nelson (1999)
claims that performativity “provides no space for theorizing conscious reflexivity, negotiation
or agency in the doing of identity” (p. 331). Another critic, Martha Nussbaum (1999) thinks
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that Butler’s framework is mainly symbolic and “in many ways easier than the old feminism”
(p. 45), not capable of creating real political change. Namaste (2009) argues that Butler’s
consideration of gender-related violence is focused excessively on the regulation of gender,
but does not adequately deal with issues like prostitution or race. Despite the potential
limitations of this framework, Butler’s work has been central to the academic debate around
the social construction of gender. It is a highly influential theory that discusses gender as a
continuous, performative process.

2.4. Summary
This chapter provides an overview of research on social networking and online gender
identity formation by presenting a critical review of relevant literature. This entailed a
discussion of CMC and the changes as a result of the introduction of social media.
Affordances of social media communication were analyzed and the Facebook interface and
associated policies were considered in more depth. Following this, an examination of how
identities are performed online led to a discussion of the use of social media by sexual and
gender minorities. Against this backdrop, the developmental period of emerging adulthood
was introduced, which constitutes the target demographic for my research. The chapter
concluded with an analysis of Butler’s performativity framework, and argued that it can be
helpful to make sense of online gender performance. It is clear that social media have become
prominent tools of communication which calls for an investigation of online identity
processes. In particular, how gender identity constructed, performed and negotiated on social
media is of interest for this project.
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While there is a growing global body of scholarship in this area, gender performance on
social media of emerging adults in New Zealand has been omitted. This research investigates
emerging adult Facebook users’ online behaviors, and questions the assumption that
stereotypical gender norms are reproduced on social media. The qualitative approach adopted
in this study is the most appropriate to treat gender as a spectrum. This allows for diversity
between my research subjects, instead of looking for binaries. In doing so, I will go beyond
the manifest content in profiles to explore meanings, significations and uses these
representative acts hold for users, and the ways these contribute to the construction and
presentation of gender identity on social media. The methodological framework will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Overview
This chapter expounds the analysis of the empirical data, as well as the advantages and
limitations of my research. The critical research paradigm which has informed the
methodology for the research is outlined. This paradigm, data collection and analysis are
addressed in this chapter. I use qualitative methods to examine online gender performativity
in my dataset. The research consists of two separate phases; focus group interviews and
multimodal critical discourse analysis, respectively. Both phases aid the comprehensiveness
of my project, and provide different perspectives on gender performance online. Given the
gaps in knowledge that were identified in the previous chapter, this research sets out to
provide a holistic and broad-minded approach to self-presentation. This research had an
exploratory focus that aimed to conduct a meaningful interpretation of emerging adults’
behaviors on social media, through which gender identities are performed online.
I explore two distinct but related research questions: RQ1 encapsulates Phase I, and RQ2
encapsulates Phase II. An important difference between the two phases is who has the agency
as a storyteller and analyzer of users’ experience. RQ1 explores participants’ perspective,
while RQ2 concerns my observations as a researcher, even though the issues investigated are
similar. In both phases, I examine issues that the existing literature raised with regards to
gender and self-presentation on social media, as discussed in the previous chapter. This
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involves consideration of Facebook as context; and how its affordances and limitations
impact the process of identity performance.
I am following an exploratory process rather than hypothesis testing; therefore, the research
questions are reflective of this. The two research questions are as follows:

RQ1 – How do emerging adults living in New Zealand explain and evaluate their own and
others’ uses of Facebook? What are the effects of gender on these uses? This involves an
exploration of the desired impressions, images, and self-presentations, as well as an analysis
of users’ practices with Facebook and other social media.
The researcher is not the sole “knower”; hence users should be given the agency to tell their
own stories. The purpose of focus groups in Phase I is to obtain information about
participants’ perspectives, feelings and attitudes by prioritizing their stories. I explore
participants’ self-presentation experience on Facebook, but I am also interested in their uses
and preferences in regard to various other social media platforms. RQ1 calls for an
investigation of online gender performativity among emerging adults and looks for similarity
and diversity between my pacticipants. In particular, how do subjects manage selfpresentation in terms of usage and posting rate, self-disclosure and privacy, language use, and
visual self-presentation in Facebook usage?
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RQ2 – What do user photos, Timeline posts and about sections in Facebook profiles reveal in
terms of gender performance online? Analyzing the content from these profiles, how do users
accomplish stereotypical or non-stereotypical identities?
While performativity originally refers to behaviors in offline contexts, symbolic acts
persevere in online settings. Furthermore, Cover (2012) argues “the use of SNSs are
performative acts in and of themselves” (p. 177). The purpose of Phase II is not only to study
actual user profiles, but also to reevaluate, clarify and support the findings of Phase I. I argue
that a holistic investigation of profile content can provide a deeper understanding of identity
performance in online platforms. I gathered photos, Timeline posts and ‘about’ tabs from
Facebook profiles. These tools can be understood better in context and in relation to each
other rather than investigating them in isolation. RQ2 also calls for the exploration of
Facebook’s communicative affordances and constraints, which ultimately shape online
discourses available to users.
Given the choice of paradigm and bringing together the RQs, a two-phase methodology was
employed.

3.2. Research Philosophy
My research is informed by a critical constructionist view, which combines social
constructionism with a critical epistemology. In the constructionist paradigm, meaning is
socially produced and reproduced (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 85). There is no neutral,
objective truth, as meaning is socially constructed in cultural and historical contexts.
Combining constructionist thinking with a critical approach, I hold that social construction of
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reality is inherently linked to power dynamics, which relates to the criticality of my research.
Critical theory emphasizes how discourse creates authority, oppression, difference and
privilege, which is necessary to critiquing gender performance. In critical constructionism,
reality is created by people in contextualized situations and influenced by power relations.
The term has been used in communication studies by Feenberg (1999), Bakardjieva (2005)
and Campos (2007; 2009). Feenberg and Bakardjieva are especially relevant to my approach,
as they hold a non-determinist and non-essentialist view about user agency. They argue that
similar to reality, technology isn’t neutral and is shaped by social forces. Social hierarchies
are preserved and reproduced with new technologies, and domination in the digital age
involves technologically-mediated activities. The agenda of the critical constructionist is to
strive for a more democratizing and egalitarian potential in technological developments and
achieve what Feenberg (1999, p. 16) refers to as “democratic rationalization”, which involves
subverting social hierarchies through new technology. In conformity with this, my research
objective involves looking at discourses of empowerment and self-expression that challenge
gender hegemony.
Both of the methods I chose (focus groups and MCDA) have a qualitative design, which is an
appropriate way to explore my research questions within a critical constructionist paradigm.
Strengths of qualitative research arise from its flexibility, elaborateness and inclusiveness of
variation and differences. My concern is not to generalize traits but to treat subjects as unique
individuals who have been enabled in a social context. Since I look at identity construction
and performance, qualitative research is suitable to consider individual, social and contextual
factors and treat gender as a spectrum accomplished in discourse. My research can be
categorized as heuristic rather than hypothesis testing, as my aim is to explore the ways users
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communicate their identities. Triangulation of data is also valuable, since I reevaluate the
data for higher credibility, but also offer different perspectives on the topic from emerging
adult users themselves. The phases have different data collection and analysis methods, as
summarized below.

3.3. Phase I - Focus Groups
For the first phase of this project, I have conducted focus group discussions with emerging
adult Facebook users. I explored participants’ insight into social media and experiences,
attitudes, ideas about Facebook. There was a more phenomenological focus in this phase, as I
questioned how they manage their online persona. It was useful to gain a comprehensive
understanding of online gender identity formation and performance.
Focus group as a method has a number of advantages for the purposes of my research (the
limitations of using focus groups are discussed in Section 3.6.). It is particularly useful for
understanding opinion formation (Fern, 2001, p. 146). Focus groups reveal meaning-making
processes and normative assumptions, which are seldom expressed directly in real life (Bloor
et al., 2001, p. 4-5). A social constructionist framework interprets focus group data as
constructed and focuses on the “co-construction of realities between people and the dynamic
negotiation of meaning in context” (Liamputong, 2011, p. 175). I am including myself in this
process of “co-construction” as the facilitator of focus groups. Another advantage of focus
groups is that participants can disclose more in a group setting in comparison with one-onone interviews, as the presence of others like themselves may generate a feeling of security
(Langford & McDonagh, 2003, p. 4). Participants can interact with each other in a way that
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they mutually add on the relevant topic. Focus group is also a time-efficient technique as
multiple subjects participate in a given session.

3.3.1. Sample Selection
I advertised with a poster to recruit potential volunteers, which was put up in several places at
the University of Auckland campus. These were potentially crowded areas, such as the
General Library, food & drink areas, student commons and building entrances. The poster
invited emerging adult Facebook users to contact me via email and mentioned a modest koha
($10 Countdown grocery gift card) to motivate participation.
In the initial contact, I sent volunteers a detailed Participant Information Sheet, through
which I introduced myself, my research, project procedures, data storage & use, their rights
and contact details of my supervisors, HOD and Ethics Committee. I then asked them to
confirm their age, whether or not they use Facebook, and their availability. After I had
enough volunteers to form a group (3 to 6 people), I arranged a session which suited
everyone’s convenience and I informed participants. Additional reminder emails were sent a
few days before the focus groups.
The sampling criteria were that participants should be aged 18-25 and have a Facebook
profile. It became clear during the discussions that most of the participants -if not all- were
university students of domestic and international backgrounds. On the one hand, it was a
diverse sample because participants came from different cities and countries; on the other,
they shared a similar educational level, were in the same age range, and most of them lived in
Auckland (one participant mentioned living in Wellington). The only requirement was that
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participants were currently residing in New Zealand. As participants had these similarities,
some level of group homogeneity was established, which may have helped participants to
feel more comfortable and enhance fluid discussion (Liamputtong, 2011, p. 35). No
demographic data was collected from the focus group participants other than gender and age;
however, in hindsight, it could have been helpful to ask for informants’ nationality and sexual
orientation information, as well.

Table 1
Focus group participants

All

female

male

non-binary*

Number of participants

39

22

16

1

Median age

20.5

20.3

20.6

24

Age of starting Facebook

13.2

13.4

12.8

14

* the designation “non-binary” was how the participant themselves declared their gender

I initially expected to assemble a sample of approx. 40 subjects in focus groups; I ended up
interviewing a total of 39 participants. I have obtained a somewhat balanced sample, though
it would have been ideal to include more gender diverse participants. Despite advertising my
research in LGBTQITakatāpui+ groups of the university (this is the official name of the oncampus rainbow community), there was but one volunteer. The median age of all participants
was 20.58 with a slightly younger female population. Males seem to have created a Facebook
account at a younger age with responses differing from age 8 to 18; however, responses to
this question were more estimated than factual.
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3.3.2. Data Collection
I conducted a pre-test with some of my colleagues to check the clarity and perspicuity of my
questions. This was not a full-length focus group, but I practiced my introduction and made
some revisions on how I formulated my questions and in which order I posed them. I
attempted to prepare open-ended, unbiased, easily understood questions. These covered the
main issues discussed in the previous chapter, such as usage frequency; usage motivation;
posting; friending; privacy and online self-presentation. I also explored how users consider
Facebook in comparison to other SNSs, which one(s) they prefer and do not prefer and how
their self-presentation differs. The focus groups followed a semi-structured pattern that
allowed participants to discuss, elaborate or bring up new ideas.
I held 10 focus group sessions from March 2018 until March 2019. The sessions took place in
a meeting room booked in the UoA city campus. An ideal setting should be “private, quiet,
comfortable, spacious and free from distractions” (Liamputong, 2011, p. 57). Providing a
private space for participants was aimed at achieving a relaxed atmosphere, which may help
subjects to participate more openly and disclose more (Fern, 2001, p. 63). However, the room
setting was admittedly formal and might have set an intimidating tone, as well. I arranged the
seating in a circle for three reasons; participants were able to address each other directly, their
attention was more focused than a traditional row/column setting, and recording (and
transcribing) the sessions was easier. The sessions were audio recorded to minimize
misremembering or taking statements out of context. I used two recording devices in case of
a technical issue.
There were 3 to 6 people in focus groups so that each participant had time to participate and
elaborate on their thoughts. Such groups with fewer participants may be called “mini focus
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groups” (Edmunds, 1999, p. 19), which are normally easier to manage than big groups and
aid in-depth discussion. Technically, two of the 10 sessions should be categorized as
interviews, because there were two focus groups at which only one participant attended.
Despite getting caught by surprise, I decided to conduct these interviews. Cancelling was not
an option, since those that turned up trusted me with their voice and wanted to be involved in
my project. Eventually, conducting one-on-one interviews gave me a good opportunity to
reflect on some differences between interviews and focus groups. I am of the opinion that
focus groups offer richer content and more complex discussion, but are also more arduous to
manage and transcribe.
Upon welcoming the participants, I distributed name tags, Countdown gift cards, informed
consent forms and a fill-in-the-blanks type information sheet which required participants’
name, age and gender. As the participants signed the consent form and filled out the info
sheet, I checked that my recording equipment was ready. Before the discussion began, I
introduced myself, my research and reminded participants of the ground rules. These
included confidentiality, respect to all participants and their opinions, and taking turns during
conversation. The entire pre-discussion/preparation stage took up to 5 minutes.
An icebreaker exercise was not possible since there was limited time. Instead, I opened the
discussions with a few closed-ended, general questions (these included “Do you remember
when you first started using Facebook? How often do you log in? To do what?”) and invited
all participants to briefly contribute. This increased group cohesion and helped me to
recognize speakers’ voice in the recordings. I carried out the moderator role during the focus
groups and my duties involved asking probing questions, encouraging discussion and
involving all participants in it (Bader & Rossi, 2002, p. 19). Each focus group had different
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dynamics and demanded different moderating skills. If a group was talkative and participants
eagerly engaged in conversation, I remained more distant and did not interrupt group
discussion, unless participants wandered off from the topic. If a group consisted of more
reserved individuals, I had a more hands-on approach; I asked more probing questions and
personally addressed individuals to get them to share their opinions. Meanwhile, I took notes
about responses, but also body language, eagerness, discussion temper and any other relevant
details I noticed.
The sessions lasted about an hour, after which time I thanked participants and invited them to
share any final remarks. After the focus groups ended, I distributed information about sexual
and gender identity helplines. Some participants approached me with positive feedback; they
thanked me and wanted to share that they enjoyed the session. Subsequent to the dismissal of
participants, I remained in the meeting room and prepared a summary of the session. I took
notes about the main issues that were discussed when the interview was still fresh in my
mind.

3.3.3. Transcription & Analysis
All recordings were transcribed in entirety, which further increased my familiarity with the
data. Participants were given random Turkish names for anonymization purposes. Focus
group data is quite challenging to transcribe because of group interaction, which involves
interruption, talking simultaneously, repetition, others’ reactions and so forth. I paid attention
to transcribing all such details, including pauses, overlapping speech, filler words (e.g. umm,
err), unfinished or interrupted speech. It should still be added that spoken texts cannot be
immutably transferred to written texts. There was some judgement call as to what was
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emphasized, or when an overlap begins, or if a response qualifies as interruption or turntaking.
For transcription of recordings, Poland’s (1995) guidelines have been used, which are
summarized below.
Table 2
Transcription guidelines

Pauses

instructions

examples

Pauses are indicated by a series of dots (…),

I never post anything (..)

the length of which shows elapsed time

that (pause) I don’t know

(two dots for half a second, three dots for 1

that would AFFECT people.

second and the like). Longer pauses of 3
seconds or more are indicated with the word
“pause” in parentheses: (pause) or (long
pause).
Laughing,

Indicated in parentheses; for example

I thought of it as a time-

coughing,

(coughs), (laughs), (sighs) etc. Note the

waster (laughs).

sneezing,

slight difference between (laughter) and

sighing etc.

(laughs); third person singular form hints
that only one speaker laughs, whereas the
noun version is for multiple people.

Interruptions

They are signified with a hyphen in

X: I don’t know, but like (-)

parentheses (-).

Y: I think it’s both.
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Overlapping

It is indicated with a hyphen for the person

speech

being interrupted, and the word
“overlapping” in parentheses for the
interrupter.

A minor addition I made to the guidelines is

X: I don’t know if that’s the
word to say it (-)
Y: I agree yeah yeah
(overlapping)

X: As you mature, you

that if the interrupted person continues the

understand the risk and

sentence after the overlap, two dots are used

the (-)

to indicate it.

Y: Yeah (overlapping)
X: ..safety issues

Garbled

If guessing what was said, it is shown with

speech

square brackets and a question mark. The
completely inaudible and/or undecipherable

I [came?] home.

I xxx home.

parts are denoted with “x”s.
Strong

It is indicated by using caps for the

I tend to share only the good

emphasis

emphasized words.

things, bad things QUITE
little.

Held sounds

These are separated by hyphens, and also

Oh n-o-o-o-o

capitalized if they are emphasized.

I’m VER-r-r-y-y happy

Quoting

When a participant imitates someone else’s

(mimicking voice) “Happy

others

speech, this is shown with “mimicking

birthday, Mr. President”

voice” in parentheses and quotation marks
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are used. However, (mimicking voice) is
used only when the speaker is actually
mimicking someone; not all quotes are
mimicked.
Note. Adapted from Transcription Quality as an Aspect of Rigor in Qualitative Research (p. 302-303), by Blake D. Poland,
1995, Qualitative Inquiry.

In addition to verbatim transcription, I have also included other relevant information in
parentheses, such as internet slang or gaming acronyms, whom they are addressing in some
situations, speaker’s tone and expressive body movement. Where necessary, the parentheses
includes two pieces of information such as “(overlapping, laughs)”. For Poland, transcription
is a fundamental component of rigor; therefore, special attention has been paid to this
process.
The transcribed text was uploaded to NVIVO for coding. Thematic analysis was employed
for the interpretation of data, following Braun and Clarke’s (2006) 6-phase guide. These
phases are as follows: familiarizing oneself with the data; generating initial codes; searching
for themes; reviewing themes; defining and naming themes; producing the report. Creating
themes can also be called “indexing” (Bloor et al., 2001, p. 63), which refers to grouping
similar content together and identifying broad themes or “index codes”.
While I looked for themes, I explored individual level data, group level data, and group
interaction data drawing from Harding (2015), who conducted focus groups with social
science lecturers to elicit their thoughts on seminars. Individual data concerns individuals
expressing their views; group level data involves identifying commonalities and differences
in the topic dealt with; and group interaction data refers to how they discuss it. Harding
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suggests that group interaction level can be best examined by identifying instances of
disagreement in the discussion, but I also looked for consensus and alliances, which can
reveal characteristics of collective interaction in a given session. I took notice of the overall
group dynamics and the language that constructs and negotiates meaning.
It is worth noting that thematic analysis is not a linear process but a recursive one (Braun &
Clarke, 2006, p. 86). After going through the transcribed texts several times, my codes
increased in number and specificity. I also built several subcategories for some of these
themes. Braun and Clarke explain that thematic analysis is flexible and allows the researcher
to focus on specific themes of interest in the data. In this sense, my approach should be
categorized as theoretical (or deductive) thematic analysis (p. 83-84), which allowed me to
explore my theoretical interests in the focus group interview data. Specifically, I looked for
issues that were discussed in my literature review, that are usage rate and reason, language
use, visual self-presentation and perceptions of privacy. Also, I considered latent themes in a
constructionist paradigm, which involves “identifying and examining underlying ideas,
assumptions, conceptualizations - and ideologies - that are theorized as shaping or informing
the semantic content of the data” (p. 84, emphasis in original).
All themes and subthemes were organized via nodes on NVIVO software for manageability.
Table 3 below provides an overview of all themes.

Table 3
Thematic analysis codes

Main codes

Sub-codes

Context-related findings

Facebook’s main functions

messaging
groups
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news
changing cultural position of
Self-presentation

Fbook
“best version”
audience

Thoughts about Fbook

formal and truthful
Criticisms

Going to the site vs. posting behavior
Female users perceived as
Usage frequency and
motivation

more active
Gender differences

Female users perceived as
more relationship focused
than male users

Language use

Stylistic gender differences
Group photos vs solo
Special occasions
Female users perceived as
mindful of appearing

Visual self-presentation

attractive
Gender differences

Male users believed to
display objects or other
people rather than
themselves

Privacy paradox?
Privacy

Gender differences

Female participants report
being cautious
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3.4. Phase II - Critical Discourse Analysis and Multimodality
In accordance with data and methodology triangulation, I worked with a different dataset and
analysis method than in the previous phase. This is useful to reconsider the findings of Phase
I, but also provides different explanations and a deeper understanding of online gender
performance, contributing to the comprehensiveness and credibility of my research.
I analyzed 160 public profiles of emerging adult Facebook users living in New Zealand.
Three items have been collected from each profile, i.e. profile photo, personal information
under ‘about’ tab, and the most recent Timeline post. Multimodal critical discourse analysis
has been used to explore online gender performativity and how gender identities are
accomplished online. Each profile is studied in depth and on its own merits through an
exploratory, critical, interpretive approach.

3.4.1. Justification
Multimodal critical discourse analysis is a suitable interdisciplinary approach for the
purposes of my research, which brings together critical discourse analysis and multimodality.
Here I will briefly discuss these two approaches, how they come together, and their relevance
to my research.
Critical discourse analysis is not new. The approach has been around for half a century and is
used to investigate socially constructed meanings and symbolic power in texts. Language is
perceived as a social practice that can have ideological effects due to the representation and
positioning of things and people (Unger et al., 2016). The word critical emphasizes the
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endeavor to make the implicit explicit and to challenge taken-for-granted meanings, and this
involves being self-critical and critiquing the “critical” itself (Unger et al., 2016). Norman
Fairclough (1995; 1992; 1992b), one of the pioneers of the field, views CDA to be threedimensional, which is comprised of the analysis of text, analysis of discourse practice (which
refers to the practices of texts’ production, distribution and consumption), and analysis of
discursive event (for example, political speech, news article, chat, or worship ritual). The
construction of meaning is realized through the content of communication, but also through
the communicative situation.
In addition to linguistic choices and uses, critical discourse analysts consider “processes and
structures, language and thought, social processes and meanings in circulation” (Hodge,
2012, p. 3). Context must be carefully studied, since the production and comprehension of the
discourse depend on it (van Dijk, 2005, p. 71). This involves the macro-social context, that
are social, economic and cultural structures and power relations. Considering my own
research, I study gender performativity not only in relation to the specific context of
Facebook, but also in a broader social context structured by gendered inequalities, patriarchy,
gender stereotypes etc. A primary concern for CDA is studying power and how it is
negotiated in discourse. Feminist CDA scholars, in particular, concern themselves with
critiquing discourses that pertain to a patriarchal system, argues Lazar (2005, p. 5). Yet, CDA
approach can also be used to investigate changing power dynamics; for example, my research
includes an analysis of non-stereotypical self-presentations online or queer users’ utilization
of social media with relation to discourses of empowerment.
Of course, CDA cannot disclose all social meanings or processes in a given discursive event;
on the contrary, CDA researchers investigate phenomena from a specific perspective.
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Decades of specializations in the field have discovered many hundreds, if not
thousands, of relevant units, levels, dimensions, moves, strategies, types of acts,
devices and other structures of discourse. We may have paraverbal, visual, syntactic,
semantic, stylistic, rhetorical, pragmatic, and interactional levels and structures. This
means that in any practical sense there is no such thing as a ‘complete’ discourse
analysis (van Dijk, 2001, p. 98-99).

Scholars have a focal point of research, and can only deal with relevant issues. Another point
worth noting is that there can be multiple possible interpretations of a text. Their meaning is
plural, relative and subjective; therefore, the analysis should be based on a systematic and
coherent rationale (Lieblich et al., 1998) and CDA allows for this kind of interpretive
flexibility (Rose, 2001).
Some scholars have discussed utilizing a CDA approach to analyze social media data; for
example, Rambe (2012), Albert and Salam (2013), Bouvier (2015) and Unger et al. (2016).
CDA scholars aim to understand online self-presentation and identity construction, but also
how these practices position people in a wider social structure (Bouvier, 2015, p. 156). For
example, “status updates on Facebook can be seen as a discursive practice enacted to achieve
a particular reality or to assume a particular identity” (Baker, 2013, p. 137). Social media
have been conceptualized by Albert and Salam (2013) as a discursive system which lends
itself to the study of social issues. The authors exemplify different experiences of power that
social media enables, such as cyber bullying, social movements, and online sexual predation,
through which people can be empowered or victimized. CDA is a convenient approach to
study users’ social media practices.
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Although discourse analysis originally focused on language use, scholars later started
emphasizing that meaning is contingent on not only spoken and written language, but also
other semiotic resources. This conception was theorized as ‘multimodality’ in social
semiotics, which “shifts the center of gravity from linguistic to semiotic concerns” (Adami &
Kress, 2014, p. 231) and considers multiple modes involved in meaning making. Gunther
Kress and Theo van Leeuwen (1996/2006; 2001) pioneered multimodal analysis, who, for
example, delve into reading images, some of which are photos, drawings, illustrations and
even three-dimensional items like toys and sculptures. Meaning can stem from various
semiotic modes besides language.
Multimodality is highly compatible with critical discourse analysis, as both approaches deal
with meaning making processes and the sociocultural context in which semiotic production
takes place. These two approaches can be combined (e.g. Ledin & Machin, 2019; Norris,
2019; O’Halloran, 2011; Machin & Mayr, 2012; O’Halloran et al., 2011; Carter, 2011),
which is called multimodal discourse analysis or multimodal critical discourse analysis.
MCDA has been used to examine digital environments. For example, Chiew (2004)
investigated the website of Singaporean Ministry of Education, and Carter (2011) researched
the U.S. intercountry adoption system website. Some scholars have also used MCDA to
investigate social media pages and groups, such as diabetes-related Facebook pages (Hunt,
2015); a Neo-Pentecostal prophet’s Facebook page (Khanyile, 2017); or an anti-vaccine
Facebook group (Ma & Stahl, 2017). A couple of studies have examined social media profile
content using critical multimodal analysis; for example, European female Islamic State
supporters’ self-presentation on Facebook (Nilsen, 2020), or how users with diabetes perform
health identities on Facebook (Koteyko & Hunt, 2016). The current study also looks into user
profiles to explore performance of gender identities.
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Social media should be viewed from a multimodal perspective, because the content on these
platforms contain various semiotic modes. For example, Facebook user profiles are
comprised of written, visual, and audiovisual texts, which are organized and displayed
according to the interface of the website. Kress (2010) argues that social media, which he
refers to as “the new, participative sites of appearance and sites of dissemination of messages
and knowledge” (p. 27, emphases in original), are central in the contemporary mediasphere
and should be studied carefully. Kress (2010) further explains that users’ engagement in their
own semiotic production signifies the redistribution of power and agency. Therefore, social
media lend themselves to MCDA to study user behaviors.
Facebook is a rich data source and offers practically unlimited data to collect. Social media
constitute large and dynamic sources for studying human behavior (Batrinca & Treleaven,
2015, p. 90) that allow “researchers [to] study individuals and groups [...] without the
presence of an intrusive researcher” (Mazur, 2010, p. 78). In other words, my research
approach allows non-participative observation, which reduces the influence the researcher
can have on the process. Furthermore, it is possible to reach diverse samples through online
research (Johnson & Gosling, 2010, p. 79) so that diverse populations (for example, sexual
and gender minorities) become more visible. The ethical issues that Phase II raises are
discussed later in the chapter (Section 3.5.).

3.4.2. Data Collection
The sample consists of 160 emerging adult user profiles who live in Aotearoa New Zealand.
A combination of judgment and convenience sampling techniques was used. Judgment
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sampling is purposive, non-random and non-probability; it allows researchers to focus on
relevant and revealing content only (Drisco & Maschi, 2016).
Facebook had made it profoundly difficult to search and gather user profiles by the time I
started collecting data in mid-June 2019. Facebook’s search functions have changed
throughout the years to became more private. In 2014, the internal search engine of the
platform was removed from public visibility, although some websites (e.g. searchisback.com,
netbootcamp.org/facebook) offered tools that constructed the search URLs. By June 7th 2019,
Facebook disabled these graph search URLs too, after Zuckerberg announced his “privacyfocused vision for social networking”. Therefore, there was no alternative other than
collecting data manually, one by one. One has to be logged into a Facebook account, since it
is not possible to view others’ profiles as a non-member anymore. A retarding factor was that
switching between user profiles too quickly causes the viewing account to be temporarily
blocked from viewing others. I had to open a couple of accounts, so that I could change
accounts whenever I was blocked.
There were three sampling criteria. Firstly, subjects were aged 18-25, which meant that they
had their birthdays in public mode. If a subject provided only their birth year publicly but no
month and day, I assumed their birthday to be 1 January of their birth year. By doing so I
have avoided including those who may not fit the age criterion; for example, if a subject was
born in 1993 without specific date information, I have excluded them, as they could
potentially be 26 years old (at the time of data collection). Birthday of users under 18 is
automatically hidden from public by Facebook, so I was not concerned about including
underage subjects by assuming 1 January. The second sampling criterion was that subjects
had an uploaded profile photo, i.e. no profile without a profile photo (of themselves or
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something else) has been gathered. Lastly, subjects lived in New Zealand, which meant that
any one of current city, ongoing education, current work or current address information was
public and indicated somewhere in New Zealand. I decided to include the third criterion after
I had started collecting profiles because of a need for consistency. Profiles which did not
fulfil these criteria were excluded.
I have found profiles through the check-ins on various Facebook pages, which belonged to
random locations throughout New Zealand - suburbs, parks, beaches, schools and the like.
Facebook provides basic information about the place, number of people who like it, and the
user visits (unless it is an official page, like a business, in which case users who checked-in or
liked the page cannot be viewed). The ‘visits’ tab reveals a list of people that checked-in,
which helped me to search through profiles and detect users that matched the criteria. After
finding accounts that were in the target age group, I moved on to looking through these users’
friend lists, because I assumed it was likely for emerging adults to be friends with others in
the same age range. What Ellison and boyd (2013, p. 168) call “traversability” allowed me to
reach a vast network of users, which was a convenient way to obtain a sample. I should
acknowledge that there is some risk of a bias and skew in the sample, because users who
make their profile content public and use location check-in functions may be a bit more
relaxed about self-disclosure than average.

Table 4
Phase II research subjects’ demographic information as shared on their Facebook accounts

Number of subjects

All

female

male

Queer

160

77

73

10

79

Median age

21.7

21.07

21.54

22.5

I saved the URL links of all selected profiles and took screenshots of the relevant parts: the
profile photo in use, the most recent post, and the ‘about’ section. This equals to nine pages
of screenshots per profile (1 profile picture, 1 post, and 7 about tabs), which were then
combined into a single document. I numbered these documents from 1 to 160 as follows: the
first 77 are female user profiles, the following 73 are male user profiles (from 78 to 150), and
the final 10 are queer user profiles (from 151 to 160). The umbrella label “queer” refers to
those who publicly declared that they self-identify as gender diverse (for example, gender
nonconforming, gender fluid or androgyne) or sexuality diverse (gay, lesbian and bisexual
users). Differently from Phase I, I collected users’ sexual orientation information as well.
Clearly, there may be more gender and sexuality diverse people in the sample and not
everyone might choose to share it publicly; we can only consider users who provided this
information publicly on their Facebook profiles. This sample can be considered as more
diverse than Phase I, as the subjects lived in different cities, had different educational levels,
and came from different ethnic backgrounds, including Māori and Pacific Islanders.

3.4.3. Coding and Analysis
Three analysis units - the profile photo, the ‘about’ section, and the lattermost post (which
used to be called a status update) - were coded separately to identify main ideas and patterns
relating to the construction and presentation of gender on Facebook.
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3.4.3.1.

About section

The ‘about’ section is where users’ personal information is displayed. It consists of seven
categories, which have their own respective subsections, as demonstrated in Figure 3.
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Overview

a selection of information,
depending on what's been
entered by the user
work

work and
education

education
professional skills
current
city

places
they've
lived

About

contact and
basic info

hometown
other places lived

contact information (email,
mobile phone, address,
Facebook ID)
websites and social links
basic information
(birthday, gender,
pronoun, interested in,
languages, religious views,
political views)
family and
relationships

relationship
family members

details
about
[name]

about [name]
favorite quotes
other names

life events

10 premade categories (work, education,
relationship, home & living, family,
travel, interests & activities, health &
wellness, milestones & achievements,
remembrance) and a 'create your own'
option

Figure 3. About section information categories
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The figure demonstrates that users can share an extensive amount of information about
themselves if they choose to do so. For Phase II, the following information was recorded on a
table (provided in Appendix Four): age, current city, hometown, education (most recent),
work (most recent), telephone number, address, other social media & websites, interested in,
languages, religion, political views, relationship info, family members, about, other names,
and favorite quotes. This was helpful in analyzing what kinds of information subjects
disclosed about themselves publicly, and how their privacy preferences compared. Most parts
in ‘about’ are entered by autofill or drop-down lists; however, some parts allow free typing.
Such free-text entries have been recorded for four categories (i.e. political views, other
names, about [name], and favorite quotes) and imported to NVIVO for analysis. I have
critically engaged with these written texts taking into consideration the field they’re entered
for.

3.4.3.2.

Profile Photos

Photographs can convey social meanings and embody worldviews, values and beliefs. They
serve as a tool of online identity construction, more so in the increasingly visual culture of
social media. Therefore, photos can be considered “a form of identity currency and symbolic
exchange” (Mannay, 2016, p. 77). Since visual texts construct and normalize views of the
social world, they can be explored via discourse analysis to look at specific views of the
social world, discursive power, or the image’s effects, according to Rose (2001, p. 140-41).
In forming my MCDA approach to analyzing visual texts, I am drawing from Siibak (2010),
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Ball and Smith (1992), and Rose (2001). My reading of visual texts can be called symbolist,
because I look at the social meanings produced by these images (Ball & Smith, 1992, p. 31).
Rose (2001, p. 158) suggests seven strategies for the reading of rhetorical organization of
discourse in images: looking at sources with fresh eyes; immersing oneself in sources;
identifying key themes in sources; examining their effects of truth; paying attention to their
complexity and contradictions; looking for the invisible as well as the visible; and paying
attention to details. The coding categories, displayed in the table below, are mostly drawn
from Siibak (2010), who investigated the construction of masculinity in SNS profile photos.
Table 5
Coding categories for photos

Participants

Who is visible in the photograph?
1. Alone;
2. Same sex friend(s);
3. Opposite sex friend(s);
4. Mixed gender friends, children;
5. People at the background.

Activities

1. Entertaining (singing, dancing, playing an
instrument and the like);
2. Sports (playing football, swimming, surfing, hiking
etc.);
3. Romance (kissing, hugging, cuddling friends,
partners or children);
4. everyday doings (talking, eating, drinking);
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5. not engaged with anything.
Behavior

This is the person’s relationship with the camera. The ways
one positions himself/herself can imply how much power
they claim.
1. Demand/affiliation: the person in the photo is at eye
level, there is no power difference between them and
the viewer;
2. Demand/seduction: the person in the photo looks up
the viewer, tilts head, pouting lips or smiling.
3. Demand/submission: the person in the photo looks
down at the viewer from the superior position;
4. Offer/Ideal: looking away from the camera, where
models offer themselves to the viewers as
impersonal items.

Social distance

This is the person’s distance to the camera, which shows a
connection with an imagined audience.
1. Intimate distance (head or face);
2. close personal distance (head and shoulders);
3. far personal distance (waist up);
4. close social distance (whole body);
5. far social distance (long shot);
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6. public distance (other people visible).
Location

Siibak uses this category to examine whether male users
were in traditionally masculine environments (i.e. the public
sphere) in their profile photos. The selection of location can
indeed be meaningful, as it can contains different cues about
status/power, personal interests and identity.
1. Indoors (room, office, apartment etc.);
2. In the wilderness (forest, sea, river etc.);
3. In the city (on the street, near a building etc.).

Body display

For Siibak, this category is about revealing clothes or
having no clothes. I have a somewhat different approach to
the category and explore two sub-categories: body (tattoos,
make up etc.) and clothing (attire, accessories, hats etc.),
which can be tools of symbolic representation and used to
express identities. For example, dressing practices can
symbolize occupation, religious faith and power/status. It is
an important tool to present one’s identity. How one
displays his/her body can have social implications.

Frames and filters

This category is my addition to Siibak’s guidelines, which is
deemed necessary due to the newer affordances. Since
2016, Facebook has a feature to add frames on profiles
pictures to support a cause, a team, or celebrating special
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moments. Any visible frames, stamps or filters have been
noted.
Note. Adapted from Constructing Masculinity on a Social Networking Site: The Case-study of Visual Self-presentations of
Young Men on the Profile Images of SNS Rate (p. 411-412), by Andra Siibak, 2010, Young.

I applied Siibak’s (2010) categories (participants, activities, behavior, social distance,
location, and body display) and an additional category (frames and filters) to users’ profile
photos. Any other additional information and/ or observations were also noted. These items
were coded on a table (see Appendix Five). The critical reading of photos was not limited to
Siibak’s categories, but they offered a good initiation point for the analysis of images, and
provided some comparison topics for visual self-presentation of users in the sample. I was
interested in which appearances the subjects prefer, how much power they claim, what they
bring out or avoid. I should add that there is no single “correct” reading of these images; I
offer a subjective interpretation among multiple possible interpretations that may be equally
valid.

3.4.3.3.

Timeline posts

Posts can be created by the user; reshared by the user (with or without a comment); or
generated by Facebook. There was a wide range of Timeline posts shared by the subjects,
some of which were textual, some visual, hypertextual, or a mix of these. I have recorded
three main facts about these posts: whether the post was created, reshared or Facebookgenerated; the type of content (for example, photo, video or website); and the textual
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explanation that accompanies the post, if any. I have then imported these data to NVIVO to
analyze each Timeline post in more detail.
Occasionally, the posts had comments written by the subjects themselves, which have been of
particular interest because of authentic language use. In many cases, there was too little to
conduct a linguistic analysis; nevertheless, subjects’ typing was valuable in showing the ways
some users communicate textually on Facebook. When there was language use by a subject, I
looked at both the form and content of these written texts to analyze how they construct,
sustain and modify meaning. I also considered other expressive tools, such as Facebook’s
‘feelings’ tool and emojis, which can change the illocutionary effect or the pragmatic
meaning of a computer-mediated utterance (Herring & Androutsopoulos, 2015, p. 134).
Similarly to the two other analysis units (i.e. ‘about’ and profile photos), my concern was to
look for relations of power/empowerment, authority and difference in all texts I analyzed via
a critical, interpretive reading process.

3.5. Ethical Considerations
For Phase I focus groups, ethical approval has been obtained from the University of
Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC) with the reference number
018588 (see Appendix One). Following the ethical guidelines, each participant was informed
about the research and the purpose of the focus group. They were provided with an
information sheet (see Appendix Two) which outlined my project; what I expected of
participants; how I would use, store and destroy their data. I explained their confidentiality
would be protected, and asked them to keep what is discussed in the group confidential. A
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signed consent form (see Appendix Three) was collected from volunteers, which summarized
all ground rules. These were kept safely in my supervisor’s office during the storage period.
Social media as a data collection tool raises some questions regarding research ethics in
Phase II. Although internet research has been increasingly used in various disciplines, there is
limited guidance for practice that designates an ideal course of action. The most substantial
guidelines about ethics of online research belong to the Association of Internet Researchers
(Ess & AoIR ethics working committee, 2002; Markham & Buchanan, 2012; Franzke et al.,
2020), which make some useful recommendations about internet research. However, a
researcher ultimately has to make decisions about what works for their research considering
the medium being studied and their unique methodology. In any event, researchers should
keep in mind that users may not be aware of the potential reach or use of their data, so we
have a responsibility to the creators of content (although Facebook legally holds data
ownership). In this research, I am gathering a sample by exploring Facebook user profiles
instead of a prearranged sample, which renders it a seemingly impossible task to acquire
informed consent from the subjects. Informed consent is indeed a common issue for internet
researchers, as discussed in the latest AoIR guidelines (Franzke et al., 2020). Kosinski and
colleagues (2015, p. 553) suggest that participants’ consent is not required if the following 4
conditions are met: the data were knowingly made public by the content creator; data are
anonymized after collection; no contact with the content creator has been made; no
information that can be attributed to a content creator has been used. For studies like this,
Bright and colleagues (2014, p. 26-27) explain the ‘minimize harm’ principle, which pursues
that content creators do not suffer any negative effects. I selected only public units of analysis
with no restrictions of access, and then pseudonymized the data by removing all names and
identifiable/compromising details of users. Collecting public Facebook data is comparable to
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archival research, as long as subjects are protected from potential harm (Kosinski et al., 2016,
Sect. 4). I did not engage with profile owners in any way while collecting data.

3.6. Limitations and Solutions
There are some limitations to my methodology. To begin with Phase I, there are certain
drawbacks of using focus groups. They can be difficult to manage because of dominant/shy
participants, or participants who wander off from the subject. I acknowledge that some
sessions were less fruitful than others in terms of content quality. Also, focus groups yield
small and nonprobability sample sizes; therefore, they are not generalizable or representative.
They are prone to social desirability bias or moderator bias, and interpretive bias at a later
stage. Fern (2001, p. 95) argues that the validity of focus groups is ultimately a judgment call
for the reader, as conclusions are the researcher’s interpretation. To increase credibility, I
have provided transcriptions of sessions for the reader. Despite mentioned drawbacks, the
focus group method is appropriate for this research, since I gathered phenomenological data
from the members of the target user group.
In Phase II, I encountered three main challenges in using Facebook as a research tool. Firstly,
Facebook has increasingly become an ungenerous source for social media researchers, as the
platform has obstructed ways to search and traverse profiles. When I first started this
research, collection of a sample would take a few seconds with some search tools. Instead, it
required significantly more time and labor due to the changes made on the platform.
Secondly, Facebook’s architecture led me to encounter a philosophical challenge in Phase II.
This research regards gender as a spectrum produced by performativity rather than binary
categories; however, Facebook’s signup allowed just male/female options for more than a
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decade; only in 2019 did Facebook bring a third option called “custom”. Everyone who
signed up before this date was imposed two options during profile creation. Gender binarism
and the comparisons that arise from it are the opposite of what my research intends. A
fundamental problem with gender comparisons, according to Yoder and Kahn (2003), is that
exploration stops too soon and gender differences are accepted as an explanation in itself.
The authors suggest researchers to consider the effect of social context instead of superficial
descriptions of gender difference. It is, therefore, necessary to look beyond simple
comparisons and to acknowledge gender as continuum when analyzing the sample, in order
to avoid reductionist explanations. It is also worth noting that examining only public profiles
causes a limitation, as users tend to scrutinize what they share “publicly”. Since many users
consider the potential reach of their content, public user profiles are usually dry, meaning that
their performativity cannot be observed to a full extent as users share with their friend lists.
It should be acknowledged that my research does not have generalizability due to the nature
of qualitative research. I work alone as an analyst, and replicability does not apply to my
work (Krippendorf, 2004, p. 88). Instead, the concern of a qualitative project is
trustworthiness, credibility, rigor and quality (Golafshani, 2003; Drisko & Maschi, 2016). My
supervisors’ guidance was crucial to establish a consistent, credible and critical interpretive
process. To mention another drawback, I interpreted the datasets singlehandedly, which is
subjective and prone to bias. In order to mitigate this limitation to the utmost, I have
explained all conclusions openly and support them with plenty of excerpts from the focus
groups (Phase I) and excerpts from profiles (Phase II) in the following chapters. Additionally,
the datasets for both phases were made available for the examiners of the thesis.
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The current project makes use of triangulation by using a mixed methods approach, which
helps to reduce bias and adds great value to my work. Using multiple methods leads to a
richer and more insightful discussion and increases the complexity of my analysis. Applying
triangulation is recommended for researchers in order to provide a more elaborate and
enriched discussion (Vitak, 2016; Golafshani, 2003). While Phase I revolves predominantly
around users’ own perspectives, experiences and ideas, Phase II is based on my reading of
user-generated texts. In accordance with Rhineberger and colleagues’ (2005, p. 57)
suggestion, the two methods used are adequately different so that different viewpoints can be
provided. The two chosen methods work well together as both research phases are qualitative
and exploratory in focus. The order of the two studies, focus groups first and MCDA second,
is also advantageous since it allows me to look for the issues discussed by the focus group
participants in the second phase. In addition to reevaluating data from the previous phase,
triangulation also aids me in incorporating different explanations, broadening the scope of my
research.

3.7. Conclusion
This project presents data acquired from two different phases; focus groups with emerging
adult Facebook users and multimodal critical discourse analysis of Facebook profile content.
The research has an exploratory focus; therefore, the concern is not to build and test a
hypothesis, but to observe users’ social media practices, and how these relate to their gender
identities. The research does not purport representativeness, but offers to provide an in-depth
analysis of online practices of my two samples, with both populations being emerging adults
living in New Zealand.
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The current chapter referred to the scope, advantages and limitations of my project. Research
questions are explored in a qualitative design to understand the ways users construct, present,
negotiate gender identities online.
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4. PHASE I FINDINGS – CONTEXT-RELATED

4.1. Overview
In the two chapters to come, I present the findings of the first phase of data collection, the
focus groups. To examine how participants perform their gender identities on Facebook, I
first explore their self-presentation experience, but also how they interpret this experience
themselves. The general aim of the current chapter is to understand emerging adults’
relationship with Facebook in order to provide context for the discussion of gender issues on
the platform.
This chapter explores three principal themes; to provide context, I discuss Facebook’s main
functions for my informants, how they present themselves on the platform, and what they
think of it. As regards the first point, which is key uses of Facebook, participants often
mentioned texting, following groups and receiving news – in order of importance. Following
this, I explore how my participants present themselves and what they deem acceptable on a
platform-specific level with reference to the changing position of Facebook; the desire to
display one’s “best version” (which makes oversharing and negative emotions inappropriate);
and an increased awareness of collapsed and unintended audiences. Lastly, participants’
evaluation of Facebook is discussed, which they see as formal and relatively truthful,
although they were critical of its corporate nature and data misuse. While I delve into gender
issues in the following chapter, this part is limited to understanding emerging adults’
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approach to Facebook, namely, where they display their personal information, ideas,
experiences, and social relationships to a wide audience.
The chapter contains numerous excerpts from the focus groups. Nonetheless, focus groups
were admittedly much richer than can be shown here, and a big part of sessions has been left
out. I pragmatically chose more coherent and easy-to-read excerpts and provided both quotes
by individuals and passages of group discussion. When a passage contains ellipses in square
brackets, this signifies there are omitted parts from the text, as some topics were revisited in
the course of a focus group. Also, some excerpts could be placed under different headings,
because there is usually no clear-cut discussion around issues and the participants often
mention more than one subject. On this note, the themes I created are also interrelated, so
there are some overlaps between them.

4.2. The characteristics of the participant group
It is often agreed that Facebook has been losing its younger audience and the Cambridge
Analytica data scandal is believed to have substantially contributed to this. At present, no
academic study investigating this has been found in the literature, but some research
companies including Sprout (Aboulhosn, 2020), Pew Research (Anderson & Jiang, 2018;
Perrin, 2018), Edison Research (2019), and eMarketer (2018) have confirmed that many
young Americans are indeed abandoning the platform. Facebook is believed to have lost 15
million users in the U.S. in two years, most of whom consist of young users (Edison
Research, 2019). According to a late-2018 report by Pew Research (Perrin), 44% of young
adults (age 18-29) had reported erasing Facebook from their phones in the past year, in the
wake of the data scandal.
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There was no evidence for this trend among my focus group participants; on the contrary,
Facebook seemed to remain fairly common among their social circles. One of the initial
questions asked in focus groups was their favorite social media platform; Facebook and
Instagram were by far the most popular ones, which reinforces statistics that show Facebook
is widely used in New Zealand (NapoleonCat, 2020; Kemp, 2020). Participants’ preferences
clearly differed from their peers in the U.S., which might arise from the functions that New
Zealanders use Facebook for, as I will discuss shortly. Messaging functionality in particular
seemed to be a major reason why participants tended to see Facebook as a staple
communication tool in New Zealand.
However, Facebook’s commonness among them does not mean that the participants were
eager users of the platform; on the contrary, this cohort of people appeared to be weary and
wary. Their relationship to Facebook comes across as conflicted, as respondents were almost
reluctant users. It seems as if they are urged by necessity to stay connected with others, which
becomes obvious in the examples below. Facebook is not a dying medium, but seems to be
perceived as stodgy and past its fresher phase.
Informants constituted a relatively diverse sample, which bears some resemblance to the
diversity of population of Aotearoa. The table below shows participants’ general
demographic characteristics and the groups they were in, which can be referred to while
reading the excerpts below.
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Table 6
Focus group participants’ name, age, gender and group information

Focus Group

Participant name

Age

Gender

(assigned)

Onset of Facebook
use (age)

FG1

Eda

18

female

11

FG1

Jale

18

female

13

FG1

İrem

22

female

15

FG1

Vahide

19

female

13

FG1

Cihan

22

male

13

FG1

Kansu

23

female

N/A – joined the discussion
later

FG2

Adnan

20

male

8

FG2

Rukiye

21

female

13

FG2

Raziye

19

female

14

FG2

Orhan

18

male

12

FG2

Mevlüt

18

male

9

FG2

Çisem

18

female

16

FG3

Lokman

24

male

16

FG3

Zekeriya

18

male

16

FG3

Ruşen

21

male

12

FG3

Ceren

25

female

15
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FG3

Ulviye

24

female

13

FG4

Şansal

19

male

10

FG4

Nihat

19

male

14

FG4

Ruhi

19

male

11

FG4

Fikret

20

male

13

FG5

Emine

21

female

12

FG5

Pelin

18

female

11

FG5

Gizem

19

female

18

FG5

Aral

25

male

18

FG5

Emel

20

female

11

FG6

Parla

21

female

11

FG7

Feraye

22

female

12

FG7

Deniz

24

non-binary

14

FG7

Ela

19

female

17

FG7

Kamile

19

female

11

FG7

Kamelya

22

female

14

FG8

Salih

20

male

10

FG8

Suna

19

female

13

FG8

Coşkun

20

male

10
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FG9

Zeynel

24

male

18

FG10

Raci

24

male

16

FG10

Zuhal

21

female

13

FG10

Nihan

20

female

17

4.3. Facebook’s Main Functions
In this part I explore informants’ uses of Facebook in pursuance of RQ1, which involves
examining participants’ utilization of the service. It is helpful to have an understanding of
participants’ usage habits and purposes to make better sense of their self-presentation.

4.3.1. Messaging: “they don’t use WhatsApp here, they use Facebook
Messenger”
Discussion around Facebook’s current uses for my respondents can give a clue about
Facebook’s ongoing significance in the New Zealand context. The messaging function
appeared to be the most important reason in explaining the ongoing demand for Facebook
among them. Most participants regarded Facebook Messenger as an essential communication
tool to the point that it has replaced texting altogether. As Deniz explains below, they use
Messenger to communicate with everyone, with the exception of their parents.
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Focus Group 7
Deniz (24, non-binary): I use Messenger instead of texting at this point. I mes (.) the only
people I text now are my parents. Everyone else is via Facebook Messenger.
So it’s mostly for the (.) it’s basically become MSN with a newsfeed attached
rather than like a social media (-)
Ela (19, f):
Yeah yeah yeah (overlapping)

The fact that Messenger is installed as a standalone app on smartphones led many
participants to see Facebook and Facebook Messenger as separate entities. This reinforces
Messenger’s perception as a texting tool, as it is detached from the main Facebook app. For
most participants, Messenger was the more frequently used app. Note that this difference
does not exist if the service is accessed from a computer, as the website version contains the
messaging service within the main platform.

Focus Group 1
Jale (18, f) :

Well, I don’t see them as the same thing cause it’s like (..) yeah cause like I
guess it’s a separate app on your phone so it kinda differentiates it. And
Messenger’s replaced a lot of like texting in people’s lives so it’s just a new
way to communicate

[...]
Kansu (23, f): Yeah I wouldn’t mostly use Facebook (..) the app itself more than Messenger
but (..) I believe it’s the two different apps on the phone that they also have
two different kind of meaning to the apps. Cause Facebook I will just (.) pretty
much keep scrolling and like look at videos and look at memes (..) tag my
friends pretty much twenty-four seven (laughs) ummm (..) but also like (.) at
the moment because I just moved houses I’m [highly engaged?] with
marketplace and like a lot of (.) buy and sell Facebook pages. So they’re very
different to like (.) engaging on the Messenger itself (…) umm (…) yeah.

Focus Group 8
Coşkun (20, m): Uhh for me it’s-s-s (.) yeah clearly just 99% of it’s just messaging [with?] (-)
Suna (19, f): Yeah (overlapping)
Coşkun:
..the key messaging app.
Investigator: Mm-hmm.
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Salih (20, m): Yeah definitely messaging probably the most thing I do (.) there, but it’s not
really part of Facebook anymore. It doesn’t feel like it.
Suna:
It’s more like a different it’s like a different app (-)
Salih:
Different app now (overlapping)
Suna:
..Messenger thing
Salih:
Yeah

Focus Group 2
Çisem (18, f): A simple question: When we talk about Facebook, are we going like Facebook
Messenger as two different things or one?
Investigator: You can specify which one you’re talking about (-)
Çisem:
Ok (.) ok
Mevlüt (18, m): I probably open Messenger (..) no more than 8 times a day (..) and umm
Facebook (…) umm weekly maybe 3 times a week.

Facebook Messenger was preferred over traditional mobile texting and other online
messaging services, such as WhatsApp and Viber. Several international students reported that
they started using Facebook more since moving to New Zealand, because it fulfills such a
communicative function. Below are examples from international students in four different
sessions: Cihan and Aral are from Singapore, Suna is from Malaysia, and Zeynel is from
China.

Focus group 8
Suna (19, f): I actually notice like a lot New Zealand people actually prefer Messenger as
like their way of communication (-)
Coşkun (20, m): Yeah (overlapping) for sure
Salih (20, m): Yeah (overlapping)
Suna:
..yeah cause when I came here, everybody started using Messenger so I was
like (mimicking voice) “OHH wow there’s” (-)
Salih:
What did you use before, WeChat?
Suna:
I used errr WhatsApp.
Salih:
WhatsApp (-)
Suna:
Yeah (overlapping)
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Focus group 1
Cihan (22, m): I only started using it properly when I came to New Zealand to study. So that’s
when I was 21. A-a-and I use it mostly just to communicate with people, cause
everyone here uses Facebook Messenger.
Jale (18, f): Yeah
İrem (22, f): Yeah
[...]
Cihan:
So I’m from Singapore and when I was back in Singapore, I never really used
it, cause the community I have on Facebook is (.) like the people I met in New
Zealand. Yeah so I didn’t really use it almost at all when I was in Singapore.

Focus group 5
Aral (25, m): Errr for my case in Singapore I don’t really use it at all. At most it’s like (..) 3
days once. Over here I’m using it every single day, because they’re messaging
(..) they don’t use WhatsApp here, they use Facebook Messenger.
Pelin (18, f): Yeah (laughs).

Focus group 9
Zeynel (24, m): When I first registered it, I was in China (..) and (.) because in China we
could not use Facebook (laughs). But I still created it (.) registered it but I
could not use it very often. Errr (..) since I came to New Zealand I start to use
it very often.
Investigator: How often do you use it now?
Zeynel:
Because I use Facebook for the chatting with my friends (..) and-d-d I just
Facebook because it has the (..) uhh try to try to app called Messenger. And
mostly I use that app.
Investigator: How many times a day, do you think?
Zeynel:
Errr when when I not study, I will use it (laughs).

International students’ observation was an important contribution, because they may more
easily recognize settled ideas and practices in the Kiwi context, as the examples above show.
In all passages, participants who were international students mentioned realizing the
prevalence of Messenger after they came to New Zealand and consequently started using it
more. Participants often reported using the messaging service frequently, which could explain
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Facebook’s ongoing prevalence amongst them. Another reason why they use Facebook is the
groups feature, which is explored below.

4.3.2. Groups
Groups were a big part of participants’ Facebook experience, as they found it useful to follow
and communicate with certain communities. Facebook allows creating and joining groups
(not to be confused with pages), an affordance no other mainstream English-language
platform has. As most of the participants were students, groups for university papers,
projects, halls and study groups were frequently mentioned. Many participants used
Facebook to communicate with their friends and liked that Facebook allows hypertextual
exchange with links and videos. In addition to academic-related groups, participants followed
groups about their interests and hobbies, and expressed that Facebook made it easier to
organize events. The convenience of groups were mentioned in eight of the ten sessions
overall, which shows a strong consensus. I provide some examples below from different
sessions where participants mention their use of the groups affordance.

Focus group 7
Feraye (22, f): Facebook groups are SO good (.) actually. Cause (.) or just like even stuff like
housing groups like cause we were looking for a new flat to live in. And (-)
Ela (19, f):
Ah yeah yeah (overlapping)
Feraye:
..without that like I wouldn’t have (-)
Kamelya (22, f): yeah (overlapping)
Feraye:
..found anywhere to live. Or like I found good flat mates to live with.
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Focus Group 5
Gizem (19, f): I live in the uni hall so umm they got a Facebook group so I I check like
what’s going on what’s the new and what are the new events (.) I read a post
for new event in the Facebook group. So mostly that.
Aral (25, m): I check out for the Facebook groups over here they update the events.
[...]
Emel (20, f): Gizem brought up a good point about (.) like (.) keeping up to date with what’s
going on in different groups that you’re in (..) so I’m big into that as well.

Focus Group 8
Suna (19, f): I guess for me it’s like that’s GROUPS like (.) I have sports groups that I
communicate sometimes (-)
Salih (20, m): Hmm (overlapping)
Suna:
..so yeah there’s some-e-e-e projects or something that’s on.
[...]
Salih:
I’ve groups in like the-e-e (.) err papers I’m in. Like usually (-)
Coşkun (20, m): Yeah that’s pretty good.
Salih:
Yeah yeah.
[...]
Suna:
So like we have a group and then like they just post like weekly-y-y updates.
Like having training tomorrow (-)
Salih:
Ri-i-ight (overlapping)
Suna:
..at this time at this place and stuff (-)
Salih:
Hmm.
Suna:
Yeah

Focus Group 9
Zeynel (24, m): I also use it uh because in university we have some study group. For example
uhh in the classmates I could use it with my classmate to talk about study.
Investigator: Yeah hmm.
Zeynel:
So it’s also to for study.
[...]
Because I have some social group. They also have Facebook account they (.)
they have a Facebook group account. So I follow them, a-a-and if there are
some events they will post it on the Facebook and I will check that information
and I went to that went.
Investigator: So you find out (-)
Zeynel:
Yeah (overlapping)
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Investigator: ..some events?
Zeynel:
Yeah yeah.

The groups affordance helped users to connect and interact with others who were like-minded
or had a mutual purpose. This feature was seen as a useful and convenient tool by most
participants, which seems to be another reason why they use Facebook widely. The last
reason I identified, as discussed below, is because the platform is used to receive news.

4.3.3. Receiving news: “Facebook is how I find out about breaking news”
Several participants received their news through Facebook. They mentioned subscribing to
pages of news outlets on Facebook, as well as getting news from others’ postings, which
often involved hearing about breaking news. Some of them enjoyed reading articles and
commentaries; some others enjoyed the discussions users have in the comments section. In
the excerpts below, participants discuss getting their news and learning about current events
on Facebook.

Focus Group 10
Raci (24, m): I use Facebook mainly for-r-r following the news. I go there to scroll through
some (..) commentary stuff. And I (.) the secondary purpose is to-o-o (..) see if
there’s any events. Yeah so mainly just news and events.

Focus group 7
Deniz (24, non-binary): At the moment my my page my feed is majority like New York
Times. It’s been of current events kinda stuff (-)
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Ela (19, f):
Ah yeah yeah (overlapping)
Deniz:
..so I basically use it more as a newsfeed than social media
[...]
Kamile (19, f): Facebook is how I find out about like the like breaking news and everything.
Ela:
Yeah same actually.
Kamile:
Yeah.
Ela:
That’s where I hear it first (..) rather than on the actual news (-)
Kamile:
Yeah (overlapping)
Ela:
..or on newspapers. You’re scrolling through and like (mimicking voice) “Oh
so and so is died.” Or yeah (laughter)
Deniz:
Cause first thing every morning I wake up and I scroll through (..) I’ll save
articles to my saved links. Umm and I have 1 or 2 to read if I haven’t read
them yet. And when I’ve read them I delete them out.

Focus Group 3
Ruşen (21, m): I’m checking news or what like (..) see what what’s going on (..) you know.
Anywhere and everywhere and anytime.
[...]
Sometimes fake news being spread all over. That we all know.

Facebook served as a news site for some participants, despite a potential reliability issue
which Ruşen pointed out. Using Facebook to receive news and information probably
contributes to its continued popularity among my participants, even though it is not
mentioned as frequently as messaging and group functions.
This section considered the informants’ uses of Facebook and their purposes for using the
service. The fact that my participants mainly used Facebook as a messaging tool and to
follow certain groups suggests that users stay on the platform for the ease of connecting with
others, in line with Lupton and Southerton’s (2021) findings. The findings presented above
support what the authors call "relational connections" and "affective forces” produced by
their encounters with those connections (Lupton & Southerton, 2021) as primary motivators
to stay on the platform. The following section focuses on conventions of self-presentation on
Facebook, according to my participants.
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4.4. Self-presentation on Facebook
Some respondents discussed the changing cultural status and perceptions of Facebook. They
reported seeing Facebook as a casual platform in the past, whereas nowadays there appears to
be a much greater scrutiny in content selection. This caused many participants to refrain from
posting in most cases. Some of them jokingly expressed embarrassment towards their old
posts, which shows how the perception of appropriate content for this platform has changed.
Most participants mentioned wanting to present the “best version” of themselves, which
meant exclusion of all negative content including life adversities. Lastly, participants’
imagined audience is discussed with reference to context collapse and “unintended”
audiences, which further hindered their posting behavior. Many participants reported being
highly selective in what they shared (even commented on or liked), in case it can be seen by
unwanted parties. In contrast to other platforms the participants used, content published on
Facebook was more carefully scrutinized.

4.4.1. Changing social roles of Facebook
The cultural status of Facebook has changed in the last few years for this cohort, and its uses
have been substantially reduced. While Facebook fulfills three main roles discussed above,
participants explained that they previously utilized many more of its affordances, such as
sharing status updates, playing games, and exhibiting daily life, which are now considered
“parent behavior”. In the passage below from Focus Group 1, participants discuss that only
parents share content on Facebook currently.
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Focus Group 1
Eda (18, f):

But I used to (.) like do heaps of stuff, like make statuses, play games and I
don’t really do that.
İrem (22, f): That makes sense cause I’m worried that like (.) nobody would care (laughs)
and I’ll just be floating out there in the page
Jale (18, f): I don’t think statuses are a big thing anymore (-)
Vahide (19, f): Yeah (overlapping)
İrem:
No they’re not (overlapping)
Jale:
You just like (.) you just follow like pages that have like memes and stuff and
you’re like (mimicking voice) “cool” and you like them. And then there are
people that makes statuses like your parents and like (laughter) (mimicking
voice) “oh-h I’m doing really well toda-ay” and you’re like “errr”
Vahide:
It’s the same with like (.) like extended family like my aunties and uncles like
they’re the only ones who actually like post photos and like words on
Facebook like (-)
Jale:
yeah, no one does that anymore (overlapping)
Vahide:
..for us it’s just (mimicking voice) “this tagged you in a meme, this person
tagged you in a meme” and like that’s it.
Eda:
When I was like year 10, it was so-o big you got (mimicking voice) “like for
li-i-ike” and [to get it?] anything they would post on their timeline. It’s so
cringe, but it used to be so big.
[...]
Facebook isn’t really that personal anymore, eh?
Cihan (22, m): Yeah it’s just (-)
Eda:
Yesterday (overlapping) so like when I first made it, it was like (.) you’d post
photos and stuff, now it’s only like what parents are doing.
İrem:
it used overly (.) it used to be like kinda overly personal and people would like
(-)
Eda:
Yeah
İrem:
People would like (mimicking voice) “why do you always treat me like this?!”
(laughter) like really (.) like anonymized posts. And then someone would
comment like (mimicking voice) “o-o-o-h” like “who is it babe?” and then like
“I’ll send you on private” (laughter) and like if it’s private (laughter) (-)
Cihan:
Why do you post on Facebook? (overlapping)
Eda:
Or like people are like (mimicking voice) “making toast!” (laughter)
Kansu (23, f): Yeah. They literally like shared every part of their day on Facebook before.
Eda:
And now if you go down your timeline it’s just like (.) memes a-a-and (-)
Kansu:
videos (overlapping)
Eda:
..videos mostly.

This excerpt above shows that participants used to see Facebook as more personal, their
posting behavior was more frequent and not as calculated as it is now. Similar remarks were
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made in other sessions, too. Some participants mentioned that various functions of Facebook
became redundant, as new social media platforms emerged. In particular, the story feature in
Instagram and Snapchat seems to have reduced permanent posts in all platforms.

Focus group 2
Adnan (20, m): The story feature on Facebook I think because of THAT the amount of post
have reduced (-)
Mevlüt (18, m): r-i-i-ight (overlapping)
Adnan:
..cause people just wanna put up there “I’m here” posting on there, rather than
putting a whole post on Facebook (-)
Mevlüt:
Hmmm (overlapping)
Adnan:
24 hours it’s gonna stay up there. Even the Instagram story thing.
Mevlüt:
right
Adnan:
I think the Instagram stories has replaced most of the posts on Facebook.
Mevlüt:
In case umm (..) the Facebook story thing. It also shows up in your Messenger
app so (-)
Adnan:
Exactly
Mevlüt:
Ye-e-s I’ve I’ve (.) like I think I can imagine people not even opening
Facebook if they wanna see stories. All they need is a Messenger app (-)
Adnan:
Yeah exactly
Mevlüt:
Yeah
Adnan:
And also I think the Insta (..) the people won’t post on Facebook now, they
post in Instagram.
Orhan (18, m): Yeah it seems like because (..) not (.) all the posts are usually like pictures
these days. No one posts words anymore and if you wanna post a picture, it’s
obvious you do it on Instagram.
Adnan:
Exactly
Çisem (18, f): Yeah yeah
Orhan:
Because Instagram’s easy to see how many followers you have, how many
people follow you, how many people like your photo. With Facebook that’s
that’s a little more hidden.
Adnan:
Exactly
Mevlüt:
So do you think that maybe (..) Facebook when it first started it was (.) just a
LOT of things in one place but now (..) apps like Instagram, Snapchat have
made subdivisions of it and made it better? And that’s why people don’t go on
Facebook as much?
Adnan:
Yep, definitely mate. Definitely. It’s like Instagram’s taking a photo feature
app
Mevlüt:
right
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Adnan:

Çisem:

Mevlüt:
Çisem:
Mevlüt:

Snapchat is the (.) Instagram, Snapchat are pretty much they were like
Instagram’s mainly for posting photos. Facebook I don’t know what it is for
nowadays.
Yeah I think it’s definitely more for just like (..) seeing things that other people
(.) like like kind of just getting like big projects like like living in hall, like hall
groups. When they have to notify a bunch of people at the same time (-)
yeah (overlapping)
..through Facebook. Cause they can’t really do that though through any other
like media
Hmmm (nods)

Considering the above, participants’ Facebook posting seems to have significantly decreased
over time, though not the frequency of going to the site, as I will discuss later.
In the conversations below, participants expressed some kind of displeasure or
embarrassment towards their early Facebook posts, and deleting or hiding the posts were
common reactions when they came across them. This shows that users rearrange their user
profiles retrospectively, treating their Timelines as a reflexive project (Lincoln & Robards,
2017, p. 522).

Focus group 1
Jale (18, f):

I went and deleted all those stuff cause like (.) I remember I had my friend and
like (..) that must been like four or five years ago. She like added herself as
like my mother like as a (laughter)
Kansu (23, f): Did you have that? (overlapping)
İrem (22, f): Oh ye-a-a-h, you add each other as sisters? It was (..) ughh I still have that,
cause I haven’t taken it off (laughter)
Vahide (19, f): (mimicking voice) “delete!”
Jale:
and then I (.) you know like the description there, I wrote like something really
cringe when I was like 12, then I was like “delete, delete, delete” (-)
[...]
İrem:
Occasionally like (laughs) occasionally I’ll be like “what did I post in in 2013”
and then there’ll be like a horrible photo of me with like an outfit I got like I
don’t know and I’ll be like “oh god! hide from timeline”
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Focus group 7
Feraye (22, f): I get these things. You you see at the (..) you know when you get the
memories (-)
Deniz (24, non-binary): Yeah
Ela (19, f):
Oh yeah (overlapping)
Feraye:
..and then you see those posts (laughs) from like 10 years ago like (mimicking
voice) “hey can I come over to your house?” So embarrassing (laughter).
[...]
Deniz:
I go to my memories and make any ones that are embarrassing private
(laughter)
Feraye:
Or delete them
Deniz:
Cause I had an ex who actually when we started dating went through my
enTIRE feed. Like all the way back, which is like a bit intense (-)
Ela:
Ohhh (overlapping)
Deniz:
..like quite embarrassing for me, because a lot of the stuff I was posting really
early on was like pretty cringy (laughter) So yeah.

Because Facebook is viewed an ‘older’ platform by digital age standards, most participants
were young users when they opened Facebook accounts. The fact that they saw their former
postings as silly and immature is related to both the changing cultural status of Facebook as a
medium (i.e. Facebook is not an appropriate platform to share such content anymore), but
also their maturing as individuals due to their transition from adolescence into emerging
adulthood. The excerpt below shows Ruşen evaluate his past postings, which he describes as
“stupid”, “dumb”, “childish” and “nonsense”.

Focus group 3
Ruşen (21, m): I mean if I look back at memories, I got really stupid memories (laughs). You
look pretty you look pretty (.) you look back and say “Wow I was really that
dumb though back then” (laughs). Do you feel the same as well from time to
time? When you look back on your memories (-)
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Ceren (25, f): Yeah (overlapping)
Ruşen:
you posted 7 years ago (-)
[...]
I mean every year like for example something on 24th of April (-)
Zekeriya (18, m): Ah yeah when it gives you like you did this on this day I don’t know how
many years ago (overlapping)
Ruşen:
and then (..) So I mean sometimes I mean (.) I try deleting excessive (.) dumb
days I call it (laughter). So whenever I see “Oh I posted this on this day on
2011 2012. Ok delete this delete this. Nobody should need this. Leave no trace
behind.” So-o-o (..) I mean I used to post on other people’s wall, as well. Other
people other people used to post on MY wall, as well. A-a-and (..) I don’t
know I really used to be it’s (..) it’s kinda [weird?] saying (..) to look back at
all that suddenly childish, nonsense and everything (laughs). So you know (.)
yeah that’s about that.

Most participants seemed to dislike that Facebook brought up memories and they found old
content inappropriate for Facebook’s current course. However, there were also some
exceptions, as some participants reported feeling nostalgic or wistful when they saw some old
memories. The way Facebook mediates between present and past selves can evoke different
feelings in users. For example, the issue of memories came up again at a later point during
Focus group 7. Feraye, who had expressed earlier that Facebook memories can be
“embarrassing”, this time mentioned an incident that made her sad.

Kamelya:

Feraye:

Ela:
Kamelya:
Feraye:

But that’s also a cool thing that Facebook has when it reminds you of
something like “look what you did 5 years ago” and you’re just like “OH MY
GOD” (laughter).
Yeah (...) but also makes me really sad sometimes. Cause there was one from
(..) cause errr Canadian thanksgiving was like (..) 2 weeks ago. And then there
was like a (..) picture that popped up. It was like “3 years ago you and all your
friends were having thanksgiving dinner.” And like all of our (..) like my
whole friend group like we all commented on the picture like how much we
miss each other cause (-)
Awww (overlapping)
Awww (overlapping)
We’re not together anymore (-)
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Ela:
Feraye:

Yeah yeah
So it’s kinda nice to see but then it was also really sad cause (..) I’m not still
there anymore.

For emerging adults in my focus groups, Facebook’s uses appear to be limited to messaging,
following groups and news at present. Although participants mentioned frequently
contributing content previously, they now seem to prefer other platforms like Instagram to
share posts. With the changing cultural status of Facebook, user profiles have become more
dry.

4.4.2. “Best version”
Participants often reported wanting to present “the best version” of themselves online. This
concern for personal branding applies to all social media sites they use; however, Facebook
appeared to be a bit more repressive. The content participants published tended to be well
thought-out and carefully selected, in contrast to Snapchat and Instagram, where spontaneous
posts were more frequent. This suggests that their Facebook profiles might be more
attentively monitored and curated than other social media. They kept away from oversharing
and were inclined to reveal positive thoughts and experiences only. Some of them mentioned
that their online image was more of a façade than their actual self.

Focus Group 3
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Ceren (25, f): I don’t think anything online can accurately represent you as a person. That’s
(..) it’s not possible. Social media only presents like the best parts of your life.
Ruşen (21, m): What you what you choose to show, as well.
Ceren:
Pardon?
Ruşen:
What you choose to show
Ceren:
YEAH what you choose to show exactly like (..) if I have a bad day and I look
like crap, I’m not gonna share that on Facebook. Do you know what I mean?

Focus group 1
Jale (18, f):

İrem (22, f):

Jale:
İrem:

You present the best version of yourself. But it’s also like the what I think of
immediately is like (…) well just like photos of you and stuff don’t actually
really show who you are-e. Like it’s all just (..) like they might give an idea of
who you are. Like on my Facebook there’s photos from like shows that I’ve
done, so they’re like “oh she does theatre” like “she might be this type of
person”, but nobody actually really knows until I have a conversation with you
so-o (..) I think it’s (..) I think it presents the best image that it can with what
it’s got, which is just sort of photos and words rather than a real life person.
Yeah, it’s it’s that thing that’s like doing a compare when you’re behind the
scenes with someone else’s best off. It’s like (..) with the social media you you
DON’T put stuff that doesn’t make you look good. Like umm every photo of
me like looking nice with make up. There’s at least one of me at home with a
double chin on the couch or something but I just don’t post, because I mean
why would you? I think you try and cultivate like. It depends whether you
actively cultivate an image of yourself on social media, or whether you just
kind of be selective about what you post (-)
I think it’s a subconscious thing at this point.
Sometimes it is a conscious thing

An intriguing observation from the excerpts below demonstrates that participants strictly
avoided dismal or negative content in all social media they used. It was mentioned in several
focus groups that life problems are not appropriate - even unhealthy - to share online. For
most of my participants, complaining, criticizing or expressing discontent through social
media constituted disagreeable behavior. It may be more acceptable on a platform like
Twitter, but my participants did not perceive Facebook as an suitable medium at all to share
negativity.
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Focus group 10
Nihan (20, f): Umm (.) so MOST of the things that I put on social media would be positive.
Umm so positive portrayal of my life, of myself. Umm sometimes (.) very
seldomly I would post something (.) umm that happened that’s not positive,
but very seldomly. Cause I want to leave the impression of a good (.) kind of
feeling on social media.
[...]
Zuhal (21, f): As she said, I also post like good things I never post like “yeah I’m sad now”
and stuff. Like umm I put photos of my trips umm photos of my family. Yeah
just good things (laughs)

Focus group 8
Coşkun (20, m): I mean no one shares the sad stuff in their life, right? NO one. Well if they
do, they overshare (laughs) […] I don’t think anyone (.) or most people don’t
share the sad stuff (.) the tough stuff.
Coşkun’s sentence above suggests that revealing negative content is in the category of
oversharing. Participants in the session quoted below even suggested that putting out negative
emotions indicates psychological issues.

Focus group 1
I really don’t like oversharing. Cause oversharing is either like really like like
every day like “what I ate” or it’s like really personal. I had a (..) I think the
reason I don’t like it so much is I had a friend and she had really like severe
mental health issues. Not like (..) I mean they are pretty severe, because she
like instead of getting help she just like overshare on (..) she did on Instagram
not Facebook, but she just overshared on social media and I’m like
(mimicking voice) “sweetie, you need to go to like a therapist or a doctor or
someone instead of just shouting into the void.” And I think that’s why I don’t
like it so much, because (..) I don’t know I think it’s just really unhealthy.
Vahide (19, f): But I think like for people who are depressed or umm who do have err mental
health problems they-y-y kinda see social media as a way of therapy. Cause
like they just want to let it all out kinda. But like if it really IS that bad at the
end then they should see someone.
Jale (18, f):
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I think it’s better to go and talk to a friend and be like (mimicking voice)
“Hey” like “can I talk to you?” rather than just like “attention attention”
Vahide:
Yeah but like sometimes you don’t want your friends knowing you’re going
through something like that, but like on social media you can just scream and
(-)
İrem (22, f): But then they’ll know anyway (overlapping)
Kansu (23, f): But your friends follow you. If they’re people that care for you would actually
be there in person to help you rather than social media. Because a lot of those
people that you’re friends with they won’t even bother, they won’t even care.
And sometimes I think with people that overshare, I would just hide their
notifications cause I’m like “cool I’m not interested in getting 10 notifications
a day from you” kinda thing, as well.
Jale:

As this excerpt shows, putting out negative emotions was unanimously regarded as
oversharing and respondents did not approve of it. Below is another passage that shows how
my participants from the third focus group criticized oversharers, who were perceived to be
fake, attention-seeking, annoying and dramatic.

Focus Group 3
Ceren (25, f): Look if they overshare and it’s like always negative or-r-r (..) you know like
whingeing, I wou I would just unfriend (laughter). Some (..) ok this one person
I keep because it’s always really entertaining (laughs), which is horrible I
know it’s horrible for me. But it’s (..) it’s like (.) they don’t have real issues.
They just like to whinge about stupid stuff (laughter). So (.) I always keep
them there, it’s a little bit entertaining for me but generally (.) if they
overshare, I’m just you know (...) If if I wanna know those intimate details of
your life, I’ll make an effort to like (..) be your friend on a personal level, not
on a Facebook level. And it’s the same with me posting stuff. Like if I’m
posting something, it’s because I don’t really care if a stranger sees it. But
yeah (.) I don’t (..) sometimes oversharing’s good because it’s entertaining
(laughter).
Zekeriya (18, m): It depends on the content, I think. Sometimes I just find it annoying. I tend
to unfollow those people. And other times (-)
Ceren:
Oh yeah? You’re nicer than me. I just straight up unfriend (laughs)
Zekeriya:
Yeah but then but then how can I tell the person that I see every couple weeks
that I’ve unfriended them? It gets really awkward.
Ceren:
(mimicking voice) “Oh I don’t know what happened. Like it’s so weird. I
unfriended quite a few of my friends, sorry about that!” (laughs)
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Zekeriya:

Yeah umm (..) and otherwise I just find it WEIRD that people throw that sort
of stuff out there.
Ceren:
Hmm.
Ruşen (21, m): There are too many EMOs like emo posts and all that.
Ceren:
Yeah it’s weird.
Ruşen:
I mean I’m like “oh my god”
Ceren:
I don’t understand how people are comfortable sharing that (..) like that level
of (...) I don’t know. It’s just like SO many intimate details of your life. We
don’t need to know those.
Ruşen:
It’s not (.) but some of them are not personal, or like cringy or bad but it’s like
I’d say emo posts. I mean like (mimicking voice) “WHAT? You’re being
dramatic like a drama queen” or you know like some “this is absurd”. That’s
what I think about their posts.

Most of the participants wanted to show a positive, happy, easy-going persona on social
media, and they preferred to exclude disappointment, anger, or troublesome events.
Nevertheless, this kind of performance cannot be considered separately from users’ imagined
audience on Facebook.

4.4.3. Imagined audience, context collapse and unintended audiences
Most participants considered Facebook to be a highly public space, which was a major cause
for abstaining from posting. They observed that their friend list has grown over the years, and
they did not always feel comfortable sharing content with everyone on their friend list. In the
passage below, participants discussed their growing audience size, which made Facebook
“more high pressure” in their eyes.

Focus group 7
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Feraye (22, f): But I used to (.) have so many Facebook updates status updates of just like (..)
mundane things like (mimicking voice) “Oh I’m so tired today”
Deniz (24, non-binary): Yeah I’ve noticed that, as well. That changes with (..) like as the
audience size increase (-)
Feraye:
And yeah also with age (overlapping)
Deniz:
..like cause it used to be just (.) like chatting with your friends (-)
Feraye:
Yeah (overlapping)
Deniz:
..like (mimicking voice) “Oh this happened this morning” whereas now it’s
like (.) it feels more high pressure now.
Feraye:
Yeah but [I?] also think as cause I when I first got Facebook, I had (.) just (..)
my like close friends at that time (-)
Deniz:
Hmm (overlapping)
Feraye:
..but now as I’ve like moved countries and (...) gone to like (..) had different
jobs you like accumulate (-)
Ela (19, f):
Yeah yeah (overlapping)
Feraye:
..all these people on your Facebook and (..) you realize you don’t actually like
you’re not PROBABly never gonna see about (.) half of them ever again.

Deniz and Feraye’s discussion here implies collapsed contexts (boyd, 2011). Participants’
friends varied from immediate family to those they barely knew, with whom they would
normally communicate in different social contexts. This explains their reluctance to post, as
they expressed feeling uneasy about performing to multiple audiences. Especially the
existence of parents and family members on participants’ friend lists seemed to hinder their
posting behavior. The excerpt below is Aral’s response to publishing stories on Facebook,
who did not want to be seen by his parents because they would interact with him. Emine then
explains that Facebook became pervaded over time by people they did not want to
communicate with - such as parents - but they were less likely to be friends with their parents
on Instagram.

Focus group 5
Aral (25, m): The reason why I don’t do that is because my-y-y Facebook friends are my
parents (laughter). I’ll be like uhh (.) well like [cautious?] which is a bit sad
(...) yeah so they’ll post me like (mimicking voice) “Hey Aral, you are there?”
(..) “Yeah STOP”
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[...]
Emine (21, f): I think your parents and anyone who would comPLAIN about it are less likely
to be your friend on Instagram I think (..) generally speaking for most people.
Umm I think Facebook has really evolved very (..) in a very interesting
fashion from when we first started (..) you know till now.
Investigator: Can you elaborate?
Emine:
Errr I just mean as in like (.) so when it started, I mean (..) we start I think we
all started youngISH (.) umm when it hit New Zealand as a general thing.
Obviously coming from the whole Zuckerberg thing. So it was like young
people staying, everyone was really into it, very active. And then it started (..)
SPREADING and then like your parents got it or like someone else got it
where you’re like (mimicking voice) “I don’t wanna-a-a interact with them on
this platform” (laughs). Umm so then it became you know became reDUCED
down to the messaging or the memes or something like that.

Participants tended to be careful with what they posted, but also with how they engaged with
others’ content, such as commenting, liking and sharing. In the example below, Parla
mentions that she needed to watch what she liked, in case her mother saw it.

Focus group 6
Parla (21, f): [It] is very annoying when you like something and it shows up on someone
else’s feed like “so and so liked this picture.” So now I have to be very careful
to not like anything outrageous (..) to think if my mom sees. Umm (...) it’s
very much like me but in a very PG version (..) essentially.

Participants generally filtered content, and paid attention to what they liked, shared or
commented on. Most of them posted or engaged with content only if it was safe for all
friends to see. Some considered beyond their friend list; their data could be accessed by
people other than their intended audience, which included strangers, marketing companies,
and Facebook itself. In other words, participants’ performance included the “unintended”
audience, as well. For example, a shared point of perturbation was that potential future
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employers could check their Facebook profiles. This was brought up by participants in five
sessions out of ten.

Focus group 1
Cihan (22, m): At one point we were talking about how your future employer may end up
doing background checks on you, and like they might actually check your
Facebook and stuff. That was something we talked about at one point, and I
felt like (mimicking voice) “ok let’s not post anything stupid” (laughter) like
and I just wasn’t really interested in Facebook at that time so (…) I guess I
never felt the need to do all these things on. And I’m always watching my
postings and stuff in case some random employer sees something public on my
Facebook and something that’s wrong (laughs). Just been pretty cautious on
how I use it, I guess.

Overall, the majority of participants were careful about what they revealed on Facebook.
When they published content, they tended to take into account not only their friend lists,
which were mostly overcrowded, but also “unintended” audiences. Facebook was seen as a
public venue, where anyone could be their audience.

4.5. Participants’ assessment of Facebook
This subsection focuses on participants’ thoughts about Facebook as a platform. This
includes a brief comparison with other social media platforms to see what kind of content is
deemed more acceptable for Facebook, and what is considered more suitable for other
platforms. Participants generally thought of Facebook profile content as formal, but more
truthful than other platforms. In regard to Facebook company policies, they were critical of
privacy policies and data misuse.
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4.5.1. Formal but authentic
Compared to the past, Facebook is now seen as more formal, and most participants did not
find it suitable to share daily life. As I will discuss in more detail later, Facebook posts often
featured special occasions, such as celebrations, journeys or concerts. Instagram and
Snapchat stories were preferred to share daily life, with Instagram being the more popular
option. The passages below constitute good examples of what most participants think of
appropriate content for Facebook.

Focus group 1
Eda (18, f):

I feel like now it’s like (.) Instagram is really like for personal stuff and
Facebook is like (.) it’s more like business I feel, like (.) businesses (..) but it’s
still cool

[...]
Kansu (23, f): Only if it’s like a birthday party, or like a family member’s birthday get
together, or like anniversary, or-r-r wedding, or some sort of, you know, get
together. It’s not a daily thing. Maybe something on the weekend or, you
know, you’d hang out with friends from high school after 4 or 5 years of Uni
or something like that, but nothing regularly.
Vahide (19, f): Yeah I don’t think Facebook’s really like (..) at that stage anymore like
sharing daily life.

Focus Group 2
Çisem (18, f): Among my friends we feel like Facebook’s not really a personal place it’s
more for (..) a lot of groups like pages like (..) like clubs like they might have
posts on there and then like using Facebook as more for looking at that stuff

Focus group 5
Gizem (19, f): Yeah I think Facebook is like kind of formal (.) you know it’s like more
formal than Instagram. So for daily life, I prefer Instagram.

Focus Group 7
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Deniz (24, non-binary): It feels more like an Instagram story-y-y thing now to do the more (.)
casual stuff like (-)
Kamelya (22, f): Yeah (overlapping)
Deniz:
..because this place is permanent it feels (..) less intrusive I guess. Like you’re
not permanently (-)
Kamelya:
Mm-hmm (overlapping)
Deniz:
..embedding yourself in someone’s feed. You’re just like (mimicking voice)
“oh this is a thing and now it’s gone.”
Ela (19, f):
Mmm
Deniz:
Umm so I guess like the permanence of it (..) and I think that’s (.) cause I had
an older friend who (.) was like “why do you Snapchat?” like “why would you
Snapchat when you can just post it on Facebook?” And it’s like it just feels
less intrusive, because they look at it and then it’s gone. It’s like you’re not
demanding their attention for more than (-)
Kamile (19, f): Yeah definitely (overlapping)
Deniz:
..10 seconds.

As these excerpts show, most participants tended to publish only important matters or
happenings on Facebook. Interestingly enough, this approach also applied to romantic
relationships. In the example below, Parla mentions that only a serious relationship can be
displayed on Facebook. At the same time, being “Facebook official” served as an indicator of
a committed relationship.

Focus group 6
Parla (21, f): I feel like the one that most people really (..) get weird about is the relationship
status (..) umm which I have it private just to myself as well. Cause I hate
creating drama on Facebook. Being one of those people (...) I don’t know
(laughs).
Investigator: Can you explain that a little bit further?
Parla:
Like (..) yeah so when-n-n (...) it’s so ambiguous like (.) when is it serious
enough that you can put something on Facebook type of thing. Umm (..) so-oo with my friends we just have this joke like (mimicking voice) “Oh but are
you Facebook official?” right (..) umm (.) which implies that it matters if you
put on Facebook or not.
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In this example Parla suggests that publicizing a relationship on Facebook increases the sense
of its legitimacy, as Robards and Lincoln (2016) have previously argued.

Despite attributing formality to it, many informants saw Facebook content as more authentic
than other platforms, which may be related to their tendency to monitor their Facebook
profiles. Participants seemed to think users would be closer to their offline self on Facebook,
and some of them mentioned that Facebook profiles reveal more about a person - an
interesting viewpoint considering how infrequently they posted.

Focus group 1
Eda (18, f):

[...]
İrem (22, f):

I feel like umm on Facebook, it’s easier to have it errr like a persona, so that
looks like you compared to Instagram. Cause you can, if you wanted you can
something like crack up, or-r-r I don’t know (..) like (.) write something funny
or something but on Instagram (..) OH on Instagram you can like write
something funny. But you can’t really share something that you are interested
in, on Facebook you can. I guess it’s kinda (.) like I think about it (..) like it
feels like a (.) I don’t know how to call it. But like share, that’s interesting.
Then people would know like “oh she’s interested in that kind of thing”, but I
don’t think you can really do that with other othe-e-r social medias. Maybe
you can, I’m just not using them right, but that’s what I got from it anyway.
I think you can tell more about someone from their Facebook than from their
Instagram, like in particular stuff that they comment on or stuff that they share

In the conversation above, Eda and İrem essentially talk about affordances that Facebook
incorporates in explaining how Facebook profiles are more revealing than, say, Instagram
profiles. It is not only the plenitude of affordances, but also their imagined audiences that
reinforce this sense of authenticity. Since Facebook was seen as a public-facing profile,
where any given post could be seen by family members to potential employers, most
participants scrutinized what they shared and assumed other users did the same.
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Focus group 10
Zuhal (21, f): Umm (.) I think it’s really important uhh how’s your profile is look cause like
(.) I think this the first thing that if someone wanna know you, they refer to
your Facebook. Like if you wanna get a job, they ask for your Facebook
sometimes.

The tendency to see Facebook as formal but authentic has been observed before by Cirucci
(2017), whose focus group participants believed that Facebook is an official space that
includes authentic identities, and expected each other to provide genuine information on this
platform. In this regard, we have fully consistent findings.

4.5.2. Criticisms of Facebook
Some participants were highly critical Facebook’s disregard for privacy and exploitation of
personal data. Zuckerberg appeared to be a disliked character by some. Additionally, the
eruption of Cambridge Analytica scandal coincided with the focus groups, as I held the first
session in March 2018. Therefore, it was a hot topic throughout the year and most
participants were aware of it. In fact, the scandal was mentioned in six sessions, although
participants weren’t specifically asked about it.

Focus group 3
Lokman (24, m): I I only use it if I don’t have any other contact details and I need to get in
touch with someone (..) or if they say (mimicking voice) “Oh I want to make
you a friend on Facebook” or-r-r (.) they’ve sent me a notification umm (..)
otherwise (.) I don’t use it by principle basically. Because I think they’re a bad
company. So (-)
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Investigator: Why?
Lokman:
Umm well they don’t employ enough people, they make too much profit their
own via (.) a really rich guy who doesn’t seem to care. And they sell their data
to (.) all sorts of people who we even don’t know who they are (laughter)
Ceren (25, f): Never using Facebook ever again (laughter).
Ruşen (21, m): Yeah the sort of criticism lacking on world right now is (-)
Ceren:
Yeah (overlapping)
Ruşen:
I mean the trial’s a bit ridiculous the questions they ask. It’s not relevant, no?
(laughs)
Zekeriya (18, m): Oh you mean the whole trial (-)
Ruşen:
I mean yeah the questions they’re asking like you know “what are you doing?”
I mean like like you know like (..) they don’t even know what questions to
interrogate it with. I mean it sounds absurd (..) you know what I mean. The
congressman are not (-)
Ceren:
I didn’t hear the trial
Ruşen:
You didn’t see? I saw just bits and pieces of it but (...) I don’t know (laughs).

Some also mentioned reviewing their privacy settings or posting even less after Cambridge
Analytica scandal came to light.

Focus Group 4
Nihat (19, m): After like the (..) Facebook like data scam (-)
Fikret (20, m): Leaking [data?] yeah (overlapping)
Nihat:
Yeah. I did kinda go through my profile and like checked to see if I was ok
with all the privacy settings.
Fikret:
Yeah I did that.
Nihat:
I think umm I think I removed my umm cell phone number cause (.) I don’t
know if that’d help but I was like (..) cause I heard about how Facebook could
like track your calls and stuff.

Focus Group 9
Zeynel (24, m): I hear some bad news about Facebook in last year, because Facebook has
very very scrutiny about (.) uhh its privacy policy. So many many of my
friends stop using Facebook. They use Facebook before but now they quit it.
And use another app to communicate with other people.
Investigator: Which app do you use now (..) or your friends?
Zeynel:
Uhh my friends (.) I think some of them use WeChat more often. And-d-d
(pause) and some (.) some people use (..) it called WhatsApp. But they are still
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(.) lots of people still using Messenger. But I found there are some change
after that scandal. Because after (..) before that scandal many of my friends put
their name and their photos. But AFTER that scandal they take off their photos
(..) and only limited uhh share sharing with their friends and not share to
everyone. So it’s a change.

To put it briefly, some participants criticized Facebook’s corporate nature and the profitoriented mindset of the company.

4.6. Summary
In the first section of the context-related Phase I findings, I investigated my participants’
relationship to Facebook with reference to its functions, medium-specific self-presentation
conventions and their overall assessment of it. It appears that my participants used Facebook
the most for messaging, creating/ following groups and receiving news. Most participants
refrained from posting, but when they did, they chose to publish about important events and
preferred to show a positive mood, and strictly avoided negativity. This wariness was mostly
related to the size of their networks and the perception of Facebook as a public environment,
where the boundaries between different circles in their lives collapse. While participants
tended to see Facebook as formal, they also tended to see it as a relatively authentic medium
of self-expression. Some of them were also critical of Facebook due to the company’s
policies. Overall, this chapter focused on how my emerging adult informants interact with the
medium and through the medium, in conformity with RQ1 which is about exploring how
users explain and evaluate their Facebook usage. This is useful context for exploring
participants’ gender identity performance on Facebook, which will be discussed in the
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following chapter.
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5. PHASE I FINDINGS – GENDER-RELATED

5.1. Overview
This chapter is concentrated on gender-related Phase I findings. The focus of the second
section is around the frequency of participants’ use and their motives for using Facebook.
According to this, most participants were frequent users of Facebook, but not frequent sharers
of content. The majority tended to believe that female users were generally more active and
relationship driven. The third section considers participants’ use of language to explore
stylistic gender differences. For example, most respondents thought that females showed
more emotional expressions, and male users were perceived to be more forthright in how they
wrote. The fourth section focuses on visual self-presentation and two platform-specific
principles: group photos were chosen over solo photos, and special occasions were chosen
over the daily. Participants tended to believe that female users cared more about appearing
attractive, while male users focused less on themselves and more on objects or friends.
Clearly some of these assumptions are highly stereotypical and gender normative. The fifth
section considers informants’ perceptions of privacy. Although most of them did not pay
much attention to privacy settings, they negotiated self-censorship to protect their privacy.
Participants who identified as female often reported being friend requested or messaged by
strangers, which led them to be generally more cautious. Finally, the chapter explores a
gender diverse Facebook user’s experiences, mainly with reference to an empowering
potential.
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Two meta-level observations must be presented in advance. I first asked participants about
their own experience of self-presentation online, and then I asked them about the influence of
gender on self-presentation online. They seemed to voice more stereotypical assumptions and
perceived the gender differences to be starker during the latter, especially in terms of usage
frequency and visual self-presentation. Secondly, when asked about gender, many
participants regardless of gender identification focused on female users disproportionately.
Therefore, femininity seemed to be more visible and prone to criticism.

5.2. Usage frequency and motives
Most of my participants visited Facebook several times a day. Their responses differed from
once a week to a few hours each day; however, the majority used it at least daily. In fact,
there were some complaints that they got stuck on Facebook for a few hours and felt unable
to desist. Below are examples from four different sessions where participants discuss their
usage frequency.

Focus group 1
Vahide (19, f): I’m always logged in on my phone. Like I got (.) like (...) like we’re basically
tagging each other in memes like every hour (laughter)
Jale (18, f): Umm I would say like I’m always logged in all my like devices like I’m not
gonna log in every time. Umm I would say like (..) I can’t even put a number
to how many times a day, cause it’s just like checking and you scroll for a bit
(-)
Vahide:
Yeah (overlapping)
Jale:
Like 5 minutes tops and then you’re like “ok” and then you put it away (-)
Vahide:
yeah it’s the same (overlapping, laughs)
Jale:
..so like 10-15 times a day, but like in really short bursts.
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Eda (18, f):
Vahide:

If I have to stand somewhere awkwardly for a few minutes, I’m just (.) I scroll
to pass the time
Feels (laughs)

Focus group 7
Investigator: How often do you use it now?
Feraye (22, f): Uh I do still go on it every day, but I don’t really (..) post or do anything
except aimlessly scroll.
Kamile (19, f): Yeah same. I don’t really post anything.
Feraye:
Yeah.
Investigator: How often every day?
Feraye:
Hmm I deleted the app. Maybe only like once a day now on my laptop, but (-)
Ela (19, f):
Few hours a day, I think, for me (laughs). Just if I’m not doing anything, if I
have like an hour gap in class (..) in between classes I’m like “who’s gonna
study” and then it’s like (.) scroll for like maybe half an hour. And then
whenever I’m at home or something. Just end up scrolling.
Feraye:
I mean I mainly use Instagram now (..) to like (.) waste my time. But (...) yeah
I only deleted Facebook like (..) a few weeks ago because of the social media
class. Umm so I don’t use it as much anymore.
Kamile:
Umm I use Facebook ALL the time. Umm even in lectures, I’m just always
scrolling on Facebook. Yeah.
Deniz (24, non-binary): I have it open all the time. Like if I’m on my laptop at school (-)
Kamile:
yeah (overlapping)
Deniz:
..that’s kind of the page that I default to.
[...]
Kamelya (22, f): Well I-I-I (.) I turned the notifications off so it didn’t distract me too too
much but umm (.) probably on a daily basis a few hours too.

Focus Group 2
Mevlüt (18, m): I’m probably like like (.) like hundreds of times (laughter)
Investigator: In a day?
Mevlüt:
Yeah no not hundreds, but like dozens of times like if I open my computer like
one of the tabs will be Facebook. I’m like if I’m just bored in the lecture, I
might open up Facebook. And then I always open up Messenger like to
message friends and stuff, and that’s probably Facebook as well. So QUITE a
lot.
[...]
Adnan (20, m): Cause with me it’s always on, the app so you can just click in the lecture, if
you’re bored (-)
Mevlüt:
Exactly (overlapping)
Orhan (18, m): Blame the app, man. You’re never logged out (laughter)
Adnan:
So you log-in once and you stay logged (laughter)
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Mevlüt:
Adnan:
Mevlüt:
Adnan:
Mevlüt:
Adnan:
[...]
Mevlüt:

Delete the app, redownload.
Yeah I did that deactivate my account before (..) the exam times that’s what I
do, deactivate my account.
Yeah and reactivate it after exams.
Yeah.
Does it help?
Yeah actually it does.
There’s a craving for it, I think. A lot of people just have a craving for it.

Focus group 5
Investigator: And how often do you go to the app?
Emine (21, f): Uhh pffft god errr MANY times a day. Messenger is like always. And then the
actual app itself, I would say like (...) 10 times a day (laughs). I don’t know
something like that (..) a LOT
Pelin (18, f): Facebook probably-y-y every few hours. Yeah.
Gizem (19, f): Umm (.) I don’t open Facebook a lot a lot. Umm I didn’t (.) open it a lot last
year. A-a-and because all my friends are all Chinese and we use different apps.
So (.) umm until this year I umm entered university and like almost all my
friends all my foreign friends are using Facebook and my Chinese friends are
using like those Chinese apps and Facebook. So now I will say like umm 1 or
2 times a day.
[...]
Aral (25, m): Almost every day over here.
Emel (20, f): I would say 5 times a day. Umm but that’s not including Messenger, so
Messenger would be 15 plus (laughter)

The two international students in the last example, Aral and Gizem, were less frequent users
compared to other participants. Even then, they started to use it more frequently since coming
to NZ, although they did not use Facebook in their home countries that often.

5.2.1. Going to the site vs posting: “active spectators rather than active
contributors”
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Although participants used the app or website so regularly, the frequency of sharing content
on Facebook seems to have significantly declined over the years. Possible reasons for this
coyness have been discussed earlier in terms of collapsed contexts and changing uses of
Facebook. I asked participants two different questions about how often they log in, and how
often they post; there was a remarkable discrepancy between going to the site versus posting
behavior, which was mentioned in earlier examples, too. There were a few participants who
said they posted often, but the majority was much more restrained and lurking behavior was
more common. Participants discuss this discrepancy between usage frequency and posting
frequency in the excerpts below.

Focus group 2
Mevlüt (18, m): A lot of people I know that they just go on Facebook to see information
rather than contribute to it. So they’re like active bystanders (.) or active
spectators rather than active contributors. So they don’t post as much, but they
just see all the posts from other people (pause) those are most of my friends
[...]
Çisem (18, f): Yeah I don’t really think most of my friends on Facebook are like (.)
contributors. They’re all like idle. I think all my friends they’ll be just quiet,
like don’t really post things onto Facebook other than to (.) like change their
profile photo

Focus group 10
Raci (24, m): I don’t share anything now. I think I (..) stopped being a (.) personal user-r-r (.)
umm for-r-r (.) about 1.5 year now. Now I’m only a (..) a receiver of
information. I don’t actively put out things.
Investigator: Do you know when the last time was (.) that you shared something?
Raci:
Many years ago (laughs)
Investigator: Many years ok.
Raci:
Probably (.) 2016 or something, I guess.

Focus Group 3
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Ruşen (21, m): I just use it for newsfeed. Messenger to just you know (..) like when one
messages me. Of course tagging friends in memes (laughter). Good friends of
mine so yeah. So-o-o I mean yeah I look at memes as well (.) myself I mean.
So I I do all those things but (..) I mean I’ve (..) it’s been like almost (.) like I
like I said few months or I can say it’s coming close to at least 4 months. I
think December last year, I can’t remember when, nearly 6 months and not
posted anything. But other than that I just look at it when I’m bored or you
know just you know looking looking up something or whatever reason (..)
entertainment or (.) hobbies [you know?] So-o-o that’s about it.
[...]
Ulviye (24, f): Ok so (..) for the () 1 year maybe I haven’t posted much just (.) just going to
observe other people and come back.

Focus Group 4
Fikret (20, m): Yeah I I don’t usually share things on Facebook. I yeah as when I log in I just
scroll down (.) like look at memes and stuff.
Focus Group 5
Pelin (18, f): I mostly just look my friends’ posts or memes and stuff (laughter). I don’t post
anything either.

In these examples, participants implied that they are present, but intentionally quiet. They
claimed to be “active bystanders” as Mevlüt said, or “receivers of information” as Raci said.
On the one hand, they utilized Facebook for certain purposes and saw it as a principal tool;
on the other, they were reluctant to contribute content and wanted to stay out of sight. This is
a distinct finding about the kind of relationship my informants seem to have with Facebook,
as they are only partially engaged with Facebook and in particular ways. It is why their usage
appears to be conflicted, as argued in the previous chapter. Facebook’s changing role in the
culture and maturation of informants account for this conflicted usage.
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5.2.2. “Girls post much more”
After discussing participants’ individual Facebook use, I asked them if and how gender might
influence self-presentation online. Until that point, participants’ responses had revealed
similar standpoints and few gender-related differences. After they were explicitly asked about
gender’s influence, however, some participants articulated starker and more stereotypical
views on gender differences.
Although I did not observe a gender difference when participants discussed their own usage
rate (as exemplified above in section 5.2. usage frequency and motives), many participants
appeared to believe that female users spend more time on social media and post more. This is
in line with studies conducted by Sheldon (2008), Wiese et al. (2014), Iordache and Manea
(2016), and Oberst et al. (2016), all of whom found that female users were more frequent
users of Facebook than their male counterparts. The consensus among my participants was
that females were not only more active, but also more involved with their friends, such as
adding, chatting, liking and commenting, which indicates motivation for sociality. This is
similar to the findings of Muscanell and Guadagno (2012), who found that female users more
often sent messages and friend requests to others in comparison to male users. However, the
informants’ thoughts are inconsistent with the findings of studies by Special and Li-Barber
(2012) and Nisiforou and Laghos (2015), who found no significant gender differences in
usage motives.
Below is an example from an all-male group discussing gender differences in usage
frequency and purposes.

Focus group 4
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Ruhi (19, m): It’s more focused on friends when it comes to you know females, whereas like
it’s more event orientated for males, I don’t know.
Fikret (20, m): Yeah.
Şansal (19, m): And like if like you see it’s more common that females generally interact
with social media a lot more (-)
Nihat (19, m): Yeah
Şansal:
..like they post a lot more they (..) probably chat a lot more so (.) from what
I’ve seen at least.
Nihat:
Yeah no I’d say that they seem to post more. I think there’s just things to be
like (.) it’s it’s kinda the same, but then you’ve got more (.) females that stand
out than male than males and like who like post more stuff. So still (.) males
who like post heaps, but there just seem to be more of like a standout females
who post heaps as well.
Investigator: Any comments? (addresses Fikret)
Fikret:
I think that umm the way (.) I think that that girls on social media are much
more likely to spend time on like their fr looking at their friends’ stuff,
whereas like guys are more likely to go on to like pages on Facebook (.) and
look at that sort of stuff.
Nihat:
Hmm.
Investigator: So would you say guys are more task oriented?
Fikret:
Well I wouldn’t go that far, I I I just think that umm like the girls who use
Facebook because they (.) girls who use Facebook in order to umm like say
things to their friends and like see their and like like their friends’ photos and
stuff. So I think rather than being TASK-oriented, males are more sort of umm
they they just don’t need like they just don’t want that sort of validation from
their friends. And so they can use Facebook for other things.

The excerpt above shows that participants believed female users to be more active, and more
focused on their friends. These ideas tally with the gender-normative understandings that
women are more talkative, and more devoted to social relationships. There is also the
implication that female users have a greater degree of attention-seeking, since they are
assumed to want more validation from their networks by Fikret. It is worth noting that gender
homogeneity in this group might have caused more stereotyping. I provide another example
below from a mixed gender group, where participants made similar suggestions about
gender’s influence on social media usage rate and reasons. They assumed female users to be
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active and sociable, while male users were thought to be reserved, not very concerned with
relationship maintenance, and more interested in games and memes.

Focus group 8
Coşkun (20, m): My-y-y experience I think (.) I don’t know if it’s my group or not, but like
most of my guys like pretty reserved (-)
Suna (19, f): Hmm (overlapping)
Coşkun:
..to only share much stuff. There’s like one edgy guy who keeps sharing like
memes (-)
Salih (20, m): hmm (overlapping)
Suna:
(laughs)
Coşkun:
..but most of them (.) most of the guys I’ve noticed kinda just keep to
themselves.
Salih:
Kinda reserved talking (-)
Coşkun:
Yeaah (overlapping)
Salih:
..like one (.) like one line kinda thing.
Coşkun:
Well sometimes it’s just not even sharing (.) anything (.) like just do their own
thing but not really-y-y (-)
Salih:
Hmm (overlapping)
Coşkun:
..doing like participating (..) and also like (.) guys-s-s (.) don’t message other
guys (mimicking voice) “hey bro how are you let’s catch up bla bla bla”
Suna:
Mm-hmm (overlapping)
Coşkun:
..whereas (..) errr how do I say this (.) stereotype girls like to talk (.) more (-)
Suna:
Yeah (overlapping)
Coşkun:
..more sociable. That’s what I-I-I (.) observe.
Suna:
Uh and I also observe like (.) in terms of posting and stuff, like I feel girls post
MUCH more. Like they actually post a lot of things (mimicking voice) “oh so
relatable” and stuff, where I see guys they actually don’t really post anything.
Salih:
(mimicking voice) “Gallls.” Relation bagels (.) relationship bagels (laughs)
Suna:
Yeah all those stuff or like you-u-u (.) umm sometime there’s like (.) like
video as well like (mimicking voice) “oh don’t cheat” and stuff like that. And
then like (-)
Salih:
Oh yeah? (overlapping)
Suna:
Yeah I I see a lot of girls like reposting all those stuff (-)
Salih:
Oh (overlapping) they tag their friends (laughs)
Suna:
Yeah then (.) and then like (..) what I see from guys is either-r-r (..) games,
memes or-r-r nothing. Yeah they don’t they don’t really (-)
Salih:
nothing at all (laughs, overlapping)
Suna:
..put anything on (.) as much as girls.
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Salih:
Suna:
Salih:
Suna:
Salih:
Suna:
Salih:
Suna:
Salih:
[...]
Suna:
Coşkun:
Salih:
Suna:
Coşkun:
Suna:

Hmm.
Yeah.
Do you think that’s a bad thing or a good thing (.) or-r-r
I guess it isn’t a bad or good thing, it’s just about how they express themself.
Yeah
Yeah. It’s just generally when I look through my Facebook, I see that the guys
of (.) my friend that are guys they don’t really post much (-)
Hmm (overlapping)
..whereas the girls they post way more.
Yeah (..) I’ve seen that yeah
I don’t know if you guys think this way but do you think girls’ photo gets
more likes than guys?
Yes-s-s (-)
Yeah (overlapping)
Yeah?
I think they have more friends as well.
Yeah (..) and like (.) followers and stuff.

What is interesting is that these assumptions did not align with the experience of Suna, the
only participant who identified as female in this session. She said that she posted quite
seldomly, did not update her profile, and even her profile photo was from primary school.
Nevertheless, she believed that girls post much more, for example, despite not doing so
herself. Her views on gender differences seem to be more stereotypical than her own
experiences. This aligns with Oberst and colleagues’ (2016, p. 563) claim that some may
describe themselves in a less stereotypical way in comparison to their descriptions of samesex peers, and they tend to express themselves as androgynous. This can be regarded as a
form of third person effect, according to which people overestimate certain effects on others
than on themselves.
Another remarkable point participants make above is that female users have many friends or
followers, and receive a lot of interaction from them. It was shown by Sheldon (2008),
Iordache and Manea (2016), and Oberst et al. (2016) that female users had more friends on
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their Facebook networks than males, which is consistent with my participants’ assumption.
Similar remarks were voiced in some other sessions, too.

Focus Group 5
Gizem (19, f): I think guys post umm less than girls.
[...]
Aral (25, m): Uhh normally girls tend to have higher followings than guys yeah

To review this section, it was generally agreed by participants that female users frequent
social media, share content more, have many friends and followers, and receive more
engagement from other users.

5.3. Language
The relationship between gender and language use was discussed on a stylistic level. The
general supposition was that the ways users communicate through written language
resembles offline contexts.
Besides “talking” more, female users were believed to show emotion in their writing
frequently, which included lavish use of emojis, excessive punctuation, an exaggerated tone,
and writing in capital letters. Some participants suggested that this overdramatization
becomes especially salient in gender-homogenous situations. It was also mentioned that
heterosexual males do not engage in such behaviors. Again, these suppositions paint a quite
stereotypical picture in terms of users’ behaviors.
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Focus group 7
Deniz (24, non-binary): I’ve noticed that like girls (.) like comment quite differently on each
other’s photos. Like there’s lots of like hearts and like (mimicking voice) “Oh
my GOD you look LOVEly” (-)
Ela (19, f):
yeah yeah yeah (overlapping)
Deniz:
I’ve never seen a straight guy do that (laughter).
Feraye (22, f): Most boys just say something funny or like (.) a little bit mean
Deniz:
Yeah (laughs)
Ela:
Angry react or whatever yeah (-)
Feraye:
Yeah (overlapping).

In this excerpt, girls are implied to be supportive and laudatory towards their friends, whereas
boys were deemed more likely to joke with or mock their friends. This observation is
consistent with other studies that showed female users were more likely to be supportive
(Guiller & Durndell, 2007; Joiner et al., 2014), friendly (Kapidzic & Herring, 2011) and had
more positive valence (Walton & Rice, 2013) than male users. Below is another example
where participants made similar remarks about gender and language use.

Focus group 8
Salih (20, m): I noticed that the way-y-y (.) like on average errr the way guys type and the
way-y-y girls type is a bit different, I think.
Investigator: How? Can you describe (-)
Salih:
Umm (overlapping) girls sound a bit more exaggerated
Suna (19, f): (laughs)
Salih:
..if-f-f if you agree with me (addresses Suna)
Suna:
I DO agree, yeah, sorry.
Coşkun (20, m): (mimicking voice) “Sorry?” (laughter)
Salih:
Yeah like (..) it’s not a bad thing actually. It’s errr interesting. Like (laughs)
it’s like all caps or like emojis and stuff (laughs). I think girls are errr (..) guys
are more more like umm (-)
Suna:
Open-minded.
Salih:
Uhh not open-minded like umm (-)
Suna:
It’s like (..) I don’t know how to explain it.
Salih:
Just says it like one-e-e (..) just one line (-)
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Suna:
Salih:
Suna:
Salih:
Suna:
Salih:
Suna:
[...]
Suna:
Salih:
Suna:
Salih:
Coşkun:
Suna:
Coşkun:

Straight to the point.
Straight to the point yeah yeah (-)
YES straight to the point (overlapping)
..and umm girls would be like (mimicking voice) “GALLLSS” like
exclamation marks (-)
oh yeah (overlapping)
..like (laughs) it’s not all girls though.
Yeah I actually have to agree with him.
I DO know this like (.) like do you know like (.) how-w-w when you see a
photo and then you look under the comments like MOST of it’s like (-)
Girls.
Girls like like (..) being really-y-y extra.
(laughs)
“extra”
I don’t know if that’s the word to say it (-)
I agree yeah yeah (overlapping).

In the above conversation, participants imply that girls express emotion more through the use
of upper case, emojis, exclamation marks, and being “extra”, whereas boys were seen as
“straight to the point”, which hints at directness and outspokenness. In both of the examples
above from Focus Groups 7 and 8, female users’ speech is described as somewhat dramatic.
Some observations participants make are coherent with previous literature. For example, their
suggestions that female users had a greater tendency to be expressive (Fawzi & Szymkowiak,
2014) interact with others’ posts (Joiner et al., 2014) and to use emoticons and exclamation
marks (Bamman et al., 2014) than males has been shown before. Also, their assumption that
males users were “straight to the point” is comparable to Guiller and Durndell’s (2007)
finding that males use more authoritative language. It is also noteworthy that informants
focus more on female users when discussing gender differences in online communication;
feminine qualities appear to be more conspicuous and examinable.
Another interesting point was made in this session relating to language use. At different
points during the focus group, Coşkun and Suna expressed being laconic in online
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conversations, which was interpreted differently by their friends. Coşkun’s impression on
others was that he was “cold”, while Suna’s friends assumed her to be “angry”.

Focus group 8
Coşkun (20, m): When I went to Taiwan, and there were some people there (.) that I’d met
only online. And they were like “oh you seem a little bit cold online”
Suna (19, f): (laughs)
Coşkun:
Like just messaging. I don’t know if it’s cultural or just like (.) if I’m cold.
Maybe I’m just busy when I’m talking to them, I don’t know. But like (-)
Salih (20, m): Do you leave them on seen? (laughs)
Coşkun:
No I don’t do that, but maybe it’s-s-s like (-)
Suna:
Doing the talk
Coşkun:
Yeah I don’t know just something, but I mean in real life I’m not (.) cold (.) in
my opinion.
[...]
Suna:
When I type when I talk to people, I don’t really (.) beat around the bush or
anything. I just go straight, and then like some people probably think like I’m
OH I’m angry. Then I say “oh no-o-o I’m fine” like (.) cause I like to say “kk”
after everything. So like people-e-e (.) like just see “k” or “kk” then they’ll be
like (mimicking voice) “oh shit something’s wrong”
Salih:
(laughs)
Suna:
..and because I’m a girl (mimicking voice) “oh no something’s wrong.” It’s
like “what? I’m perfectly FINE-E-E”

Despite having similar communication styles, others’ reading of their speech differed
according to their gender identity. This demonstrates how the interpretation of speech can be
influenced by perceptions about gender.

5.4. Visual self-presentation
Photos are an important component of self-expression on social media, where visual culture
is increasingly more prevalent. While my participants generally abstained from posting on
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Facebook, photos still constituted the most shared content. Some of them linked their
Instagram and Facebook accounts, in which case content shared on Instagram gets
automatically published on Facebook. Participants brought up two medium-specific rules: it
was more acceptable to post group photos than alone on Facebook, and Facebook photos
showed special occasions rather than daily life in contrast to other platforms they used, such
as Instagram and Snapchat. Some participants believed that female users posted more selfies
and paid more attention to their photos, although everyone, regardless of their gender,
seemed to care about their looks and want to appear attractive.

5.4.1. Group photos preferred over solo photos
It was discussed that photos that show a person alone, including selfies, are not ideal for
Facebook. Most participants preferred to include friends or family, and some thought it was
“self-absorbed” or “narcissistic” to post photos of oneself, which suggests wariness in their
Facebook use.

Focus group 4
Fikret (20, m): Like if I go on like a tramping trip with somebody, I’ll post a photo from that.
Or like if I’m like in a play with someone, I’ll post photos from that.
Investigator: Mostly group photos?
Fikret:
Yeah (.) yeah mostly group photos. Like the only only photos with just me
would be (.) for my profile picture. And I probably only change that like once
a year.
Nihat (19, m): Yeah naah I pretty much agree with that. Like mainly it’s it’s with other
people.
[...]
Investigator: Why do you typically choose group photos over (.) personal photos?
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Oh just because they’re a lot more interesting. And if I if I wanna share a
photo, it’s cause I wanna like (.) like (..) you know like remember the time I
had with those people (-)
Nihat:
Hmm (nods, overlapping)
Fikret:
..whereas like a profile picture is just so people can know that it’s me that
they’re sending a friend request to or accepting from. And not some other
Fikret.
Nihat:
Yeah. I don’t know about like other people. But like (.) if I like (..) it’s a bit
more acceptable on other forms of media, but on Facebook it seems a little bit
self-absorbed if you just post photos of yourself on your timeline and it’s not
just like a (-)
Fikret:
Yeah people don’t really do it.
Nihat:
Yeah.
Ruhi (19, m): Yeah I’d say it’s narcissistic. You know like (-)
Şansal (19, m): And then in some (overlapping)
Ruhi:
..focus on yourself.
Şansal:
In some cases as well when you post a picture about yourself, you’re kinda
insecure about it, rather than you have like these people surrounding you.
Fikret:

Focus Group 3
Ulviye (24, f): I don’t post a lot pictures of me. Just like with a bunch of group of friends soo-o like (.) family. I was a performer, so for my dance events (.) I posted
pictures. Something like that.

Focus Group 1
İrem (22, f):

There are almost no good photos of me, so (.) and I’m very bad at taking
photos, so I’d rarely post things, but (.) I usually I’ll do it if it’s like an
occasion or something. I don’t so I don’t post selfies but (-)
Vahide (19, f): Yeah I don’t really post selfies, it’s just like meaningful photos with my
friends.
[...]
Kansu (23, f): Yeah, mostly in the group photos or something adventurous or like you know
travel somewhere in the world or-r-r umm more to do with like going to
events.

My participants’ preference to post photos with others parallels Mendelson and
Papacharissi’s (2011, p. 259) finding that most college students’ Facebook photos displayed
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relationships with a pair or a group of friends. However, it is in tension with Zheng and
colleagues’ (2016, p. 893) finding that Taiwanese and Chinese users more often posed alone,
males more so than females. This suggests that users’ self-presentation styles might be
different in distinct cultural contexts.

5.4.2. Special occasions preferred over everyday life
Participants’ Facebook photos generally showed special occasions like travelling, graduation,
or birthdays. As mentioned earlier, Facebook is not considered an appropriate platform to
share daily life, compared to Instagram or Snapchat.

Focus group 10
Nihan (20, f): Right so-o-o most of the time if the photo’s really important like graduation
photos (..) or-r-r umm some special events that I think (.) are-e-e valuable to
look back in the future I would post them on Facebook or other social media.
Umm (.) other photos like (..) umm small things I wouldn’t just (.) I wouldn’t
bother to post.

Focus group 5
Emine (21, f): I don’t actually post anything anymore unless it’s like a very special event.
Umm and I think that’s pretty common for (.) people around me as well.
[...]
Investigator: What’s the most recent photo you-u-u published?
Emine:
I think like birthdays. Nice photos, nothing like (.) incriminating (laughter)
[...]
Pelin (18, f): Yeah mine was a group photo from my ball last year. That’s what I posted
most recently.
Investigator: High school ball?
Pelin:
Yeah
Emine:
I’ve a lot from graduation.
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Gizem (19, f): Umm mine is hanging out with my friend, but I kind of (.) cover my face (.)
yeah so (..) umm I don’t want to like (.) umm I don’t want to post photos that
show my face (.) yeah.
Aral (25, m): For my case, it’s always posts (.) where there’s an event if I’m (.) cause when I
go there, I air “I did this, I did this, I did this”. So last time I went to Mount
Eden, so it’s an event for me. And likely (.) cause I get a perfect photo and
only I take photos which is something xxx. Later for the Rangitoto trip which I
went to (..) just events (.) life events for me.
Emel (20, f): Yeah I would say memory, life’s events (..) but also-o-o umm (.) smaller ones
too. Like weekend day trips umm (..) like a friend’s birthday (.) and mainly
group pictures.

Focus group 2
Çisem (18, f): Definitely just even having occasions. Like I think (.) like especially when I
was in high school (..) when people like when you had the school ball (..) get a
big roll of photos coming in from there (-)
Mevlüt (18, m): Yeah (overlapping)
Çisem:
Umm that was definitely the (-)
Orhan (18, m): and changing profile pictures after that (overlapping)
Çisem:
Changing yeah. My profile feed was the MOST busy from the school ball like
2 years ago.
[...]
Travelling, that’s when you take photos. When you travel somewhere (-)
Orhan:
Yeah (overlapping)
Çisem:
that’s (.) and yeah actually it’s a good way to even like to tell people you’re
travelling without having to tell people you’re travelling (-)
Orhan:
Yeah (overlapping)
Çisem:
Post a photo of your travelling (laughter)
[...]
I think Facebook’s quite polished. And (pause) the birthdays are when you do
the whole like “I don’t look flash but I’m having a good time” photos
Orhan:
Ah yeah

Most of the participants reported posting photos from special days, which resembles
Mendelson and Papacharissi’s (2011, p. 259-260) finding that formal or planned events were
common in Facebook photos, as in parties, sporting or graduation events.
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5.4.3. “Guys don’t like to take photos of themselves”
When asked how they wanted to look in photos, participants mostly wanted to seem
attractive, and there was little gender difference in this respect. One distinction was that some
participants who identified as female mentioned wearing make-up in photos or utilizing
photo editing tools, such as filters and photoshop. Otherwise, all participants seemed to want
to appear physically pleasing. However, some participants perceived the difference more
starkly, believing that female users cared much more about their appearance than male users,
which appeared to be equally common among male and female participants. There was also a
difference in how participants described their photos. When I asked them how they chose
photos to publish, participants who identified as male used a variety of adjectives, such as
fun, cool, humorous, weird and interesting, and participants who identified as female often
chose the words along the lines of good-looking or beautiful.
In the striking excerpt below, participants seem to make more stereotypical assumptions in a
gender comparison situation. At first, Adnan lists many details he pays attention to in a
photo, such as his hair, clothes, angle, lighting, background, quality and location, and other
participants who identified as male in the group clearly agree with the points he makes. After
I ask the same question to Rukiye, who - by the way- gives the same answer as Adnan,
participants who identified as male tergiversate, claiming that female users pay attention to
much more details, and how they look does not matter.

Focus Group 2
Investigator: How do you choose which photos to share?
Adnan (20, m): The one that you look good in (laughter)
Orhan (18, m): Ye-a-a-h basically (laughs)
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[...]
Investigator:
Adnan:
Orhan:
Investigator:
Adnan:

How do you know if you look good? What’s your criteria?
Huh that’s umm (..) everyone has their own criteria.
That’s so subjective.
What’s YOURS?
Yeah yeah hair’s fixed, your clothes are alright, it’s a good angle, lighting
perfect, the background’s good (laughter). Everything like (.) it’s clear, it’s
good, the quality’s good enough.
Çisem (18, f): I would agree with that, just yeah.
Mevlüt (18, m): Really yeah actually.
Adnan:
It also has to be in a great location as well (-)
Çisem:
Yeah (overlapping)
Adnan:
You can’t just post a random photo.
[...]
Investigator: How about you? (addresses Rukiye) How do you choose which photos to
share?
Rukiye (21, f): Yeah it’s just the one that you look best in.
Investigator: How would you like to look? What’s the best appearance for you?
Rukiye:
Umm (...) I don’t know just everything (laughter)
Adnan:
For girls there’s a lot more, eh?
Rukiye:
Yeah like just (-)
Adnan:
Make-up, [eyebrows?], hair (laughter). Everything.
Mevlüt:
For for for guys I think it’s just like if the wind carries your hair well.
Orhan:
Yeah yeah.
Adnan:
There you go.
Orhan:
For some guys it’s just like (..) even if they like come out of a sports game and
they look like (.) they look like garbage (laughter) (mimicking voice) “But I
won the game, ok let’s post this”
Mevlüt:
But the [rays?] are popping (laughter)
Investigator: And you think it’s different for girls?
Orhan:
Yeah definitely like (..) for (...) for a lot of guys’ profile pictures I feel like it’s
more casual.

Participants who identified as male took a more traditional stance by emphasizing their
carelessness and casualness, in contrast to their earlier responses. This is another example
that shows participants’ experiences do not always align with their assumptions about gender
difference. This might be related to some group dynamics, whereby respondents are not just
reporting neutrally on their views, but also perhaps feeling like they need to conform to
gender norms within the focus group. Nonetheless, the general idea was that female users
cared strongly about their image and looking attractive, and therefore often focused on
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themselves in photos.

Focus Group 5
Emel (20, f): Umm I think both men and women try to present themselves attractively (..) in
a physical aspect. But I think women do care about it more. Umm so much so
that (.) they tend to share more pictures of themselves rather than (..) like their
truck like a guy would (laughter) or rather than a hobby or-r-r umm (..) even
(.) I think a guy would be more likely to share picture of a landscape, because
they don’t have to-o-o maintain a beauty standard as much. But when they do
post of themselves, obviously they try to look good in the picture too.
[...]
Gizem (19, f): I think guys post umm less than girls. Yeah and sometimes some girls will like
(.) umm photoshop their pictures (other participants agree) like A LOT like
some girls (-)
Emine (21, f): Yeah (overlapping)
Gizem:
..their picture (..) the pictures are not even like her (-)
Emine:
Yeah mm-hmm, that’s true (-)
Gizem:
Yeah so (overlapping) what is the point I just ask if your (.) picture (..) does
not look like look like you at all (-)
Emine:
Hmm
Gizem:
Yeah so (..) umm (.) I haven’t met a guy who likes to photoshop his picture a
lot and then share (-)
Emine:
Hmm
Gizem:
Yeah so-o-o (.) I think (.) umm some girls post a lot post a lot and tend to like
make themselves (.) umm look perfect (.) umm even if (.) the pictures don’t
look like themselves anymore yeah.
Emine:
But I think there’s also (.) [not that it’s?] their fault but there’s also the nature
OF the filters themselves. Like they are catered TO women. They put (.) you
know they do certain thing to your face that make you look more feminine on
there. Put like make-up on your face which like GENerally speaking a guy’s
not gonna do on his face unless it’s like for a joke. So-o-o (.) that’s kind of you
know what I mean it’s kind of like US influencing the make-up filters and
those filters influencing how we post (..) yeah
Emel:
Which umm social media platform are you talking about?
Emine:
OH I mean anyone that has filters now, which is like every single one, right?
So-o-o (-)
Emel:
Ahh (overlapping)
Emine:
Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat (..) they all have (.) either filters or like editing
software that you can just kind of link up with the app.
Emel:
Oh like a supplement app (..) kind of (-)
Emine:
Yeah filters are in the app and then like Instagram (.) you can just hook it up to
I don’t know what the names are but like (.) it’s very easy to like import it and
then you can do A LOT of editing (-)
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Emel:
Emine:
Emel:
Emine:

Uh-huh (overlapping)
..just straight on your phone (-)
Yes (overlapping)
So-o-o yeah and if you get used to it, then you’re like “that’s my face now” (..)
kinda thing so
Pelin (18, f): Yeah umm I agree with Emel. I think guys and girls both try to show best of
themselves like physically. A-a-and I know some guys who do photoshop
(laughter) like themselves at the gym (laughter). Yeah it’s for both genders.

In this excerpt, participants bring up important issues. They discuss filters and editing tools,
and think that these are more often used by and catered to female users. Gizem’s point that
“the pictures don’t look like themselves anymore” is similar to the statements by some of
Manago et al.’s (2008, p. 453) focus group participants. There were no filters or common
editing tools back then, but some of Manago et al.’s respondents mentioned that female users
more often had deceptive photos, such as shooting in low light from a distance. Another
striking point in this passage is Emel’s assumption that female users share more photos of
themselves, whereas male users share landscape or objects, such as “their truck”. Indeed, this
assumption was made several times in different focus groups, too.

Focus Group 4
Şansal (19, m): Uhh like (.) for-r-r like (.) for like females it’s more like about like (.) their
physical like their own physical appearance, whereas like guys will like take
pictures of like car-r-rs or different friends and all that.
Nihat (19, m): Hmm yeah no I think that’s a good point.
Ruhi (19, m): Yeah I agree.
Nihat:
Like a lot of the time it seems it’s like (.) yeah they like (.) they want to have
photos that make them look good, whereas like yeah (.) like men still do that,
but it’s more common to have like cars and stuff just like kinda COOL things
in their photos.
Ruhi:
Or just like a joke you know.
Nihat:
Yeah (laughter, pause). Yeah them doing something crazy or something like
that.
Ruhi:
Hmm.
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Focus Group 10
Raci (24, m): We find that my-y-y (.) female friends (..) more often post photos of
themselves (laughter)
Investigator: Hmm. And men?
Nihan (20, f): Usually objects (-)
Raci:
Less often (overlapping) yeah usually objects.
[...]
it just so happen that my (...) my male friends (..) usually post objects, while
female friends post lots of selfies.
[...]
Investigator: Just one point referring back to what you-u-u said (addresses Raci).
Raci:
Mm-hmm.
Investigator: Umm (.) you said male friends usually post objects more. What kinds of
objects? (pause) like examples?
Raci:
Examples umm (..) buildings perhaps (...) food they eat I mean (.) both
females and males post food pretty frequently.
Investigator: Hmm.
Raci:
I mainly refer to-o-o like (.) umm more closed up (.) FACE shots. For example
if-f-f (..) I think even when my (..) male friends appear in photos it’s (...) most
of them a bit further or with other people. Umm (..) and the sort of close-up (.)
selfie are much less frequent.
Investigator: So male friends tend to be in groups more?
Raci:
Mm-hmm.
Investigator: Hmm.
Raci:
And objects would be-e-e umm (..) buildings, streets, landscape.

Focus group 6
Parla (21, f):
Investigator:
Parla:
Investigator:
Parla:
[...]

Lots of selfies too, I think (.) women.
For women, yeah?
Yeah. Umm (pause)
And men don’t (.) do selfies?
Not as much I don’t think (long pause) yeah I think so (laughs)
But then I guess that’s also (...) hmm (..) kind of part of being (.) like
socialized, right? So like (mimicking voice) “men are not supposed to be” like
(..) “proud of how they look and women like are pretty and they know it and
they will act on it” type of thing. So I don’t know. Like I suppose it’s all
TAUGHT to us. Umm cause yeah like if you see a man just posting a lot of
pictures of himself, you’re gonna be like (mimicking voice) “Oh god, he’s so
full of himself.” And you kinda think of him as slightly more feminine, right?
But if it’s a (...) woman doing this, it’s like “oh yeah that’s fine.”
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In all of the examples above, participants assume that female users’ photos focus more on
themselves, and male users more often post objects or landscape. Some participants thought
that it was less acceptable for male users to appear alone in photos, especially in the form of
selfies, which is considered feminine. Participants offer a contrast in the example below:
whereas “guys don’t like to take photos of themselves” according to Coşkun, “girls like to do
more of their individual self” argues Suna. The participants talk about males’ carelessness,
while they assume female users to be picky and fussy about their photos.

Focus group 8
Suna (19, f): The photos they post on Facebook, I see (.) I feel that girls (.) like to portray
themself a bit more on Facebook, where like you can actually like even
Instagram. Like their posts you can tell the difference between the girl and the
guys. MO-O-OST I won’t say all (.) they like to post pictures of themself like
quite often.
Coşkun (20, m): (laughs)
Suna:
Right and then guys it’s just occasionally here and there.
Salih (20, m): Hmm.
Suna:
Yeah that’s like just noticed.
Coşkun:
What about like group photos versus (.) alone? Cause guys (.) don’t like to
take photos of themselves, right?
Suna:
Yeah guys like to do more (-)
Coşkun:
It’s a group photo cause someone else is taking it
Suna:
Yeah girls like to-o-o (.) do more of their individual self
Coşkun:
Hmm
Salih:
Selfie mm-hmm. I feel like girls uhh (.) spend more time taking like (-)
Suna:
Yeah (overlapping)
Salih:
..more effort I’d say into taking a selfie like (-)
Suna:
They actually care
Salih:
I think it’s like higher quality.
Suna:
Like they actually spend their time to like (.) EDIT their photos.
Salih:
Oh yeah like filters (-)
Suna:
Because for me (overlapping) if I post something, I just take “ok” and then I
post (-)
Salih:
Hmm (overlapping)
Suna:
.. I don’t really do much about it. And then [my?] friends who actually spend
like 1-2 hours just (-)
Salih:
Taking a 100 (.) hundreds of photos (-)
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Suna:
Salih:
[...]
Coşkun:
Suna:
Coşkun:
Suna:
Coşkun:

Suna:
Coşkun:
Salih:
Suna:
Coşkun:
Suna:

Salih:
Suna:

Yeah (overlapping)
..and then they pick one (.) one that’s perfect (laughs)
I think (..) this might be like (.) this is just a-a-a (.) what do you call it a theory
(-)
Hmm (overlapping)
..I think only girls care about the photos that girls post (-)
Yeah (overlapping)
..cause like all the comments (mimicking voice) “YEAH this is AWEsome”
make me thinking like “oh well if I don’t post as awesome, they’re not gonna
like it” bla bla bla. But I think guys just like it and just move on with their
lives (laughs, -)
Yeah they don’t really care like (-)
I don’t know if you guys agree (-)
Yeah I just I just press like and (-)
Like for girls (overlapping) like I don’t know like for girls really like (.)
especially if they’re (.) posting a photo that’s not just about themself, they
want to make sure that they are (.) looking better
(laughs)
..than everyone else who is in the picture with them. That’s what I noticed. It’s
like sometime there’s a picture where like (..) speaking from my experience
like my friend like (.) she keeps deleting photos. I asked her why that’s such a
nice photo. Then she said “oh cause I look fat there” (-)
WOW (overlapping)
..and like because of the lighting’s not nice and everything, they they really (.)
umm focus A LOT on themself there. And I think it [sorta?] shows like they
just wanna give a good impression or like a good image of themself to the
people (.) online

The participants’ discussion above shows their belief that female users care greatly about
looking attractive and Suna implies that they even experience an internal competition with
their friends. Again, Suna’s thoughts about how girls act do not seem to align with her own
experience, who reports taking a photo and then posting without thinking too much about it.
The supposition that females care more about their appearance than males was fairly
common. As a meta-level note, it may be noticed that in the last five examples above (Focus
Groups 5; 4; 10; 6; 8, respectively) participants focus more on female users while discussing
gender differences; even if they make a comparison, it mostly starts with female users. This
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shows consistence with Mascheroni and colleagues’ (2015) finding that girls experienced
more mediation and pressure from their peers about their pictures.

Focus group 10
Zuhal (21, f): I know this is not true bu-u-ut (..) I I won’t uhh post a photo that I don’t have
any make-up in it (laughs). I mean I know it’s not true but yeah (.) umm
(pause) like you can feel it when you when you look good in the photo, you
know what I mean?
Nihan (20, f): Yeah umm just adding on that umm if I didn’t wear any make up and I don’t
feel confident, I would DEFinitely not post anything (.) of myself on social
media. I’d rather use like photoshop or some tools to fix it (.) before I post it.
[...]
I feel like (.) umm girls tend to-o-o (.) care more about their self image on
social media. They would spend much more time than boys to get their photos
done, like looking good (..) and guys don’t care that much. And they
OBviously post less, engage less on social media. That’s from my personal
experience.
Raci (24, m): I think males have those self problems too (..) but probably not as much.
Investigator: Problems?
Raci:
Probably probably not as much as most females feel.
Investigator: Right.
Raci:
I do feel that umm (.) if it’s not mature enough, I prefer not to post it. For
example because I know (..) me personally some of my friends post pretty
much all stuff. So umm (smacks lips) that does affect some-e-e (..) some
thoughts about gender.
[...]
Zuhal:
Umm (..) I kinda agree with the umm (.) with like their opinions, but I think
this is part of women’s personality. It’s not just with Facebook. Like we
always wanna (.) look good.
Nihan:
And also umm I feel like there’s a (.) pressure on us (.) like on girls to just be
pretty. Cause you don’t really see ugly photo of female on social media. You
(.) pretty much never see that, unless it’s to be funny (.) like a meme or
something. But there’s no such pressure or not as much on on male users, I
guess.
Zuhal:
I think it’s related to women’s confidence.
Nihan:
Hmm.
Investigator: Say more.
Zuhal:
Umm I don’t really know how to explain it but like (.) if I (.) if I feel like I
look beautiful, I have like (.) I feel I have more power. You know what I
mean?
Nihan:
Mmm yeah.
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Zuhal:

But if I’m ugly like (.) no one look at me and (.) they maybe just laugh at me
or (.) I don’t know (laughs).
Yeah yeah
I don’t think boys really care about these stuff.
Or maybe girls just (.) more sensitive about that.
True.
Hmm.

Nihan:
Zuhal:
Nihan:
Zuhal:
Nihan:
[...]
Zuhal (21, f): I really care about my background, but I don’t think like my boyfriend really
care about that (laughs).

In this focus group, the two participants who identified as female discuss feeling a pressure to
look beautiful on social media. Furthermore, they associate physical attractiveness with
confidence and power. Because they almost always encounter images of beautiful women on
social media, my participants felt like they need to conform to this situation too.
As the excerpts above show, many participants seem to think that female users post more
frequently, care more about their photos, and put more time into them. This is similar to
previous research findings which showed that females posted more photos (Mendelson &
Papacharissi, 2011; Riu & Stefanone, 2013) and considered aesthetic, emotional, selfreflecting and aesthetic-symbolical aspects more than male users (Siibak, 2009). My
participants also seem to believe male users to be careless about their photos.
In one of the focus groups participants mentioned a specific kind of “masculine” activity –
hunting, which they mostly saw in male users’ photos.

Focus Group 7
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There’s quite a few guys that will do like you know the hunting. They’ll do
like (.) have either their profile picture or like their cover photo of them with
like a dead pig (-)
Feraye (22, f): yeah (overlapping) or like a fish
Ela:
or like a fish yeah (laughter). And-d-d and that I find it’s I think mainly men ()
Feraye:
Oh that’s true (overlapping)
Ela:
..I’ve seen a few women do but it’s mainly men where they show like
(mimicking voice) “yeah I’ve killed something” (laughter) “look at how manly
I am with like a dead animal slung across my shoulders” (laughs)
Feraye:
yeah
Ela:
Or holding a gun or something
Deniz (24, non-binary): Yeah whenever I see that on Tinder it’s like (makes an expression of
disgust/ dislike)
Ela:
Yeah yeah yeah exactly (laughs)
Deniz:
I’m a vegetarian (laughter)
Ela:
So I think it’s THEM that might be tryna portray themselves as really
masculine (-)
Feraye:
Yeah (overlapping) that’s true.
Ela (19, f):

There is coherence between these participants’ arguments and Manago et al.’s (2008, p. 453)
participants’ statements, who reported that male users wanted to emphasize their strength and
power, while female users wanted to look attractive. Also, this was the only session where
gays’ and lesbians’ visual self-presentation was mentioned.

Focus group 7
Deniz:
Feraye:
Deniz:

Ela:

I noticed my gay guy friends (..) like aggressively care. Like it’s almost like (-)
yeah (overlapping)
..really pretty selfies with like make up and (..) like (.) the latest (.) like clothes
and everything like that. It’s like it’s it’s adorable but like (laughter). Yeah and
whereas like (.) a lot of my friends who are gay women are just like (..) it’s
more like whimsical stuff they tend to publish. Like it’s (mimicking voice) “oh
this is really funny” umm (.) kinda more of that vibe. Less of a (.) umm like
glamorous kinda look. And my best friend is like it’s always brunch and (..)
[lot of?] cars and like very carefully (.) umm like (mimicking voice)” these are
all the good [cheap outs?] I have” and like (.) that kinda thing
Ah yeah (laughter)
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Some participants opposed the perception of gender-specific attitudes, and
oversimplifications that this way of thinking may entail. In the passage below, for example,
Kamelya seemed to really care about her looks in photos, whereas Feraye mentioned feeling
nervous when she appeared with too much make-up. She claimed that “it just depends on the
type of person”, implying that these are not innate or natural preferences, therefore not
generalizable.

Focus Group 7
Kamelya (22, f): My partner’s a boy, right? And he posts posts things on-n-n Facebook or
any social medias like he REALLY doesn’t care how he looks (-)
Feraye (22, f): Yeah (overlapping)
Kamelya:
..and like I felt the other day I was the BRAVEST person because I (..)
actually posted a picture when my hair was all over the place (-)
Ela (19, f):
Ah yeah (overlapping)
Kamelya:
..it was it was so like ok my make-up is ON point, but my hair is like
(laughter). Umm umm actually the (.) the description was like “messy hair” or
something like that (laughs). Like warning people (-)
Ela:
Yeah yeah (overlapping)
Kamelya:
..so I I I do feel that even though I TRY for (.) like body image sort of not to
bother me, it’s (.) I find it’s not the same for-r-r (.) many guys.
Feraye:
Yeah but (-)
Deniz (24, non-binary): It’s very (overlapping) ah sorry.
Feraye:
You go ahead.
Deniz:
No you first.
Feraye:
Ok. I just wanna say (.) but there is so many guys as well. Like I have (.)
friends who care so much (.) like GUY friends who care (.) more about their
image on social media than I do.
Kamelya:
Yeah
Feraye:
But then I have so many girl friends as well who (..) care so much like I (.) I
think it just depends on the type of person (-)
Ela:
Yeah yeah (overlapping)
Feraye:
..they are. But yeah.
[…]
For me it’s pretty much just (..) nature. So I’m like (mimicking voice) “oh I’m
camping this weekend” like “oh to do that and (.) to go skiing.” I don’t really
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like post (.) yeah stuff with me like (.) heaps of make up on (..) like going out.
I get too nervous about that. I don’t know why (laughter). I just do.

Feraye was not the only participant who thought that these choices were not determined by
gender. Some other participants expressed a similar viewpoint in two other sessions - Focus
Groups 4 and 9. Therefore, it should be noted that some participants rejected stereotypical
explanations.

5.5. Perceived privacy and self-disclosure
Participants discussed their perceptions of online privacy and how they manage it. As
mentioned earlier, most of them tended to see Facebook as a highly public space and were
aware of the threat of data misuse. This was not necessarily reflected in their adjustment of
privacy settings. In fact, a significant number of participants hadn’t changed their privacy
settings at all since they started using the platform. The justification was that they arranged
everything as they wanted in the first place, so they did not see the need to review.

Focus Group 10
Nihan (20, f): I have ALL the basic information about myself (.) umm including where I
went to for secondary school, uni (.) umm where I had my-y-y part-time job,
and my contact, my full number. Pretty much everything about me. Gender, of
course but I umm put (.) gender as (.) uhh male cause I didn’t want to (.) be so
specific. I don’t know just kind of weird.
Investigator: These information do you have them for your friends or for the public?
Nihan:
Yeah on public.
Investigator: On public?
Nihan:
Yeah.
Investigator: So anyone can basically see them.
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Nihan:
Yeah.
Zuhal (21, f): Umm I guess I have everything except my relationship (.) and my phone
number.
Investigator: Is that for your friends?
Zuhal:
For everyone
[...]
Nihan:
For me I didn’t mind privacy issues. Umm so I just put everything available (.)
to the public. And I don’t really share any too sensitive or too personal
information online. So I don’t really mind (.) other information to be shared.
Zuhal:
Yeah same here. Mine is open like everyone can see it (laughs).
Raci (24, m): I mainly put stuff (.) public umm only if they help people to know it’s-s-s
really me so (.) mostly it’s errr hometown, current location, and (.) where I’m
studying, where I have studied. So I only put these things out because they
might help people (.) to find me.
[...]
Investigator: How often do you change the privacy settings of your profile?
Zuhal:
Never. Umm what do you mean like changing it?
Investigator: Umm (-)
Nihan:
So like change the profile photo or (-)
Investigator: No, the privacy settings.
Nihan:
Oh yeah I never change it.
Investigator: Never?
Zuhal:
Yeah I don’t think I’ve ever.
Raci:
I hardly change it either because I (smacks lips) it’s pretty much set in the
beginning and I don’t see the need of changing it.

Focus Group 1
Investigator: How often do you change the privacy settings of your profile or do you
remember when you last changed it?
Jale (18, f): I don’t think I’ve ever (-)
Vahide (19, f): Same (laughs)
Jale:
Because just you set it and forget it.
İrem (22, f): Yeah
Kansu (23, f): I would change it regularly, though. Like (…) I make friends from Uni, and
from events, and then there is like family, and there is family friends, and there
is family friends of friends that become your friend kinda thing (laughs) So I
would filter them out every few months. Especially with the birthdays, I would
(..) you know I would look a lot of people’s birthdays be like “Ok I don’t even
know where I met this person” cause they don’t have a profile picture and I
can’t really recognize what they look like, so I would (..) sometimes just
unfriend umm a lot of people. But then sometimes like “screw this” I just can’t
be bothered. So it depends on the mood.
İrem:
I don’t think I’ve changed mine since I made my account. I was pretty sensible
at fifteen so (laughter) Cause I made it pretty late at that time I was like
“stranger danger, don’t like make it so that only your friends can see it” and
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Vahide:

Eda (18, f):

like maybe some information about you, like where you study whatever can be
public, so that people actually can know who you are
Yeah we had like so many talks during high school like from the police about
‘stranger danger’ and not making your Facebook public and not sharing this
and all that. And yeah that just like (..) kinda like raised awareness kinda thing
The only time I changed mine is if I don’t know somewhere a hot guy to me
and I’m like “oh god gotta look through my stuff” (laughter)

Focus Group 2
Investigator: How often do you change the privacy settings (.) of your profile?
Adnan (20, m): Not really.
Investigator: No?
Adnan:
When you use it, you don’t really care.
Mevlüt (18, m): Yea-ah (laughs)
Orhan (18, m): Not since I made the account, right? Because (..) you said so it’s like super
private at the beginning (-)
Mevlüt:
Yeah (laughs)
Orhan:
or like (..) not private. And then you just don’t change it because you’re pretty
happy when you when you start, right?
Adnan:
Exactly yeah.
Mevlüt:
You full private and then you’re like (mimicking voice) “I’m not getting any
messages” (laughter) See you don’t ever change it.
Investigator: How about you? (pause) Girls?
Rukiye (21, f): Umm (..) yeah I haven’t changed it since I made it. I keep getting all the
notifications that’s like “you should change your privacy now” but [just never
done?] yeah
Çisem (18, f): I think yeah (.) I’d like (.) I took my birthday off to like (..) private that’s
probably what I did (…) couple months ago. But other than other than that (..)
like it was pretty much like (.) friends only for most of things on there
anyways so

As these examples show, most participants in my focus groups had similar unconcerned
attitudes about their privacy settings regardless of gender. This aligns with the study
conducted by Sarabia and Estévez (2016), who found no gender differences in users’ privacy,
as most of their subjects were equally cautious about their Facebook profiles. However, it
goes against Special and Li-Barber’s (2012) study findings according to which females had
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higher privacy settings, while male users revealed more basic information and contact
information than females.
Only a handful of respondents in my focus groups commented that they did change their
settings every once in a while, which was triggered by a motivator like Facebook reminders
or Cambridge Analytica scandal. Considering few participants tended to their privacy
settings, it might seem as though the majority of my participants’ behavior is in line with
privacy paradox. While it is true that most participants did not expend time for adjusting
settings, they engaged in other kinds of privacy management, such as monitoring what they
shared and whom they shared it with. Privacy was achieved in the form of self-censorship
(Vitak et al., 2015), as most participants expressed filtering private information. Public posts
were even more closely scrutinized and only certain details were provided for the public.
These were education details, such as where they went to high school and university, and
their places, such as current city and hometown. They explained that the purpose of publicly
displaying these was either because it would increase their recognizability, or the information
they shared wouldn’t cause discomfort if known by a stranger. Briefly put, many participants
reported taking measures to protect their privacy despite not adjusting their privacy settings
often. Considering that many participants reported excluding private information and
scrutinizing their publicly shared content on Facebook, there is support for Masur and
Scharkow’s (2016) study which found that users take into consideration the privacy of an
item of information and the communication channel before disclosure. Similarly to Byron
and colleagues’ (2013) participants, my participants also carefully managed their profile
content.
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There might be some cultural differences in how participants approach privacy. Participants
from China, for example, seemed to be more attentive to their privacy in comparison to those
born and brought up and in New Zealand. The participant quoted below, Zeynel, was
studying in New Zealand at the time of focus groups and explained that he continued to lay
low online as he did in his home country.

Focus group 9
Zeynel (24, m): I have some friends in foreign countries and they have their Facebook. And
when they make me very surprise is they nearly share everything about their
life. For example they they share every (.) every photo in Facebook. So I feel
very surprise about it because in-n-n because in China we (.) we are not share
so much things.
Investigator: Hmm
Zeynel:
Cause (..) in our country we are more [protective?] and more traditional. So-oo (..) and especially for the application, because we have government
censorship so-o-o we do not like to share many things with others. But because
New Zealand and America they are (..) more freedom country, so-o-o maybe
people trust each other so they nearly share everything with others
[...]
Investigator: So in China people tend to hold back?
Zeynel:
Yeah of course (laughs) we don’t dare to share (.) share with others. Because if
(.) if some information is very sensitive and it might be very dangerous for us.

As seen in this excerpt, self-disclosures and privacy management behaviors may be
influenced by the cultural and digital context in which one is brought up. Zeynel’s
observation that New Zealanders and Americans “share everything with others” on Facebook
is an interesting one, considering how my New Zealander participants thought that they
rarely shared content. However, from Zeynel’s point of view, it was frequent posting
behavior.
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5.5.1. “Stranger danger”
There were exceptional cases where participants appeared to be absolutely carefree, all of
whom identified as male. One of them talked about posting all content in public mode,
another participant shared his home address and phone number, yet another mentioned that
he posted a photo of his driver’s license. Other than these, participants who identified as male
generally seemed to be a bit unconcerned about privacy, while participants who identified as
female were more wary of what they referred to as “stranger danger”. They were friend
requested or messaged by strangers much more frequently than users who identified as male
among my participants: only 1 out of 16 male participants mentioned being added or
messaged by random people, in comparison to 12 out of 22 female participants and 1 nonbinary participant, who implied feeling disturbed by being contacted by users they did not
know. Interestingly, this issue came up in more than half of the sessions as we were
discussing privacy.

Focus Group 1
Jale (18, f):

I think I try to make EVERYTHING like as much as possible like just my
friends (-)
Vahide (19, f): Yeah (overlapping)
Jale:
..cause there’s a lot of cre-e-e-py people. You get those like weird like middle
aged men like friend requesting you and you’re like (mimicking voice) “who
ARE-E-E you?”
[...]
Kansu (23, f): Cause you get like these weird messaging (mimicking voice) “Oh you’re
beautiful dp” or like “oh you look so beautiful” (-)
Eda (18, f): Yeah (Overlapping) (mimicking voice) “Hello! How are you? Would you like
to hang out?” (laughter) He like lives in like somewhere so foreign (laughter)
Like “ok let’s hang out”
Kansu:
Yeah (laughs)
[...]
Cihan (22, m): I’m not [gonna make jokes?] here but like a lot of a lot of my girl juniors like
to like post for a proper xxx like do make-up and everything. Really nice
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posting and I’m like “What’s the point of posting these and showing in
public?” because like the public (..) because like (..) you know it’s going to
attract like weird people to approach you know like. You know you guys are
like some random dude just message you on Facebook. As a guy as a guy that
usually doesn’t happen of course. But I know it happens to girls. And I’m
always saying them like “why do you why do you do this? Why do you post
and ignore it’s gonna attract like random people?” Yeah like xxx and I’m like
(shrugs) you know
My-y-y profile picture for the last like two years was me and my boyfriend,
and I still got weird men trying to friend message or friend request me. So I
mean I think if they’re determined (laughter)

Jale:

Focus Group 7
Deniz (24, non-binary): Everyone gets those weird (.) friend requests from people in the
States who you’ve (.) never heard of (other participants approve) and have no
mutual friends with and you’re like “how did you find me?” (-)
Ela (19, f):
Yeah (overlapping)
[...]
Kamelya (22, f): I started getting random messages and things, which I thought it was sort of
(..) fun. I don’t (..) know you, I’m never gonna know you, I don’t really care.
Kamile (19, f): Hmm
Kamelya:
Then it got to a point I thought “oh god.” If it was my little sisters doing this,
I’d be SO-O-O (.) like (..) worried about them that I just thought “well, this is
just weird and wrong” (-)
Ela:
Yeah (overlapping)
Kamelya:
..I don’t know you, block you and-d-d (.) closing everything.

Focus Group 8
I’m mean I I I’m fine with friends but it’s like random people (-)
Oh right (overlapping)
..I have no idea who it is.
Oh ok.
Yeah.
How do they message you?
Like (.) you know when you message somebody, then it goes to like (..) umm
ask (-)
Investigator: Message request (overlapping)
Suna:
..message request
Salih:
Ah yeah I get that (-)
Suna:
So it keeps getting like again again again so I was like (bellows)
Salih:
It that annoying?
Suna:
It it gets annoying sometimes.
Coşkun (20, m): You sound famous (laughter)
Suna (19, f):
Salih (20, m):
Suna:
Salih:
Suna:
Investigator:
Suna:
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Suna:
Coşkun:
Salih:
Suna:

No.
Most people on Facebook don’t mind me (laughter)
Maybe you have a really good like (.) profile picture maybe so people (-)
Not really.

Participants mentioned different strategies to deal with this, such as sharing content for
friends only; posting a photo with the boyfriend; entering a different gender; using a different
name; and changing friendship request preferences. Sometimes contradicting Facebook’s
terms, users seem to have found ways that work in their best interest.

Focus Group 6
Parla (21, f): I’ve always gotten those random messages (..) from men offering to like marry
me. And I don’t know if it’s like a common occurrence but (laughs) I do get it
so I don’t know. Just random men that end up in your spam inbox in (..)
Facebook saying like (mimicking voice) “oh you’re so beautiful are you
single?” (laughs) And you think you don’t know them (laughs).
[...]
I was getting a lot of random (.) friend requests. So I just completely (..)
changed it so no one can add me. But I can add other people.

Focus Group 5
Emine (21, f): I just put it on as private as it can go (.) basically yeah (..) at whatever time
Pelin (18, f): They allow it?
Emine:
Yeah so I just checked on mine and actually like (.) the only thing you have on
mine publicly is my profile picture and the cover photo, which you can’t help.
So everything else is private.
Investigator: So you you prefer to make everything private (-)
Emine:
yeah (overlapping)
Pelin:
Umm (.) yeah me too like (.) I prefer to have it (.) only friends can see it. Yeah
MOST of my information except for something that I can’t (.) set
Gizem (19, f): I try to-o-o hide myself as much as possible (.) yeah because I don’t want (.)
umm people to stalk me if they know my full name. Yeah umm (.) I usually
introduce myself as umm (.) I don’t know because for Chinese, we usually got
other full names so umm (.) maybe you me and another person is not very
close but (.) he or she might know my full name and I don’t want they can
view all my details because (.) they know my full name.
Aral (25, m): Mine is everything out there. Whatever’s public is public (laughs) I don’t
change anything.
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[...]
Emine:

Pelin:

It’s just a thing they kinda said to us during high-school like (..) employers
could find out. I totally agree that if someone REALLY wanted to find stuff on
you, they probably could, but it’s kinda just like (..) I might as well do it as a
kind of like (.) front facing protective thing. And I also have like (.) it’s not my
real name on Facebook, for example. That’s just because during high-school
like a lot of us started getting added by really random (.) either like bots or
spam, as well. People would send you really bad messages, so like it just
helped reduce that a little bit to have (..) privacy and different names and stuff.
Yeah.
Yeah same I just want to-o-o like avoid people (laughter) stalking me online
so (.) I try to keep it private.

[...]
Emel (20, f): I tend to get a lot of people that add me (..) that have mutual friends. A-a-and
umm (.) more and more lately I’ve been just declining those, but I’ll (..) I tend
to accept if (.) they went to a school that I know about umm (..) and the higher
the mutual friend count, the more likely they are to get accepted too. And to be
honest if it’s like (.) a guy that (.) well if it’s a guy that’s creepy it’s definitely
a decline (laughter) just by his profile picture no offense umm. But if it’s a
cute guy like (laughter) it’s probably more likely to be accepted (pause) as
long as he has mutual friends and stuff.

Participants who identified as female often expressed privacy concerns and many participants
who identified as male appeared to be indifferent about their privacy. This supports earlier
studies which found that females were more likely to express privacy concerns (Wiese et al.,
2014; Malik et al., 2016). My participants did not report self-disclosing less, but most of them
took precautions to some extent to prevent “stranger danger”. This seems coherent with
Herring and Kapidzic’s (2015) opinion that “girls may be especially concerned with assuring
the privacy of their online profiles because of the greater tendency for females to be harassed
online” (p. 148).
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5.6. A non-binary user’s experience on Facebook
In the sample one participant in Focus group 7 identified as non-binary. This part focuses
primarily on Deniz - the only emerging adult, gender diverse informant - and their selfpresentation experience.
Deniz was a highly adept user of Facebook and mentioned using several features to explore
and manage their identity. The passages below show how Deniz used Facebook in different
ways over the years and used it as a tool to facilitate coming out.

Deniz:
Ela:
Kamile:
Deniz:
[...]
Kamile:

Deniz:
Kamile:
Deniz:
Kamelya:
Deniz:
Kamelya:
Ela:

I just remember the (.) I don’t know if they’re still listed in ‘interested in’
section (-)
Yeah
Ohh (overlapping)
..which like before I came out as gay, it was like public interested in men
(laughter). Really me (laughter).
But but (overlapping) that ‘INTERESTED IN’ like (pause) I don’t really-y-y
like (..) think people should know like (.) it doesn’t concern anyone so I just
put it as only me.
Yeah the only people I’ve seen actually use that are closeted gay people and(-)
Yeah (overlapping)
.. homophobic straight people (laughter)
What’s [that?] They’re interested in (..) in homophobic groups?
No no no they like say interested in women like (mimicking voice) “I’m not
gay I’m not gay” (laughter)
Oh ok (laughs)
Haters friendly (.) they wanna emphasize (laughter).

Deniz wanted to hide their identity before coming out, so pretended to be heterosexual using
the ‘interested in’ feature. Although Kamile thinks indicating one’s orientation is information
overload, Deniz jokingly argues that it has a function for closeted homosexuals and
homophobic heterosexuals. Deniz used it - in this case - to hide their identity.
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Deniz:

Kamile:
Deniz:

Ela:
Deniz:

Feraye:
Kamelya:
Feraye:
Deniz:

I recently umm (...) like changed my name. And so-o-o I only told a group
first, I made a custom group for that and added like a list of people who could
see that my announcement being like (mimicking voice) “Hey just trying this
out” like “haven’t really told anyone yet but (.) so if you’re reading this you’re
on a (.) I’ve specifically chosen you to see this cause I think you’ll be cool
about it.” Umm (..) everyone was fine with that. And I made a second
announcement that (.) like a couple weeks later that was visible to everyone.
Mmm
But for like those few months I had that custom group that was named Deniz
(..) cause they were the ones who knew about the name change and then I
posted things relating to that (..) that only they could see.
Oh yeah yeah yeah (-)
So there are ways that you can like create these groups and use that to your
advantage. Like so this certain thing my parents can’t see and that kinda thing
(-)
Yeah (overlapping)
Yeah (overlapping)
Hmm that’s interesting. Didn’t know you could do that.
Like majority of people won’t even need to know that but like it can it can be
useful.

In this example, Deniz explains using audience settings to create a custom group to try out
the name change. This way Deniz determined the recipients of their message and minimized
the discomfort of collapsed contexts. Facebook’s multiple friendship lists feature has been
brought up by Hanckel et al.’s (2019) LQBTIQ+ interviewees as well. The authors regard
such curative affordances to be significant for queer users. In accordance with this,
Facebook’s affordances helped Deniz control their self-disclosures about their identity to
different people. Similar to Alexander and Losh’s (2010) point that social networks can serve
as a testing ground for coming out, Deniz made use of Facebook to introduce their new name
to some people they trusted.
Last but not least, Deniz mentioned LGBTQI+ Facebook groups, which provide a space for
the genderqueer users to organize and socialize. Adding on the conveniences of groups as
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mentioned in the previous chapter, queer users form and join groups for solidarity. Facebook
groups can help bring people together, and give one a sense of community and belonging.

Focus group 7
Deniz (24, non-binary): There’s like a-a-a (.) there’s a Facebook group for lesbians in
Auckland called [plash?] and they organize events through that. And
apparently there’s like a (.) cause I wasn’t here last year when they were kinda
at their peek (-)
Ela (19, f):
Mmm (overlapping)
Deniz:
..cause I was travelling but umm (.) apparently last year it became like a really
[tied in?] group cause it’s kinda the same people showing up to the events over
and over again and everyone got really close (-)
Ela:
Ah yeah (overlapping)
Deniz:
..so I went to my first event for that last Thursday. We’re going again on
Saturday and I (.) feel like I’ll probably end up (.) like really good friends with
some of these people (-)
Kamelya (22, f): Mm-hmm (overlapping)
Deniz:
..in a couple months’ time. But I literally only met them through this Facebook
group
[...]
I’m looking to moving to Toronto next year and the first thing I’m gonna do is
join (.) certain Facebook groups (-)
Feraye (22, f): Hmm (overlapping)
Deniz:
..like Kiwis in Toronto and (.) probably some gay groups over there cause it’s
just an easy way to meet people on. Yeah that that’ll be my first step cause I
know it’s gonna be an easy way to (.) make new friends.

Deniz made some friends thanks to a Facebook group they joined, and indented to join other
ones when they move abroad to meet new people. This affirms the idea that social media can
provide queer users with a source of social support (Drushel, 2010; Cooper & Dzara, 2010,
Alexander & Losh, 2010; Berger et al., 2021). In this regard, social media can serve as
potentially empowering tools for sexual and gender minorities.
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5.7. Phase I analysis and discussion
In Phase I, I explored how emerging adults living in Aotearoa discuss their own and others’
Facebook usage and the role of gender in it, in accordance with RQ1. I gave precedence to
my participants’ perspectives in terms of their gender identity performance on Facebook.
Having interviewed 39 emerging adult users throughout 12 months in 10 focus groups, I
explored informants’ self-presentation experiences on Facebook, and how these experiences
relate to their gender performance in this online environment.
The discussion began with participants’ usage of the platform as well as what they think of it,
which helped to contextualize the subsequent chapters about gender-related findings.
Facebook was popular among my participants, but their use of the platform seemed to be
conflicted. Facebook was almost seen as a part of legacy media, because everyone around
them has it and they continue to use it for some purposes (such as messaging, following
groups and receiving news), yet it was not an exciting medium for them. This approach to
Facebook is different than how the existing literature treats Facebook; there is a necessity to
acknowledge the medium’s current phase to provide new insights into gender performativity
on it. My participants regarded Facebook as a public space, where family members and even
future employers could possibly see one’s content. Being aware of this immense context
collapse, most of them did not post much (including removing/ hiding old posts) and they
often wanted to present a positive image. They tended to see Facebook as formal space and
expected users to be authentic, very similarly to Cirucci’s (2017) focus group participants
who believed that Facebook is an official social space that comprises authentic identities.
Some of them were critical of Facebook partly because Cambridge Analytica scandal erupted
while I was doing the focus groups.
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I shall note two meta-level observations about focus group discussions, which should be
taken into account when analyzing Phase I findings. Firstly, I have noticed that some
participants expressed stereotypical ideas when we were talking about gender issues, even
when they did not fit these stereotypical assumptions themselves. They appeared to have
more gender-normative thoughts than gender-normative behaviors, which is in agreement
with Oberst et al.’s (2016) suggestion that some describe others in a more stereotypical way
than they do themselves. Talking about it explicitly might have caused some informants to
perceive and report the gender difference to be more intense. Secondly, many participants
frequently focused on female users and analyzed their behaviors when discussing gender
differences. Femininity appeared to be more criticizable and have higher visibility, similarly
to the observation by Mascheroni et al. (2015) that girls were faced with more mediation and
moral judgement from others.
Almost all participants used Facebook and its messaging service Messenger frequently. Some
of them have described that they default to Facebook whenever they have to pass time; for
example, waiting for something, during breaks between classes, at home, and even in
lectures. Many participants seemed to have an ongoing media habit with Facebook, which
was mostly composed of consuming others’ content rather than partaking and contributing
content. Some of them described themselves as bystanders or spectators. Most informants
thought that female users had a high usage rate of the platform, which builds on existing
evidence that females spend more time on Facebook than males (Sheldon, 2008, Wiese et al.,
2014, Iordache and Manea, 2016, and Oberst et al., 2016). Many participants also supposed
that females were more sociable, such as more frequently posting, communing with people,
and engaging with others’ content. This is comparable to Muscanell and Guadagno’s (2012)
study which found that female subjects reported posting content, sending friendship requests,
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and sending private messages more than males. Some of my informants reported that female
users were likely to have many friends and followers, who ‘liked’ and commented them
often. This aligns with Sheldon (2008), Iordache and Manea (2016), and Oberst et al. (2016),
who found that female users had more Facebook friends than males. Unlike some studies
which found no significant gender differences in usage motives (Special & Li-Barber, 2012;
Nisiforou & Laghos, 2015), my participants mostly assumed females to be relationshiporiented users, whereas they thought that male users were more reserved and focused on
pages, events and memes.
The participants’ discussion about online language use mostly revolved around stylistic
gender differences. Many participants expressed that female users had a supportive and
friendly tone, which shows resemblance to previous study findings which showed that female
users were more likely than males to support, concur (Guiller & Durndell, 2007; Joiner et al.,
2014), be reactive and friendly (Kapidzic & Herring, 2011), and have positive valence i.e. an
affirming, happy and agreeing tone (Walton & Rice, 2013). Several participants mentioned
that females often used emojis, punctuation marks (Bamman et al., 2014) and capitalization
in their writing. Many participants seemed to perceive female users as fairly expressive
(Fawzi & Szymkowiak, 2014). Some participants reported that male users were likely to
tease their friends in their comments, and they were perceived to be direct. It partially
supports Guiller and Durndell’s (2007) finding that males were more likely than females to
reply negatively in conversations and use authoritative language.
Participants discussed images more than any other content, and it was the most frequently
shared content by them, too. The focus group data contributes an in-depth understanding of
their visual self-presentation processes. Two medium-specific visual self-presentation
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conventions were repeated by several participants. Some participants reported that it was
more acceptable to post group photos on Facebook rather than alone; and photos mostly
showed special occasions, such as birthdays, graduation and travel photos, rather than daily
life, which was reserved for other story-based platforms. Both of these points have been
observed before by Mendelson and Papacharissi (2011), who found that most college
students’ Facebook photos displayed a pair or a group of friends (although this may be
different in some Asian contexts (Zheng et al., 2016)), and most of them were from formal or
planned events. Many participants thought that female users posted photos frequently
(Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011; Riu & Stefanone, 2013), cared about looking attractive
(Siibak, 2009; Manago et al., 2008), and labored over their photos. While discussing images,
a handful of participants mentioned filters and editing tools, which they thought were mostly
used by females and targeted to females. Another gender difference that some of my
participants brought up was that female users focused more on themselves, although this was
not considered as appropriate for male users, who focused on objects and landscapes instead.
Males were generally thought to be more careless about their own image. In one of the focus
groups, participants talked about a specific masculine theme in photos - hunting - which
evokes an argument made by Manago and colleagues’ (2008) subjects that male users often
want to portray themselves as strong and powerful. These findings suggest that some gender
normative ideas endure; for example, women want to look beautiful and work for it, and men
are not self-focused and indifferent about their looks. However, some participants objected to
such stereotypical generalizations, explained some behaviors with socialization, or expressed
having a different experience. In fact, many participants’ experiences were less stereotypical
than the assumptions they voiced about gender-related behaviors.
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Most participants did not change their privacy settings often, many reported that they hadn’t
changed at all since they created an account. This seemed to be the case regardless of gender,
which is consistent with a study conducted by Sarabia and Estévez (2016), who found no
gender differences in users’ profile privacy; however, it contradicts Special and Li-Barber’s
(2012) finding that females had higher privacy settings. Even though most participants did
not adjust privacy settings routinely, they indicated that they had other ways to manage their
privacy. Self-censorship appeared to be the main method (Vitak et al., 2015) as they did not
share much - and when they did, most of them mentioned leaving out private information and
sharing only general information, such as their education or the city they live in. This finding
is coherent with Masur and Scharkow’s (2016) study, which found that users manage their
disclosures by considering the type of information and the communication channel. It also
aligns with Byron et al.’s (2013) finding that users make an effort to mediate and protect their
privacy.
Several participants who identified as female expressed privacy concerns (Wiese et al., 2014;
Malik et al., 2016), as they reported being added/ messaged by strangers, which caused them
to be generally cautious about what they shared. In the case of my sample, there was support
for Herring and Kapidzic’s (2015, p. 148) prediction that females may be harassed online
(such as sexual solicitation) based on their gender. They mentioned taking measures to avert
the ‘stranger danger’, including adjusting their posts’ audience, posting profile pictures with
their significant other, changing their gender information, changing their name, and
preventing their profiles’ friend requestability.

There were some references to the experience of the queer youth on Facebook. The only
gender diverse participant in my focus groups mentioned using some Facebook features to
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their benefit; for example, they reported that they used to have the ‘interested in’ information
to pretend to be heterosexual before they came out. Then, they mentioned using the custom
audience setting to announce their name change to people of their choice, in the same way as
some LGBTIQ+ users Hanckel and colleagues (2019) interviewed. These findings align with
Alexander and Losh’s (2010, p. 42) suggestion that social media function as a testing ground
before coming out in real life. Another seemingly useful tool was Facebook groups, which
seemed to be important for community and friendship, backing up the premise that social
media can offer social support to queer users (Drushel, 2010; Cooper & Dzara, 2010,
Alexander & Losh, 2010). These examples suggest that social media can have an
empowering potential.
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6. PHASE II FINDINGS

6.1. Overview
In this chapter, I present the findings of the second phase, i.e. multimodal critical discourse
analysis (MCDA). In order to explore RQ2, I have analyzed qualitative data from 160
Facebook profiles belonging to emerging adults from New Zealand. The study sample
encompassed 77 female, 73 male, 10 queer users with an average age of 21,7. The chapter is
organized around the three units of analysis: about section, profile picture, and Timeline
posts.
In the about section, an analysis of personal information which was publicly shared by the
Facebook users is presented considering the following categories: age, current city,
hometown, education (most recent), work (most recent), telephone number, address, other
social media & websites, interested in, languages, religion, political views, relationship
information, family members, about [name], other names, and favorite quotes. This includes
valuable implications around users’ privacy perceptions based on what users in the sample
did or did not share. Additionally, I investigated anything users typed in the fields that
allowed it, and explored what they disclosed about themselves. The chapter then moves on to
the second analysis unit - profile photos. The following categories have been examined and
discussed one by one: participants, activities, behavior, social distance, location, body
display, frames and filters. After discussing users’ visual self-presentation, the final part
focuses on users’ most recent Timeline posts, taking into account the author of the post, the
purpose of the post, and comment by the user - if any. The chapter offers many examples
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from the sample, but information that can be traced back to users is redacted and people have
been blurred in visuals.
This chapter is aimed at answering RQ2, which considers actual user data in exploring gender
performativity on Facebook. Phase II is a vital step of my research to achieve a
comprehensive discussion around performance of gender online. It complements this project
by helping me to review findings of the previous phase; increasing the reliability of my
research; and making way for a thorough analysis.

6.2. About
I have recorded and analyzed publicly shared profile information of 160 users, as shown in
Appendix Four.
It was evident that users in the sample shared general/ unspecific information the most (for
example, the city they lived in, the school or university they attended), which did not reveal
any sensitive information about themselves. However, the fields that disclosed more personal
information (for example, address, phone number, or political views) were found much less
frequently in user profiles, which was the case irrespective of their gender. Such items of
information appear to be perceived as more private. This is consistent with findings of the
previous phase, where focus group participants mentioned sharing their city or education
details the most, and reported not publishing sensitive details. As Masur and Scharkow
(2016) found, users seem to have considered the privacy of a piece of information and
monitored their disclosures accordingly. This aligns with the idea that users take into account
the collapsed contexts, determine the lowest common denominator, and then share
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information (Hogan, 2010). This is a form of privacy management, which does not fit with
the ‘privacy paradox’ - a hypothesis that assumes a disparity between users’ privacy concerns
and self-disclosures (Utz & Krämer, 2009; Taddicken, 2014; Baruh et al., 2017). There was
no support for this conjectural dilemma in either of my research phases.
There were some gender differences - mostly minor - in the amount and type of information
publicly provided by the users, as demonstrated in Table 7 below. To reiterate a point made
in the methodology chapter, the label “queer” refers to gender diverse and sexuality diverse
users.
Table 7
Users’ information displayed from most frequently shared to least frequently shared

All

female

male

queer

Total number of users

160

77

73

10

current city

151

(94.3%)

74

(96.1%)

67

(91.7%)

10

Education

137

(85.6%)

66

(85.7%)

62

(84.9%)

9

home town

135

(84.3%)

63

(81.8%)

62

(84.9%)

10

Family members

92

(57.4%)

43

(55.8%)

42

(57.5%)

7

(70%)

Relationship info

80

(50%)

35

(45.4%)

40

(54.7%)

5

(50%)

Work

79

(49.3%)

37

(48%)

37

(50.6%)

5

(50%)

Languages

65

(40.6%)

29

(37.6%)

30

(41%)

6

(60%)

Interested in

64

(40%)

22

(28.5%)

32

(43.8%)

10

Other names

45

(28.1%)

26

(33.7%)

13

(17.8%)

6

(60%)

Favorite quotes

40

(25%)

12

(15.5%)

21

(28.7%)

7

(70%)

(100%)

(90%)

(100%)

(100%)

177

Other

social

media

and 35

(21.8%)

20

(25.9%)

10

(13.6%)

5

(50%)

About [name]

29

(18.1%)

15

(19.4%)

11

(15%)

3

(30%)

Religion

14

(8.7%)

7

(9%)

4

(5.4%)

3

(30%)

address

8

(5%)

3

(3.8%)

4

(5.4%)

1

(10%)

Phone number

8

(5%)

1

(1.2%)

6

(8.2%)

1

(10%)

Political Views

7

(4.3%)

4

(5.1%)

1

(1.3%)

2

(20%)

websites

Most noticeably, queer identifying users in the sample revealed significantly more
information about themselves than the others, with the exceptions of relationship and work
information, as users who identified as male disclosed these the most. The relationship details
of male users were as follows: 18 in a relationship; 17 single; 3 married; 1 engaged; 1 it’s
complicated. Interestingly, none of the information categories in female user profiles were
shared more than male and queer users. Having said this, the ratio of posted information was
quite similar between male and female users, considering most categories had less than 5%
difference. The categories that did have a bigger difference than 5% were interested in,
favorite quotes, phone number (which male users shared more than female users); other
names, and other social media and websites (which female users shared more than male
users). Otherwise, male and female users in the sample revealed similar types of information
in similar quantities. Taking these findings into consideration, it did not look like females had
high privacy settings, nor did males reveal a lot of basic information (i.e. language, religious
views, political views, interested in, gender, pronoun, birthday) or contact information (i.e.
mobile phone, address, email address, Facebook ID), as was found by Special and Li-Barber
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(2012). My findings were more consistent with findings of the study conducted by Sarabia
and Estévez (2016), who found that their subjects were equally cautious about their Facebook
profile privacy, because the general tendency in my sample was that the more personal or
sensitive a piece of information was, the less it was published.

6.2.1. Written texts
Four of the information categories mentioned in Table 7 allows users to type information to a
text field. These categories have been examined additionally: about [name]; other names;
favorite quotes; and political views.
To begin with the subsection called about [name], users shared self-descriptions; family
references; hobbies; and other contact information (in descending order of frequency). Most
users irrespective of gender entered self-descriptive information, as shown in the examples
below.

Profile 49:
I am a high school student in New Zealand who enjoys maths and is hoping to one
day become a famous mathematician.
Profile 54:
Waaaaaasup lol my names maxx and im an alcoholic ...
Profile 56:
I'm 18 - single - have big dreams - currently making those dreams a reality �
Profile 109:
hi my name is ryan michel scurr.
Profile 115:
Josh, 21, Student, Music Teacher (Itinerant Instrument and Highschool classroom),
Musician.
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Profile 155:
18.
Discovering myself in every corner of the world, and beyond.
Five entries in about [name] were about one’s family, most of which were written by users
who identified as female. More specifically, almost all of these entries were about users’
children and partners, but one user who identified as male mentioned his parents.

Profile 29:
xx ♡♡♡ full time mama and a loving partner…. i love my gorgeous babies Cherish &
TeRahui Waiapu an my handsome partner Richard Waiapu…. love my life love my
family with my all…. ♡♡♡ xx
Profile 42:
louise manaena - mummy to Troy, my world my everything.
Profile 62:
Married | 4Kids | Avondale14 | Princess fo'sho
Profile 144:
Ko Fanny Wiki toku mama
Ko Derek Brown toku papa.

(Translation: [name] is my mom
[name] is my dad)

Profile 158:
Matt� 17 october 2016
Syanna �20 october 2018
References to motherhood can also be found in the job category (for example, Profile 55 “full
time mummy”; Profile 158 “stay at home mum” - see Appendix Four). The fact that some 18to 25-year-old people have already started families seems to contradict with the predictions
about the developmental period of emerging adulthood, according to which people marry and
have children after this phase (Arnett, 2000; 2011; 2014). A couple of entries in about [name]
mentioned hobbies (for example, motocross, music, cars) which were shared by male
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identifying users; and other contact information (for example, phone number and other social
media details).
As regards the other names field, users entered their nickname, other name, birth name and
maiden name (in descending order of frequency). Users who identified as queer and female in
my sample filled out this field more than male identifying users.
The subsection favorite quotes were filled out the most by users who identified as queer, then
males, and least by females. Most of the entries consisted of motivational/ inspirational
quotes, as can be seen in examples below.
Profile 12:
“You were born an original. Don’t die a copy.”
Profile 65:
fall in love with the one who will appreciate your love not someone who will play
with it!
Profile 111:
“Waiho ma te tangata e mihi”

(Translation: Leave your praises for someone
else)

Profile 146:
Determinations -Never give up♥✌☺
Make sure you make it to Haven?
Because if you miss Heaven you will never ever miss Hell.
A few users shared quotes by celebrities, and one user had a biblical verse.
The last of the four fields that allow users to type is political views, which was the least
frequently shared information of all information types seen in Table 7 - even less than phone
numbers. Seven users in my sample of 160 users entered this field publicly, and only three of
these seven entries were actually relating to political views, as quoted below. Of the
remaining four, three entries were self-describing and one entry was about the user’s
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religious views. Based on the scarcity of political views field in user profiles, it is presumably
perceived as a private piece of information, or it is simply uninteresting for the youth in my
sample.
Profile 44:
Rody Duterte
My President, My hero <3
Profile 45:
New Zealand Labour Party
I’m gonna vote for this one until I find one that’s better. They could do more better
stuff as well.
Profile 49:
Meh
I don’t care about politics, so meh. Donald Trump is pretty shit though, to put it
mildly.

The information users provided in their profiles’ about section was illustrative of their
privacy perceptions, considering what kinds of information they did or did not disclose.
General information that does not reveal sensitive details about oneself was shared the most,
while fields that require personal details were shared less. Queer identifying users in the
sample ‘publicly’ self-disclosed more than the others in most of the information categories.
Users who identified as male and female had more similar tendencies than distinctive,
because they filled out similar information fields in similar ratios. However, one genderrelated inclination was observed in written texts, particularly in the field of about [name],
where several users who identified as female mentioned their children and partners.

6.3. Profile Photos
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Profile photos constitute the second analysis unit, which are important tools of gender
performativity online. As Butler (1993) extensively discusses the body, its materiality and
performativity, I am also interested in the appearance and display of bodies in photos, which
have a particularly performative potential because body is a primary instrument of doing
gender through conventions and constraints. In this thesis, drawing mainly from Siibak’s
(2010) image analysis, users’ profile pictures have been analyzed considering the following
categories: participants, activities, behavior, social distance, location, body display, and
frames and filters (see Appendix Five for a breakdown of all users in the sample). I discuss
these categories one by one below in order to explore the visual self-presentation of the users.
It should be noted that four users (2 male and 2 female) did not have a profile picture of
themselves, but of a drawing, meme, or scenery. They are excluded from the discussion
below.

6.3.1. Participants
The participants category has been considered according to five alternatives: alone; same sex
friend(s); opposite sex friend(s); mixed gender friends or children; and people at the
background. In rare cases, multiple choices applied (for example, same sex friends and
people at the background). Most of the users in the Phase II sample (102 of 160 people
~64%) were alone in their profile photos: queer users appeared solo more than the others (9
of 10 people 90%), and female users (53 of 77 people ~69%) more than male users (40 of 73
people ~55%). The tendency to post photos alone may be expected, considering a profile
photo’s function to identify a user at first sight. Similarly, Zheng and others (2016) found that
majority of users posed alone in their profile pictures; however, in their sample males were
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more likely to do so, and in my sample males were least likely to do so. This also contradicts
Rose and colleagues’ (2012) study which found that female users appeared with others in
photos more than males.
Male users in the sample more often posed with same sex friends (12 people ~16%) than
female (8 people ~10%) and queer users (1 person 10%). Also, eight male users (~11%)
posted photos with people at the background - whether in a club, a party, or a sports field - in
contrast to one female identifying and no queer identifying user. Therefore, this trend pertains
to the sample’s male users only.
When users had photos with others, it was mostly their friends or romantic partners. It is
worth noting that none of the queer users in the sample displayed romantic relationship in
their profile photos (one queer user displayed it in his Timeline post), but users who
identified as male and female did. This seems to go against Siibak’s (2010, p. 415) finding
that romantic activities were rarely seen in photos posted by male users – only 2%. In my
sample, however, it was not that rare. 8 of 73 (~11%) users who identified as male and 11 of
77 (~14%) users who identified as female shared images featuring their partners and
displayed romantic activities with them, such as joining heads, putting arms around or
hugging the partner. These users utilized Facebook as a platform to mediate and formalize
their relationships (Robards & Lincoln, 2016, p. 9). Below are some examples of photos
showing romantic relationship shared by male and female users.
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Figure 4. Some relationship photos shared by male (lower row) and female (upper row) users

Furthermore, male and female users equally shared photos featuring their families (4 of 77
female users ~5%; and 3 of 73 male users ~4%), including with their children. This is
different from what has been observed in ‘about’ section, where several female users had
textual references to their family and motherhood, in contrast to only one male identifying
user who mentioned his parents. Yet, this was not the case for visual self-presentation.
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Figure 5. Some family photos shared by male (lower row) and female (upper row) users

In this sample, both male identifying and female identifying users published photos showing
their families and relationships, and these photos were highly similar in content. This is an
important observation, because it challenges some previous findings that female users may be
more relationship oriented online; for example, they may be more likely than male users to
post romantic photos (Peluchette & Karl, 2008) or photos of their families (Tifferet & VilnaiYavetz, 2014), or use social media for maintenance of existing relationships (Muscanell &
Guadagno, 2012). In the photos of my sample, there were little gender differences in this
regard. Even though caregiving roles and responsibilities are traditionally associated with
mothers, users in this sample equally performed parenthood identity in their profile photos.
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6.3.2. Activities
The activities category has been coded to five choices: entertaining (for example, singing or
dancing); sports (for example, hiking or swimming); romance (for example, kissing or
hugging partners, friends or children); everyday doings (for example, talking or eating); and
not engaged with anything. In one case only, two choices applied to a single photo, which
was coded for both romance and everyday doings.
In most of the photos, users were aware of the camera and they appeared to be posing
deliberately, as was the case in Mendelson and Papacharissi’s (2011) sample. In other words,
most photos did not capture a ‘natural’ moment and users were not engaged with anything
(95 users overall ~59%; 47 female users ~61%; 39 male users ~53%; 9 queer users 90%).
Several photos showed users engaged in romance (22 users in total ~14%; 10 female users
~13%; 11 male users ~15%; 1 queer user 10%), everyday doings (15 users overall ~9%; 6
female users ~8%; 9 male users ~12%), sports (15 users in total ~9%; 7 female users ~9%; 8
male users ~11%) and entertainment (8 users overall 5%; 3 female users ~4%; 5 male users
~7%). When users posed with others (friends, partners or children), they displayed some
physical intimacy with that person, such as hugging or putting hands around the waist.
I have noticed an activity which has been mentioned in one of the focus group discussions:
hunting. Two users, both of whom identified as male on Facebook, shared hunting and
fishing photos, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Hunting photos shared by two male users

Emphasizing the users’ abilities, both photos seem to be taken shortly after the hunt and show
a “victory” (note how the user on the left holds the caught fish towards the camera). These
photos represent a traditionally masculine ideal: the photo on the left shows the user’s
capability of acquiring food, whereas the photo on the right is focused more on bravery and
revenge (the user mentions in the caption that the boar killed his dog). There is blood on his
body and arms, while he carries the hunted animal on his back. These two photos are
performative and portray the masculine stereotype of strong and powerful.
Another behavior equally displayed by some male identifying and female identifying users
(but no queer identifying users) is holding an alcoholic drink. Even though it has been
categorized as an activity, there isn’t necessarily an ‘act’ going on: in most of the photos,
users are just holding a drink or posing as if making a toast. In only one of the photos the user
is seen to be actually drinking, which can be seen in Figure 7, middle photo in the lower row.
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Figure 7. Drinking photos shared by male (lower row) and female (upper row) users

Peluchette and Karl (2008) found that significantly more males than females shared risqué
photos on their profiles, which involved sex or alcohol references, but it was not the case for
this sample. There were no significant differences between male and female users about the
frequency of drinking photos (8 male users ~11%; and 8 female users ~10%), and many bold
photos were shared by female users, as I discuss below in subsection 6.3.6. body display.
However, two profile photos showed the users smoking, and both profiles belonged to male
users.
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6.3.3. Behavior
The way a user positions themselves can be symbolic of the power they claim or give up,
which may be significant in terms of gender performance. The third coding category for the
analysis of images was behavior, which refers to the users’ relationship with the camera, i.e.
whether the user looks up, down or straight at the camera - or looks away. One exceptional
photo fulfilled all of these four categories, because it was taken using angled mirrors producing multiple reflections from different perspectives.
The most common camera angle was the eye level (82 users overall ~51%; 41 female users
~53%; 35 male users ~48%; 6 queer users 60%). The second most popular angle was looking
down at the camera, signifying a superior position (29 users overall ~18%; 16 female users
~21%; 11 male users ~15%; 2 queer users 20%). A gender difference became apparent in
looking away – an angle that shows the users in photos as more impersonal. A considerable
number of male identifying users, in contrast to a few female and queer users (28 users on
aggregate ~17%; 7 female users ~9%; 19 male users ~26%; 2 queer users 20%), looked away
from the camera even while seemingly posing. Some examples of this can be seen in Figure 8
below, which creates a less engaged and more distant image. Occasionally, some users
looked up at the camera (19 users in total ~12%; 11 female users ~14%; 8 male users ~11%).
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Figure 8. Male users looking away from the camera

Another interesting way of interacting with the camera was tilting of the head, which was
predominantly performed by female identifying users in the sample. The sideways tilt was
observed in approximately 25% of female profile photos (by 19 people) in the sample, as
opposed to about 7% of male profile photos (5 people) and 20% of queer users.
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Figure 9. Tilted head photos by female users in the sample

The head tilt might have various meanings depending on different poses; however, generally
speaking, it creates an interested, easygoing image rather than a challenging look.
Some of these behavior-related findings are congruent with Kapidzic and Herring’s (2011)
findings, while some others are inconsistent. Both studies show that many female users posed
with a tilted head, and some male users looked away. However, I did not observe a general
tendency by female users to look up or sideways to the camera, nor did a lot of male users
look down at the camera. Instead, most users in the sample looked straight at the camera from
an eye level.
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6.3.4. Social Distance
For this category, I have investigated the distance of users to the camera. This helps to
determine how close they are to their imagined audiences, and whether there are any genderrelated tendencies. Users’ profile photos were coded according to one of these six options:
intimate distance (head or face); close personal distance (head and shoulders); far personal
distance (waist up); close social distance (whole body); far social distance (long shot); and
public distance (other people visible).
Most profile photos in the sample ranged from close social distance to close personal
distance. More specifically, close personal distance was seen in approximately 29% of all
profile pictures (46 users overall: 22 female users ~28%; 20 male users ~27%; 4 queer users
%40); far personal distance in about 26% (41 users in total: 25 female users ~32%; 14 male
users ~19%; 2 queer users %20); and close social distance was 25% (on aggregate 40 users:
19 female users ~25%; 19 male users ~26%; 2 queer users 20%). These findings indicate that
majority of users in the sample preferred to pose from an average distance, and too close or
too distant images were not preferred. Photos that showed the user from an intimate distance
(11 users in total ~7%; 4 female users ~5%; 5 male users ~7%; 2 queer users 20%) or far
social distance (14 users overall ~9%; 5 female users ~6%; 9 male users ~12%) were seldom.
There were hardly any public distance photos, which were shared by only three users, all of
whom identified as male. This seems to parallel the above finding that some male users may
prefer a more distant image. It also compatible with Kapidzic and Herring’s (2015) finding
that boys were more likely chose photos from afar, but their finding that girls posed at a close
distance to the camera was not supported in this sample.
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6.3.5. Location
This category focuses on whether users appear in traditionally masculine or feminine
environments, such as public vs. private sphere. The three coding options were indoors (e.g.
home), in the wilderness (e.g. forest), and in the city (e.g. street). About half of the photos
shared by female identifying users (37 of 77 people ~48%) were taken indoors, in contrast to
about 30% shared by male (21 of 73 people) and queer users (3 of 10 people). This seems
like a stereotypical tendency, as many female users posed in the private sphere. Mendelson
and Papacharissi (2011) also found that female users were much more likely to publish
“hanging out” photos taken in their apartment or dorm. A majority of males and queer users
in the sample posted photos of outdoor locations: more often in the city (28 male users, 4
queer users) than wilderness (22 male users, 1 queer user). The tendency of male users to
publish photos in the public sphere was also pointed out by earlier research (Siibak, 2010;
Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2014; Rose et al., 2012).
A noticeable setting was the bedroom, which was seen in photos shared by six female users,
one queer user, and no male users. There seemed to be a gender difference in the preference
of this location among the users in this sample. It is perfectly possible that more photos were
taken in a bedroom, but I only refer to photos which have a bed and/or obvious bedroom
furniture in the background, as in the examples below.
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Figure 10. Photos taken in bedrooms by female users

Bedroom is an intimate space, which suggests that some users who identified as female in the
sample might have a closer and more personal relationship with their imagined audience.
Another location whose preference showed a gender difference was the party setting, which
was shared by five male users, one female user, and no queer users. Typical of these photos
was the existence of other people, friends or otherwise.

Figure 11. Party photos shared by male users in the sample

These photos show users having a good time, socializing, and drinking. They appear to be
playful, lively, and fun. Unlike Mendelson and Papacharissi’s (2011) finding, however,
parties were not the most common setting; there were only a few.
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Other popular locations where some users posted photos included the beach and nature (for
example, near a lake, or walking tracks). There weren’t any gender-related differences in
sharing such beach photos or nature photos, but their popularity reflects the national context,
indicating the unique Aotearoa setting and lifestyle.

Figure 12. Some beach photos from the sample
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6.3.6. Body display
As for attire, there was an easily noticeable trend among users who identified as male in the
sample. About two thirds of all male users appeared to be in casual clothing. Caps, hats and
beanies were popular accessories. Formal or smart casual clothing was seen only in several
photos posted by male users. Many of them wore shorts, t-shirts and hoodies in their profile
photos.
For female and queer users, it was the other way around. Most of them posed in more formal
outfits and seemed to have paid attention to their appearance. Many female users displayed
feminine postures and poses, such as pouting lips, tilting head, and crossing ankles or legs
while sitting. Dresses were a common choice of apparel for them, and they also wore make
up and had their hair done. These findings are highly similar to Dobson’s (2011) observations
of young women’s MySpace images in relation to heterosexiness. The care some female and
queer users take about their appearance can be interpreted as a greater concern about their
outlook, in comparison with many male users who had a relatively careless manner. This
tallies with Phase I participants’ beliefs that that many female users care about their looks,
and males not so much. It also aligns with Manago and colleagues’ (2008) focus group
participants’ assumptions that female users seek to portray themselves as attractive.
There were some examples of sexual display of body, more commonly among female users.
The sample included 5 female and 2 male users who presented themselves in a sexualized
way. This was achieved in different ways; for example, showing cleavage, partial nudity or
posing in certain ways.
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Figure 13. Sexualized body display photos shared by female (upper row) and male (lower row) users

In the upper left photo in Figure 13, the female identifying user seems to have posed with a
low-cut bra, switching the focus towards her breasts. In the upper right photo, another female
user can be seen posing from behind, while inside some kind of pond or a thermal pool. The
water magnifies the user’s lower body in a bikini, which emphasizes her buttocks. In both
photos, the users highlight their sexual body parts. This is similar to some previous research
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findings which revealed that some female users engaged in seductive behaviors; for example,
provocative clothing, showing cleavage, and coquettish pose (Mendelson & Papacharissi,
2011; Kapidzic & Herring, 2011; Kapidzic & Herring, 2015; Sarabia & Estévez, 2016).
These poses are consonant with hetero-sexy self-presentation, as they mainly appeal to a
masculinized gaze (Dobson 2011). The photos below in Figure 13 are examples by male
users, which shows them shirtless, displaying their sinewy upper body and holding arms out
to the side slightly. Comparably, Siibak (2010) and Kapidzic and Herring (2011) also found
that some male users’ profile pictures showed their bare torso. This can be attributed to the
wish to look fit, strong and attractive, which is coherent with some statements made by
British teens Harvey and Ringrose (2015) interviewed, who thought that boys displaying
topless, muscular bodies would increase their heterosexual appeal and others’ appreciation of
them. In the profile photos of my sample, there is evidence that male users are not free from
beauty ideals. More users who identified as female in the sample engaged in selfsexualization with overtly seductive behaviors, but there were a couple of examples from
male users, too. As Albury (2018) notes, such sexual self-representations can express sexual
aspiration or intimacy, but they can also be related to peer support and identity formation.

6.3.7. Filters and frames
Some users shared their profile photos with face filters or frames. Face filters refer to image
additions, as in Snapchat-style filters (for example, cat, dog and panda filters). These were
more popular among queer (1 person 10%) and female identifying (6 people ~8%) users than
male identifying (1 person ~1%) users in the sample. Frames, which are textual additions to
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the profile photo, were shared by 5 male (~7%) and 5 female (~6%) users. Some examples
about social causes were as follows:
I BACK THE TEACHERS
I AM HOPE - NEW ZEALANDER OF THE YEAR #gumbootupnz
#PrayforManchester WE ARE WITH YOU!
NEW ZEALAND IS THEIR HOME THEY. ARE. US.
This Is Not Who We Are! KIA KAHA CHRISTCHURCH
STANDUPFORSIT #standupforSIT standupforsit.nz

Figure 14. Profile photos with frames

There were a few other examples of emojis, brand logos or color-related edits on the photos
shared by users.
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6.4. Timeline posts
Users’ Timeline posts constitute the third and last analysis unit of Phase II. Details of users’
posts are provided in Appendix Six. The majority of the users in my sample - excluding queer
identifying users - had their most recent Timeline post generated by Facebook (98 of 160
users ~61%: 48 of 77 female users ~62%; 46 of 73 male users ~63%; 4 of 10 queer users
%40). This supports the finding from the previous phase where focus group participants
reported not posting content on Facebook anymore. The posts generated by Facebook were
oftentimes about updated cover photos or profile pictures, and less commonly about new
education, job, or relationship information. Facebook ensures that there is never an empty
timeline by making posts out of updated information, thus sharing the authorship of users’
timeline and creating some kind of flow.
In the case when users shared a post themselves, which was a little more than a third of all
posts in the sample (62 people ~%39), they mostly created the post from scratch (35 people
overall ~22%: 13 female users ~17%; 18 male users ~25%; 4 queer users 40%). The less
popular option was to share content created by others (27 people overall ~17%: 16 female
users ~21%; 9 male users ~12%; 2 queer users 20%), either accompanied by a comment or
not. Since the ratio of users who published a post themselves was similar across genders,
there was no evidence to support studies which found that female users posted more content
(Muscanell & Guadagno, 2012), at least not publicly - but there is a possibility that they still
spent more time on the platform.
Looking at the purpose of posts users shared as opposed to Facebook-generated posts, I have
observed that many posts were entertaining content (24 of 62 people who shared content
themselves ~%39; in the entire sample 15%). 12 users shared advertising posts and 9 users
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self-descriptive posts. Even less users shared emotional posts (7 people), family-related posts
(4 people) and others (for example, news or political). There were no significant gender
differences in these posts except emoji use, as I will discuss in more detail shortly. All
examples I provide below are posts that include a comment – that is, authentic language use by the user.
Entertaining posts involved music, memes, funny videos, riddles. If the user included a
comment, emojis were common; some posts had only emojis as comment, with the most
popular one being ‘face with tears of joy’ - the one that laughs to the point of shedding tears.
A few users tagged their friends.
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Figure 15. Screenshots of two ‘entertaining’ Timeline posts (Profiles 121 and 157, respectively)

Some of the posts were shared for advertising purposes, to promote events, services, products
and shops.
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Figure 16. A post shared with an advertising purpose, Profile 118.

Some posts were self-descriptive, referring to the user’s feelings or character. In the example
below, the user publicly announces that she is getting a tattoo, and underlines her excitement
with the Feeling/Activity feature on Facebook.

Figure 17. An example of a self-descriptive post, Profile 55.

There were a couple of posts which can be categorized as ‘emotional’. These posts expressed
loss of a friend, mental health issues, or grievance. It was mentioned in some focus groups in
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Phase I that people tend not to share tragic situations or life adversities on social media, but
there were clearly some exceptions in the sample.
A few users shared posts which referred to their families, which always included an image.
There were a few other posts focused on social relationships, such as tagging friends and
posting photos together.
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Figure 18. Post showing the user’s child and dog. Family theme, Profile 29
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Posts that users shared with a comment have been carefully investigated, although written
texts were often too short and limited. Nonetheless, there were some interesting observations
about textual communication. To begin with, emoji use in comments revealed a genderrelated difference among my subjects. All queer users and the vast-majority of female users,
whose Timeline post included a comment, added an emoji to the text. Additionally, a couple
of users who identified as female added ‘kisses and hugs’ (e.g. xoxo, xxx) to the text they
typed. In contrast, only few male users who shared a post with a comment included an emoji,
and none had ‘kisses and hugs’. This can be interpreted as female and queer users in the
sample expressing more emotions and/or clarifying their position. The use of ‘xoxo’ by
female users indicates a friendly, sincere, and personal attitude. This seems to align with
previous findings (Li, 2006; Fawzi & Szymkowiak, 2014) that females are expressive,
collaborative and emotional in CMC. The likelihood of female users to add emojis was also
mentioned by several focus group participants. However, contrary to some assumptions
voiced in focus groups, female users did not use excessive punctuation or wrote in capital
letters.
There were also similarities in how users wrote. The use of punctuation marks (particularly
those that may be used to express emotions, such as exclamation mark and ellipsis) has been
analyzed in posts that contain a comment by the user. It was not a popular way of selfexpression for the users in my sample, but there were a few cases where users included
punctuation for effect. There were no significant gender differences in the use of these. I paid
attention to whether users wrote in standard English or a non-standard variety, including
colloquialisms. Most subjects used standard English, with a few subjects using some slang in
writing, without any noticeable gender differences. These findings appear to contradict with
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some of Bamman and colleagues’ (2014) findings, according to whom females used more
exclamation marks, and males used more profanity.

6.5. Phase II summary and discussion
This chapter has covered Phase II findings based on the exploration three analysis units ‘about’, profile photos and Timeline posts - gathered from 160 emerging adult Facebook
accounts.
In about section, most users tended not to share too private information about themselves
publicly. Three most commonly shared items of information were current city, education and
hometown; three least commonly shared ones were address, phone number and political
views. Clearly, unspecific information was shared more readily, which indicates that users
appear to have considered collapsed contexts (Hogan, 2010) and kept private information to
themselves (Byron et al., 2013; Masur & Scharkow, 2016), contrary to the hypothesis of
‘privacy paradox’. This was the case irrespective of gender, which parallels Sarabia and
Estévez’s (2016) findings, who found that their subjects were equally cautious about their
Facebook profile privacy, with no gender differences. This finding is consistent with many
focus groups participants’ statements that they shared their city and education the most.
There seemed to be some minor gender-related preferences in the kind of information shared.
For example, many users who identified as male disclosed their relationship information and
queer users were generally more revealing. Yet, there was no evidence of males disclosing
more information, as previously found (Special & Li-Barber, 2012). Four fields where users
can type information themselves, about [name]; other names; favorite quotes; and political
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views, have been separately analyzed. In about [name], there were mostly self-descriptions,
but also a few entries about family, hobbies, and other contact information. For other names,
some users provided their nickname, other name, birth name and maiden name. As for
favorite quotes, there were several guiding/ advising statements, few descriptive sentences,
and even less actual quotes. Seven users have entered information for the political views
subsection publicly, and only three of these were actually relating to political views.
Users’ profile photos have been examined according to seven categories of image analysis.
Participants was the first category, which revealed that majority of users in the sample
appeared solo in their Facebook profile pictures. This corroborates Zheng and colleagues’
(2016) findings who also found that users mostly appeared alone in profile photos. However,
it challenges Rose and others’ (2012) findings that more females than males posted profile
photos in which they appeared with others, as well as a study by Mendelson and Papacharissi
(2011) who found that most users’ Facebook photo collection showed their friends. In the
event that users posted photos in which they appeared with others, most of the time it was
their significant other or friend(s), with whom they often displayed intimate behaviors. There
were several photos showing the user’s family - mostly their children. I observed no
differences between male and female users in terms of the amount and content of their photos
showing relationships and families, unlike some studies which say that males rarely display
romantic relationships (Siibak, 2010), or more females than males posted family photos
(Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2014). The only gender difference in terms of participants in
profile photos seemed to be that a few male users shared photos in which people appeared in
the background, such as a nightclub or a party setting.
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The second coding category for profile photos was activities. Majority of users were not
engaged in any purposeful activities, and appeared to have a “decorative role” in Siibak’s
(2010, p. 418) words. Most users were facing the camera and intentionally posing in their
Facebook profile photos (Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011). Some of them were holding an
alcoholic beverage, but mostly not drinking it (there was one exception). Since no differences
were found between genders in terms of drinking photos, it goes against a previous study
finding by Peluchette and Karl (2008) that more male users posted photos with references to
risky behaviors, such as alcohol and sex. A small group of users posted photos that showed
them engaged in sports or everyday doings. Two hunting photos were shared by male users in
the sample, which was an interesting example of masculinity performativity, emphasizing
power and strength (Manago et al., 2008).
In the category ‘behavior’, users’ relationship with the camera and camera angles were
explored. Most users’ profile photos were taken from an eye level, and less frequently some
photos were taken from below or above. There were two seemingly gender-related
tendencies. Firstly, in a quarter of all profile pictures by male users, the user looked away
from the camera, which has been interpreted as willingness to stand aloof from the imagined
audience. Secondly, same proportion of female users canted their heads while posing in their
profile photos, which has been interpreted as a sign of interest and agreeableness. These
findings are coherent to some extent with a study conducted by Kapidzic and Herring (2011),
who found that female subjects had a tendency to tilt their heads, and male subjects had a
tendency to look away. However, unlike Kapidzic and Herring’s (2011) findings, female
users in the sample were not often seen from a high angle perspective or sideways, and male
users were not often seen from a low angle perspective.
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The social distance category focused on users’ distance to the camera in their profile pictures.
It was found that most of them posed from an average distance, i.e. from whole body to head
and shoulders visible. Too close or too distant photos were generally avoided, but all public
distance examples were belonging to male users, which supports the point that some of them
stayed rather distant. This is in line with Kapidzic and Herring’s 2015 study, which showed
that boys had a greater tendency to post photos in which they appeared further away.
Location-wise, there was a somewhat stereotypical tendency in the sample: many profile
photos published by female users were taken in the private sphere. A similar finding was
discussed by earlier research, according to which many female users posted photos taken in
their apartment or dorm (Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011). Unlike females, most male users
in the sample were likely to post outdoor photos (Siibak, 2010; Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz,
2014; Rose et al., 2012), and queer users, too. Several female users in the sample posted
photos that were taken in their bedroom, which was an even more intimate setting, suggesting
the perception of a close relationship between the users and their imagined audiences.
Although party was not a common setting at all, as opposed to Mendelson and Papacharissi’s
(2011) finding, a number of male users posted party photos, which showed them having fun,
often drinking and posing with friends.
The sixth coding category, body display, revealed that many users who identified as male in
the sample shared photos in casual clothing, such as shorts, t-shirts, hoodies, caps or beanies.
In contrast, many female and queer users attired in nice clothes and dresses, often wearing
make up, and hair done. The fact that many female users pay attention to their appearance
and looking attractive was reported by several focus group participants in Phase I, as well as
Manago and colleagues’ (2008) focus group participants. There were some occasional
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instances of self-sexualization in profile photos, more frequently by female users, but also a
couple of males. For females, this involved revealing clothes and provocative poses
(Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011; Kapidzic & Herring, 2011; Kapidzic & Herring, 2015;
Sarabia & Estévez, 2016), while male users displayed their topless, muscular upper body
(Siibak, 2010; Kapidzic & Herring, 2011; Harvey & Ringrose, 2015). The category of body
display revealed findings that were most consistent with earlier research.
For the final category of the visual self-presentation analysis, filters and frames have been
examined in users’ profile photos. Face filters (for example, animal filters) were used mostly
by users who identified as female. However, no such gender preference was observed for
frames, which refer to textual modifications on the profile picture, typically for social causes.
The third and last analysis unit was the most recent Timeline post on users’ Facebook
profiles. It was found that majority of users’ Timeline posts were Facebook-generated; only a
third of users’ posts were actually shared by themselves, regardless of gender. This contrasts
with an earlier finding that female users share more content (Muscanell & Guadagno, 2012).
This suggests that, similarly to most focus group participants’ reluctance to post, Phase II
research subjects were also not frequent content sharers. In this case, Facebook turns new
content into Timeline posts, such as a new profile picture or cover photo (which are always
public), as well as publicly added information to the about section, such as new education,
job or relationship information. When users did share a post themselves, they often created
the post. Less frequently, they reshared others’ content with or without a comment.
Most of the posts shared by users in the sample were entertaining or amusing, such as funny
videos, music and memes. In the event that these entertaining posts were accompanied by a
comment, they usually involved laughing emojis, and occasionally a tag for a friend. There
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were some advertising posts to publicize events, products and services, and some selfdescriptive posts that reported users’ personality and feelings. A few posts were classified as
emotional; for instance, those which referred to mental health issues, or a friend’s death. A
couple of posts were relating to users’ families and relationships.
Posts with a comment have been particularly interesting, even though written texts were
scanty. The main gender difference I detected in users’ written language was regarding the
use of emojis: all queer users and almost all female users who wrote a comment to their post
used an emoji. Also, a few female users included some version of ‘kisses and hugs’ (e.g.
xoxo). Male users whose post included a comment seldom used an emoji and never wrote
‘xoxo’. Since emojis have pragmatic functions for signifying emotion or clarifying
expressions, female and queer users in the sample are thought to attach importance to
communicating their emotions and intent. It was also mentioned in some of my focus groups
that female users have a liking for emojis, and there seems to be support for this prediction in
Phase II sample, in parallel with earlier findings which describe female users as emotional,
expressive and cooperative in online language use (Li, 2006; Fawzi & Szymkowiak, 2014).
Including ‘kisses and hugs’ is interpreted as a sign of intimacy and affability towards the
imagined audience. Having noted these gender differences, it should be added that there were
also similarities between users. For example, punctuation use appears to be alike, although
not popular. Also, most users wrote in standard language, and varieties were rare, unlike an
earlier study finding according to which females used more exclamation marks and males
more swearing (Bamman et al., 2014).
Considering all three units of analysis, stereotypical gender performance was most prevalent
in photos. For example, the public and private sphere distinction became apparent, because
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most users occupied spaces traditionally associated with their gender. Among users who
identified as female, there was a greater tendency to sexualize themselves, pose in intimate
locations like the bedroom, or behave warmly with the imagined audience. Male users more
often portrayed themselves as distant and indifferent, such as looking away, or staying further
away. However, users also displayed more non-stereotypical behaviors; for example, male
and female identifying users equally shared romance and family photos, or they were seen
drinking. As with all qualitative research, it is not very possible to generalize users’
behaviors. On the contrary, this chapter attempted to show that gender performance is
complex and variable. Gender intersects with other social identities; certain new roles, such
as parenthood, might become an important part of this performance, as was seen with some
users in the sample.
Phase II data contributes to a clearer understanding of gender performance on Facebook by
emerging adults. What is important about these findings is that more gender neutral behaviors
were found in contrast to some earlier research, while some other findings were stereotypical.
Because previous literature on online gender has almost always focused on binary comparing male and female users, virtually no data is available about queer users in many of
the issues explored here. Due to this deficiency of data on genderqueer users, I was unable to
confirm if their behaviors align with or go against earlier research. However, the findings
presented here can be an initial step and provide a source of comparison for future research,
despite the small number of queer users in current study.
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7. CONCLUSION

This final chapter of the thesis comprises four subsections. Firstly, a findings summary is
offered: this part restates my research questions directing the study, and provides a reflection
on the aims and methods of the research. In this part, I also draw together the main findings
of Phase I and II, and situate these within the scholarly literature. Secondly, I refer to the
limitations of the project and the two phases. In the third subsection, the contributions and the
worth of the research are explained. Finally, I discuss possible future research directions and
make recommendations.

7.1. Findings summary
The aim of this research is to explore the ways gender is performed on Facebook by
emerging adults who live in Aotearoa New Zealand. Taking inspiration from Butler’s
performativity framework, this project explores various online behaviors that produce and
signal gender on Facebook. Using qualitative methods in two separate phases with different
samples and methodologies, I addressed two research questions. These exploratory research
questions were as follows:
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7.1.1. Research questions
RQ1
How do emerging adults living in New Zealand explain and evaluate their own and others’
uses of Facebook and the effect of gender on these uses? This involves an exploration of the
desired impressions, images, and self-presentations, as well as an analysis of users’ practices
with Facebook and other social media.
This research question was primarily addressed through focus group data of Phase I. Ten
sessions with 39 participants were held between March 2018 and March 2019. The sessions
were focused on emerging adults’ own experiences and ideas about gender identity
performance on Facebook.

RQ2

What do user photos, Timeline posts and about sections in Facebook profiles reveal in terms
of gender performance online? Analyzing the content from these profiles, how do users
accomplish stereotypical or non-stereotypical identities?
This research question was investigated using multimodal critical discourse analysis in Phase
II. Here, I manually collected 160 Facebook profiles during June 2019. All users were aged
18-25, living in New Zealand, and had a profile photo uploaded. Three units of analysis were
collected from each selected profile: all information in ‘about’ section, the profile photo in
use, and the most recent Timeline post.
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The findings and their implications are discussed next.

7.1.2. Phase I and Phase II Combined Analysis
This section summarizes and brings together the key findings of Phase I and Phase II,
touching upon coherent as well as inconsistent findings between the two phases. Some of the
most relevant studies are re-addressed, although it should be noted that comparisons to
literature are never a hundred percent consistent or contrary. From a qualitative perspective,
research studies are different and unique, so there are exceptions in most issues. However, I
refer to some general trends in the samples and outline the topics of interest I explored in
both datasets. These comprised issues previous literature pointed out with regards to online
gender performance, including usage rate and reasons; language use; visual self-presentation;
and privacy and self-disclosure. These topics were studied through two distinct methods, to
differing extents, from different perspectives.

7.1.2.1.

Facebook’s uses and perception

First, how Facebook is perceived by emerging adult users at present should be reiterated.
Considering this backdrop is vital in examining gender performativity on the platform. It has
become clear in focus groups of Phase I that many participants had a conflicted use of the
platform. On the one hand, it was seen as a medium that was considered essential, and most
of them reported using it for specific purposes. Messaging, following groups, and receiving
news were three crucial functions Facebook fulfilled for my focus group participants, some
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of whom considered it to be their favorite platform. On the other hand, most of them used
Facebook with reluctance and wanted to be somewhat “invisible” to others. Some
participants expressed deliberately avoiding publishing content and engaging with others’
content, so that these acts could not be seen by their friend lists, even though they reported
spending time on the platform. This points to the fact that Facebook is not regarded an
exciting platform, but a public space which could potentially be risky for them, if -as they put
it- future employers or their parents saw something displeasing. This corresponds to Hogan’s
(2010) assertion that users take into account the collapsed contexts, and share content
according to the lowest common denominator, in this case family members or potential
employers. Because many participants stated preferring other social media platforms to share
their daily lives, such as Instagram or Snapchat, it is possible to deduce that users have bigger
reservations about self-expression on Facebook than other platforms. This is one of the
unique findings of my research, as Facebook seems to have become a part of the legacy
media in the eyes of my focus group participants, which is not something brought up by
earlier studies.
Participants generally considered Facebook to be a formal platform, which was not
considered suitable to share daily life, unlike its reported use in the past. They mentioned
wanting to present their “best version”, excluding life adversities, possibly due to their
heightened awareness of collapsed contexts. The content they reported sharing was typically
limited to special occasions: for example, birthdays, travelling or graduation. Some were also
critical of Facebook’s data policies and expressed disapproval of data exploitation issues.
Interestingly, the same caution and criticism did not seem to apply to other social media
platforms, although a few also mentioned that Instagram was purchased by Facebook, for
example. Nonetheless, many participants reported that people would be closer to their offline
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self on Facebook in comparison to other platforms. This is a paradox, because many of the
participants think Facebook as formal and a platform on which they exercise a large degree of
censorship (as a form of privacy control), and yet they think that it is more authentic in the
sense that it more closely mirrors offline selves. This perception of Facebook as formal but
also authentic was highly similar to Cirucci’s (2017) focus group participants’ observations,
who viewed Facebook as an official space consisting of authentic identities.

7.1.2.2.

Usage frequency and motives

Many focus group participants reported thinking that females used Facebook more
frequently, had more friends (Sheldon, 2008; Wiese et al., 2014; Iordache & Manea, 2016;
and Oberst et al., 2016), posted more and made contact with their friends more frequently
(Muscanell & Guadagno 2012) than males. It is worth noting that participants’ assumptions
about the influence of gender did not always align with their own experiences. Many
participants voiced some stereotypical assumptions (for example, female users were often
described as chatty, mindful of attractiveness or cooperative, and male users were generally
described as direct, careless about their looks or disapproving of self-focus), yet reported
doing the opposite of such predictions themselves. Comments about gender tended to be
more stereotypical than personal experiences. Regardless, many participants’ statements
indicate that they consider female users to be generally more relationship-focused in their
social media use than male users; for example, chatting more, exploring friends’ content,
having a bigger network and being more flattering to their friends.
The data from Phase II data demonstrated that some female users in the sample displayed a
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warm attitude towards their intended audiences, which was evident in the ways they
presented themselves visually and used emojis. This could indeed be seen as evidence of
being relationship focused. However, some male users also appeared to place emphasis on
their relationships, as in listing family members or posting photos with their significant other
or families. Many queer users in the Phase II sample also had family members, but only one
of them posted a profile photo which showed a relationship.
Analysis of Timeline posts from the Phase II sample revealed that posts shared by users (as
opposed to Facebook-generated posts) were similar across genders: only about a third of
posts. Therefore, there was no reason to believe that female users posted more, as some focus
group participants predicted, but there may have been differences in users’ private (i.e.
visible to friends) profiles. There seems be a gap between the perceptions of online gender
performance from my participants and this finding in Phase II. This gap may stem from
people’s entrenched stereotypical perceptions of gender, whereby women are perceived as
more self-disclosing and talkative. However, it is also possible that such gender-related
tendencies are more apparent on platforms that participants reported publishing content more
frequently than Facebook, such as Instagram.
Considering the Timeline posts users shared (generated by themselves or resharing others’
content), the purpose of most appeared to be to entertain or amuse, such as memes or funny
videos. Less frequently, there were posts intended to advertise goods, services and events,
such as promoting websites, shops, products or videos. There were a few self-descriptive
posts reporting one’s personality or feelings. Least frequently, users published emotional
posts concerning sensitive issues like death and mental health problems; and posts about
families and relationships. Taking users’ Timeline posts into account, the main motive
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appeared to be entertainment, which aligns with some focus group participants’ reported
objectives to use the platform.

7.1.2.3.

Language use

In discussing online language use, some focus group participants emphasized that female
users were supportive (Guiller & Durndell, 2007; Joiner et al., 2014) and friendly (Kapidzic
& Herring, 2011). For example, several participants discussed the ways female users write a
comment on their friends’ content, which includes praises, “lots of hearts” and “being really
extra”. A few participants also mentioned that females used many emojis, added excessive
punctuation (Bamman et al., 2014), and wrote in upper case. Female users were described as
very expressive, almost to a derisive extent. In Phase II, female users were indeed expressive
in their Timeline posts, but not as starkly as predicted by most focus group participants.
Fawzi and Szymkowiak (2014) have already found female users to be expressive in public
status updates on Facebook in comparison to males. In my Phase II sample - although written
texts were rare - what became immediately apparent was the use of emojis. All queer users
and almost all female users who wrote a comment for their post included an emoji, in contrast
to few male users. Therefore, queer and female users can be considered as emotionally
articulate in their writing, since emojis are used to express emotions and to clarify intent.
Furthermore, a few female users included ‘kisses and hugs’ in their comments, which can be
read as a sign of closeness and intimacy with the imagined audience. Other than these gender
differences, users in Phase II also had similarities in language use and they were more
gender-neutral than predicted by some informants in Phase I. Focus group participants
assumed males to be more direct or mean (Guiller and Durndell, 2007), but there was no
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support for this in Timeline posts analyzed in Phase II. The users were also similar in use of
slang and punctuation.
Other than Timeline posts in Phase II, language use could also be found in some free-text
fields of ‘about’ section: about [name]; favorite quotes; other names; and political views.
Since users can freely type in these four fields, their textual self-disclosure has been
analyzed. It was found that the fields about [name] and favorite quotes were richer in identity
performance, as most entries in about [name] were self-descriptions (such as name, job and
age); there were also a couple of entries about family, hobbies and contact information.
Entries by female users tended to be longer (i.e. more words), whereas entries by male and
queer users were briefer. The favorite quotes part consisted mostly of motivational/
inspirational statements and a few actual quotes as said by people. Yet, this time longer
entries belonged to male and queer users. Similarly to Timeline posts, use of slang and
broken grammar were similar across genders. Other names entries were not as creative; all
users who entered this field abided by the title and provided their nicknames, birth names, or
maiden names. The field political views was the least shared category in Phase II sample (a
total of seven users), and only three entries related to political views. Having analyzed these
four fields that allow typing and Timeline posts which include a comment, it should be noted
that user-generated textual entries were scarce in my Phase II sample.

7.1.2.4.

Photos

Images were the most frequently shared content by Phase I participants. Presumably, this was
also the case for Phase II users, because two thirds of Timeline posts consisted of Facebook-
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generated updates announcing a new profile photo or cover photo uploaded by the user.
Many focus group participants brought up two medium-specific conventions for sharing
photos. The first one is that it was more appropriate to post photos with friends rather than
alone on Facebook. One participant even reported that it was “narcissistic” to share photos of
oneself, another stated that it was “self-absorbed”. This seems to be inconsistent with Phase
II findings, since majority of the photos I analyzed showed the user alone. However, I
analyzed only users’ profile pictures in Phase II, whereas focus group participants were
referring to a more general process of sharing photos on Facebook. This difference could
account for the inconsistency between the two phases, because it may be more expected for
people to pose alone in their profile photos. A tendency to pose alone in profile pictures has
been observed before (Zheng et al., 2016). Some focus group participants’ prediction that
male users focused more on objects, such as landscapes, than themselves in their images was
not supported by Phase II findings (although it may apply to their general photo collection),
as the number of male and female users who shared photos of other things but themselves
(such as drawings or scenery) was the same. When Phase II users had photos in which they
appeared with others (such as romantic partner, friends, or children), they often displayed
intimate behaviors with those people, such as standing close to each other, hugging or joining
heads. In contrast to some earlier studies which found that photos shared by males hardly
showed any romantic activities (Siibak, 2010), or that family photos were mainly shared by
females (Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2014), Phase II findings showed that male and female
users in the sample equally shared relationship and family photos, which were similar in
terms of composition and behaviors. This is a significant finding which challenges the
stereotypical notion that women are more relationship focused.
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The second medium-specific convention mentioned by focus group participants was that
Facebook photos displayed special occasions, such as parties, concerts and weddings. This
was partially true for Phase II findings, as there were many photos that seemingly showed
important events, but many photos were taken in casual settings, too. There was a noticeable
gender difference in setting selection in the profile pictures of Phase II sample. Many female
users’ photos were taken indoors, unlike male and queer users’ photos, which were mostly
taken outdoors. While this may be coincidental, it looks as if the setting selection is rather
normative, as female users mostly occupy the private domain. Moreover, several female users
in the sample had photos taken in their bedroom, which is potentially a private environment.
This can be interpreted as some female users forming a rather intimate relationship with their
imagined audiences, similarly to my findings about their language use. These findings are
comparable to previous research which has shown that photos taken in an apartment or dorm
were often shared by female users (Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011) and male users
preferred to publish photos taken outdoors (Siibak, 2010; Tifferet & Vilnai-Yavetz, 2014;
Rose et al., 2012) demonstrating that there may be a normative tendency with regard to the
selection of setting.
With respect to physical appearance in pictures, most Phase I participants reported thinking
that female users wanted to look attractive and worked on their photos (Siibak, 2009; Manago
et al., 2008). Many female participants concurred that this is their experience, but there were
a few participants who disagreed with these normative expectations and reported having no
such experience. Most focus group participants assumed male users to be more careless about
their image. Phase II findings substantially supported the previous phase in this respect.
Many female users in the sample were indeed looking attractive, wearing makeup and nicely
dressed. They had a greater likelihood to appear prepared and take care of their looks. On the
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contrary, many male users in the sample preferred a more casual outlook, who often appeared
in casual wear (t-shirts, caps, jumpers). The only gender diverse informant in Phase I
expressed that their gay male friends highly cared about their appearance, such as make up
and fashionable clothing, but gay women focused more on humorous things. Analysis of
sexuality diverse users’ profile photos in Phase II partially confirmed this: there were
examples of the ‘glamorous’ look by gay male users that the non-binary informant referred
to, but not all of them had this outlook. As regards gay females - there were two in the sample
- they were dressed in casual clothes and did not appear to be wearing makeup, in contrast
with most other female participants.
The issue of self-sexualization in Phase II profile photos was also striking at times, with some
users - mostly female - creating a focus on their bodies. Gender had a clear influence on how
users in the sample displayed themselves as sexy: for female users, this was manifested in
provocative clothes (for example, cleavage or undergarments) and seductive poses
(Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011; Kapidzic & Herring, 2011; Kapidzic & Herring, 2015;
Sarabia & Estévez, 2016); and male users posed without a shirt, revealing their muscular
upper body (Siibak, 2010; Kapidzic & Herring, 2011; Harvey & Ringrose, 2015). These
images were highly performative, signaling sexual identity and interest. Tendencies in the
visual construction of ‘sexy’ were mainly in conformity with heterosexiness.
Some general composition features in Phase II photos (categorized as activities, behavior,
and social distance in coding) should be restated. To begin with activities, most users were
aware of the camera and posing in their profile pictures (Mendelson & Papacharissi, 2011)
rather than being occupied in a natural moment; there were few photos that showed users
doing sports or daily activities. A specific activity relating to performance of masculinity was
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hunting. Hunting photos were first mentioned in a no-male focus group in Phase I, and the
participants attributed this behavior to the wish to appear manly. There were only a couple of
examples of it in Phase II, which focused on strong and powerful self-portrayals. Most of the
profile photos were taken from an eye-level and showed users from an average distance (i.e.
from full shot to medium close-up shot). Very close or very far shots, such as extreme closeup or long shot, were rare. Some of the gender-related tendencies I observed are similar to the
findings of two studies conducted by Kapidzic and Herring (2011; 2015). Several photos
posted by males in the sample showed them looking away from the camera, which can be
interpreted to indicate a standoffish image. Also, head canting was common in many photos
posted by female users, which I interpreted as an interested and easygoing attitude towards
their imagined audiences. Kapidzic and Herring (2011) showed both of these points
previously. Furthermore, as the scholars revealed in a more recent study (Kapidzic &
Herring, 2015), there was a tendency among the male users to share photos which showed
them afar. This physical distance can be seen as a distant attitude towards their imagined
audiences, also considering the fact that they look away from the viewer.
The use of filters and frames on images has become increasingly common. To begin with
filters, a few focus group participants who identified as female reported using filters, and they
thought that filters were generally used by female users. They expressed that filters were
made specifically for women, because they feminize facial features or add make up, for
example. Phase II data supported this prediction: most face filters were used by female users
in the sample. The use of filters has implications for gender performance, because many of
these filters reflect a highly stereotypical, hyperfeminine ideal that includes a pale and
smooth skin, thin jawline and make-up. This possibly accounts for the fact that more female
users than male users apply these filters to their photos. Frames are different than filters: they
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modify profile pictures and usually include some text (such as a catchphrase or a slogan) for
a social cause. Frames are specific to Facebook; they can be searched from the website and
added to the profile picture directly from there. Unlike filters, there were no noticeable
gender differences in the use of frames in Phase II data.

7.1.2.5.

Privacy perceptions

Findings indicate that privacy management was usually achieved in the form of selfcensorship (Vitak et al., 2015) rather than adjustment of privacy settings. In Phase I, most
focus group participants reported not having changed their privacy settings at all, irrespective
of gender. This is similar to findings of a study by Sarabia and Estévez (2016), who did not
observe any gender differences in profile privacy of their subjects. However, they did report
filtering private information and shared general or unspecific information only. This is also
consistent with Phase II findings, as most users shared general information the most in their
about section publicly, such as current city, hometown, and education. The least commonly
shared items of information were the private and specific ones, such as the address and phone
number, which points to users’ expectations of safety. In Phase I and Phase II, there is
consistent evidence that the perceived level of privacy of a piece of information affected its
probability of being shared (Masur & Scharkow, 2016). These findings contradict the
‘privacy paradox’ hypothesis, as users seem to have taken measures to protect their privacy.
My findings revealed that female identifying users did not have high privacy settings, unlike
some of their peers in the United States (Special & Li-Barber, 2012). However, some female
focus group participants did express privacy concerns relating to ‘stranger danger’, because
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they reported having been messaged or friend requested by random strangers, which puts
responsibility on female users to protect themselves online. Some scholars (e.g. Herring &
Kapidzic, 2015) have already pointed out that girls and women can face online harassment,
such as sexual approaches, due to their gender. This caused privacy concerns for some of the
female focus group participants (Wiese et al., 2014; Malik et al., 2016), who reported making
some provisions against the ‘stranger danger’, such as using a profile photo with their
partner, not using their real name, or disabling the friend requesting option of their profiles.
The sum and substance of privacy perceptions is that self-censorship is the main way to
manage outgoing information about oneself by filtering private information. Adjusting
privacy settings was not a popular course of action and there were no gender differences in
this regard, but some female identifying participants in Phase I mentioned taking other
precautions against approaches online. The fact that users saw self-censorship as the main
privacy tool over Facebook privacy settings might be reflective of their lack of trust to
Facebook to keep their privacy secure. This was articulated more explicitly when some
participants criticized Facebook because of data misuse and policies.

7.1.2.6.

Gender and sexuality diverse users and participants

One focus group participant in Phase I sample indicated that they identified as gender
diverse, and 10 users in Phase II sample self-identified as gender or sexuality diverse. In
addition to the issues discussed above, uses of Facebook by queer users point to an
empowering potential for them in both phases. The non-binary focus group participant
mentioned using Facebook to announce their name change by sharing the news with a
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customized audience (Hanckel et al., 2019), which renders the platform “a testing ground”
(Alexander & Losh, 2010, p. 42). They also reported making new friends via Facebook
groups, which indicates social support (Drushel, 2010; Cooper & Dzara, 2010, Alexander &
Losh, 2010; Berger et al., 2021) and a sense of community. They were highly familiar with
the platform’s affordances and used these strategically to negotiate their identity. In Phase II,
queer users revealed a lot of information about themselves publicly, and they were more
comfortable than others in revealing personal details. Most of these users - those that had
come out online - were vocal and bold about their identity. Both phases revealed that my
queer research subjects managed their voice and visibility through Facebook. Whether they
had any negative experiences online is not known, but the liberating experiences and
practices were highlighted, which warrant further research.

7.1.2.7.

Assessing emerging adulthood as a concept

Emerging adulthood has been used as a term to refer to the target demographic group of this
project. While it describes the experience of many young people and is as useful as any other
developmental stage distinction, not everyone has the same characteristics or shows identical
propensities. This was especially apparent in Phase II sample, because studied user profiles
belonged to people from diverse backgrounds, with different educational levels, social
classes, ethnicities, and places lived. As opposed to the predictions of emerging adulthood
theory, some users in Phase II sample were very much committed to adult roles already. For
instance, a considerable number of users were married or had children, even though this may
be somewhat unexpected according to the theory of emerging adulthood that argues for the
delayed age of marriage and parenthood. Also, several users had joined the workforce instead
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of pursuing education at a tertiary level. Clearly, not all young people living in Aotearoa New
Zealand experience a prolonged period of identity exploration or instability. Emerging
adulthood is a useful category that may involve and accurately describe the majority of young
people living in Aotearoa, but it is important to be mindful of the fact that it is not
generalizable and did not apply to all of my research subjects equally.

7.1.3. Final Remarks
Both phases showed some normative and non-normative user behaviors; however, it was
remarkable that the findings of this research showed fewer stereotypical tendencies than
indicated by most of the earlier literature. In both phases, stereotypical gender performances
were observed the most in visual self-presentation of subjects.
In Phase I, it is important to be mindful of the difference between participants’ own
experiences and assumptions about others. Some focus group participants reported
stereotypical assumptions about the impact of gender on behaviors online, even though they
did not display these behaviors themselves. In other words, self-descriptions and reported
experiences were more androgynous than the ways others were perceived and described
(Oberst et al., 2016), which the third person effect could account for. Also, focus group
discussions around gender mostly revolved around female users; femininity was more visible
and criticizable. This is consistent with Mascheroni and colleagues’ (2015) study findings
that girls are more subjected to peer mediation and pressure than boys.
Phase II findings indicate that most users in the sample regardless of gender identification
disclosed similar kinds of personal information and shared similar Timeline content. The
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most stereotypical tendencies were observed in how they presented themselves visually.
Many female users emphasized similar feminine cues and presented themselves in a heterosexy way, evoking Butler’s (1993) notion of iterability, “a regularized and constrained
repetition of norms” (p. 95) which is central to performativity. Users repeated the same poses
(such as head canting, lip pouting, or crossing legs), imitating the feminine postures. Butler
calls this iterability as the ritualized production, and it is the very repetition of these
behaviors that accomplishes gender. In contrast, many male users had a rather distant and
indifferent self-portrayal. Gender differences in other issues were less stark and less
stereotypical, and there were more similarities than differences.
Taking into account the findings of both phases, stereotypical gender performativity was
largely prevalent, but some research subjects also displayed more gender-neutral and less
stereotypical behaviors. They were not a homogenous group after all, and their behaviors
differed. Also, their assumptions can still be very normative, even if their acts are less so.

7.2. Limitations
The limitations of this project should be taken into account. Both phases had their own
methodological and analytical limitations. Considering Phase I - focus groups, some sessions
had better dynamics in comparison to others, which was reflected on their discussion.
Therefore, not all sessions were equally fruitful. Another limitation lies in the sample:
because sampling has been carried out at the University of Auckland campus, almost all of
the participants were university students. For future research, it would be useful to interview
users from different educational levels and from different parts of the county in order to
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explore potential differences in viewpoints and experiences relating to Facebook use. Also,
there was one gender diverse informant out of 39; no others volunteered to participate despite
efforts to recruit them through rainbow groups of the university. Again, it would be of benefit
to work with more non-binary participants in a future study.
In Phase II, the main challenges were relating to Facebook’s use as a research tool. Facebook
disabled search functions of the user-base shortly before I started collecting data, rendering it
difficult to collect a sample. Also, the platform allowed only two genders in profile creation
until recently, thus obliging me to work with binaries, except for a small percentage of users
who chose to go to the bother of changing gender information after creating an account. The
analysis phase was an intuitive process, which bears the risk of overthinking, making it
difficult to determine when to stop ‘reading’. What to analyze and present in my thesis was
selected according to what may be scientifically valuable or interesting. I had to make
pragmatic decisions about what to include and what to leave out due to scope concerns and to
avoid belaboring.

7.3. Future research directions and recommendations
The main aim of this thesis was to explore emerging adults’ gender performance on
Facebook in general; in particular, four issues have been investigated: usage frequency and
motivation, perceptions of privacy, language use and visual self-presentation. In light of the
mentioned limitations of my thesis and gaps in existing literature, the following
recommendations for future research are made:
•

First, to make better sense of the implications of these findings, future studies could
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focus on larger sample sizes with populations that are more diverse. This can help to reveal
different user experiences and present distinctive observations than discussed here.
•

Second, further research is needed in different contexts, especially in non-Western

cultures. The influence of different beliefs and values on the ways users perceive and perform
gender should be better demonstrated, which could be very helpful to the literature. For
example, it would be important and interesting to study how alternative gender categories
(e.g. muxe, fa’fafine, fa'afatama, kathoey, bissu, nádleehi etc.) in some non-Western societies
are expressed.
•

Third, future research must consider how internet users from sexual and gender

minorities understand their preferences and practices on social media. Findings offered in this
thesis may prove to be useful as an initiation point, which should be further developed by
future work.

7.4. Contributions to knowledge
This thesis makes an original and significant contribution to the body of knowledge. Even
though there is a growing scholarship about gender and social media use, no research to date
has specifically addressed gender performativity online in the Aotearoa New Zealand
context. My work is intended to remedy this deficiency by focusing on Facebook users living
in this cultural setting. This national focus is interesting not only because it has not been
studied before, but also because of the unique social structure of this pluralistic and diverse
society. By international standards, there is a high degree of individual freedom in Aotearoa
New Zealand, which makes it an intriguing context to study identity issues- particularly
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gender issues. My research enhances the existing knowledge by providing insight into users
living in this country.
Another gap in literature was that previous work has not paid enough attention to gender
diverse and sexuality diverse users’ social media practices. Research about queer users
usually revolve around LGBTQI-related issues, such as coming out or activism. However,
there has been little discussion about issues like how they present themselves visually or their
privacy preferences on social media. They have been absent from such common topics of
research on digital platforms. My project contributes by providing small-scale valuable data,
which seeks to broaden understandings of particular topics around gender performativity
online.

Besides the contribution to academic knowledge, this research also offers a contribution on a
societal level. With social media becoming an integral part of people’s lives, it is imperative
that we understand the ways users engage with these tools in order to present and
communicate themselves. Through this research, I provide important insights into young
New Zealanders’ opinions, attitudes and practices online. My research has the potential to
make a social impact outside academia, as I am considering publishing some of the findings
in non-academic venues for wider dissemination.
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after which time the electronic data will be deleted through wiping of the
drive and hard-copy documents will be confidentially destroyed.

•

I understand that my participation will be kept confidential, and my name
will not be disclosed under any circumstances, with the exception of
possibility of harm to self or others, in which case Canan would need to
break confidentiality and inform appropriate authorities.

•

I understand that I will receive a $10 Countdown grocery gift card as
thank you for my time and contribution.

•

I wish to receive a summary of findings, which can be emailed to me at
this email address: ________________________

Name:___________________
Signature:________________

Date:_______________

Approved by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics
Committee on 10/10/2017 for three years. Reference Number 018588
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APPENDIX FOUR
Table 8

Public profile information provided by Phase II users.

Please note: As indicated in the methodology chapter, the profiles have been numbered in a particular order, i.e. between 1
and 77 are female users; 78 to 150 male users; and 151 to 160 queer users.
Current
City

age

No

Philippin
es

Auckland

22

1

Maketu

Hamilton

18

2
20

3

New
Plymouth

New
Plymouth

19

4

Auckland

19

5

+

Single

+

Auckland
Council

Universit
y of
Auckland

Home
Town
NZMA

KONG

+

Opunake
High
School

Universit
y of
Auckland

+

Men

Single

7

21

8

18

9

Dunedin

24

10

Hamilton

19

11

6
21

Mosgiel
NZ

Palmerst
on North

19

Wellingt
on

Tripoli
Libya

Auckland

Mosgiel
NZ

NZ
School of
Tourism

Auckland

Universit
y of
Otago

Auckland

Taieri
College

Iguana
Street
Bar

Arorangi
Cook
Islands
Upper
Hutt
College

Red
Square
Bar

Albany
Jr. High
School

Ore
Jewelry

+

+

English

Men

+

In a
relations
hip

Men
English

+
+

+

+

Men

Universit
y of
Otago

Single

+

In a
relations
hip

+

+
+

+

+

+

Men

Educatio
n

Work

T
Address

Tagalog,
English

Other
Social
Media
Intereste
d in
Languag
es

+

+

In a
relations
hip

Religion
Political
views
Relations
hip info
Family
members
About
Other
names
Favorite
quotes
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23

12
23

13
24

14

Dunedin

23

15

Wellingt
on

24

16

Wainuio
mata

22

17

Timaru

25

18

Alexandr
a NZ

18

19

Dunedin

19

20

Dunedin

21

21

Cambrid
ge NZ

23

22

Invercarg
ill

19

23

Auckland

22

24

Hamilton

23

25

Auckland

22

26

Feilding
NZ

+

Universit
y of
Waikato

Wellingt
on

Auckland

Hillcrest
High
School

Tokoroa

Winton
NZ

Universit
y of
Waikato

Tauranga

Alexandr
a NZ

Dunstan
High
School

+

In a
relations
hip

+

Massey
Universit
y

Timaru

NZ
Institute
of Health
and
Fitness

English,
French

Single

MYOB

Wainuio
mata

New
World
Gardens

Men
English

In a
relations
hip
+

+

In a
relations
hip

Lotto

Wellingt
on
Dunstan
High
School

In a
relations
hip

Ray
White
Hamilton

Wellingt
on
Aoraki
Polytech
nic
Timaru

Men

+
Single

+

+

New
World

Atiamuri
NZ

+

Big Save
Furniture

Luton
UK

Formway
Design
Studio

+

English,
French

Massey
Universit
y

Single

Tawa
College

Ticketma
ster NZ

In a
relations
hip
+
+

+

Tokoroa
High
School

Radius
Care
Matua

English

+
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37

38

39

40

41

36

31

20

35

30

18

34

29

19

33

28

22

32

27
22

19

20

Hastings
NZ

19

20

Tokoroa
NZ

21

25

Hastings

19

24

Auckland

19

22
Wellingt
on

Auckland

Wellingt
on

Wellingt
on

Hamilton

Wellingt
on

Rotorua

Auckland

Hamilton

Hastings
NZ

+

In a
relations
hip

English

+

+

In a
relations
hip

English,
Maori

+

+

Hastings
Girl High
School

Auckland

Auckland

Taupo

Bridgnort
h UK

Cyprus

Hamilton

Christchu
rch

Rotorua

Wellingt
on

Hamilton

Universit
y of
Otago

Hastings
Girl High
School

Waikana
e NZ

Watford
UK
Baradene
College

Albany
Senior
High
School

Hastings
Girls
High
School

Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

Universit
y of
Waikato

Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

Universit
y of
Waikato

Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

DogHQ

Carter
Holt
Harvey

+

Men

Wellingt
on Dance
and
Performi
ng arts
Academy

Spanish

+

+

Single

+

+

Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

+

+

Darkhors
e

+

+

Body
Shop

Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

English

+

Hamilton
Girls’
High
School

+
+

+

English

Nandos

English

+

+

Lonestar
Taupo

Men

In a
relations
hip
+

+
+
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22

42
18

43
19

44
23

45
21

46
24

47
24

48
24

49
21

50
18

51

Taupo

19

52

Auckland

19

53

Whakata
ne

22

54

Opotiki
NZ

24

55

Auckland

18

56

Auckland

Taupo

Omaio
NZ

Invercarg
ill

Whakata
ne

Christchu
rch

Waimana

Christchu
rch

Taihape

Auckland

Taupo

Wellingt
on
Dannevir
ke NZ

Kaiapoi
NZ
Christchu
rch

Whakata
ne High
School

Ashburto
n
Wellingt
on

Whakata
ne High
School

Auckland

Alexandr
a

Whakata
ne High
School

Full time
mummy

Tauhara
College

Farmers

+

+

Single

English

+

+

In a
relations
hip

Maori

+

+

Single

+

Feild
Fresh
Pukekoh
e

Tauhara
College

+

+

Universit
y of
Canterbu
ry

Jellie
Park Rec
and Sport
centre

Single

+

Japanese

Universit
y of
Canterbu
ry

Hastings
NZ
Christchu
rch NZ

+

+
+
+

+

Whiteclif
fe
College
of Arts
and
Design

Johannes
burg
Yoobee
Colleges

Men
English

YMCA
Christchu
rch
Educatio
n Centre

+

English,
Svenska,
Maori,
French,
Spanish

Latimer
Square

Men

+

CFC
Youth
for Christ

Hastings
NZ
New
Zealand
School of
Tourism

+

English

Ilonggo,
Visayan,
Tagalog,
English

+

+

+

Single

Valencia,
Bukidno
n
Ashburto
n College

+

Men
English,
Maori

+

+

+

+

Married

+

In a
relations
hip
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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57
18

58
19

59
18

60
24

61
24

62
24

63
18

64
23

65
22

66

Auckland

24

67

Auckland

23

68

Auckland

23

69

Tauranga

19

70

Mangere

19

71

Mangere
NZ

19

Otumoet
ai NZ

Wellingt
on

Melbour
ne

Whangar
ei

Thames
NZ

Mangaw
hai

Manukau
NZ

Auckland

Wellingt
on

Tangaroa
College,
Otara

Paparoa
NZ

Auckland

Auckland

Auckland

Avondale
NZ

Otumoet
ai
College
NZ

Kapiti
College

Auckland

Glen
Eden
Pakurang
a College

AUT
Universit
y
Manukau
Campus

Penrose
High
School

Unitec
Institute
of
Technolo
gy

Red Rat
Clothing

+

Men

English

Men

+

English,
Japanese

+

+

In a
relations
hip

+

In a
relations
hip
+

+

+

+

In a
relations
hip

Trinity
Wharf
Tauranga

MCFCT

Men

+
+

In a
relations
hip

Max
Fashions

Men

Unichem
Buchana
ns
Pharmac
y

Men

English,
Cook
Islands
Maori,
Irish
language

+

+

New
Zealand
Sign
Languag
e,
English

In a
relations
hip

+

In a
relations
hip

+
+

+

+

+

+

America
n
English,
English,
Turkish

+

Mangaw
hai
Pharmac
y

Marcellin
College

+

Men

Richmon
d,
Virgina
Universit
y of
Auckland

+

Men
Samoan,
Subi

Married

+
+

+

St.
Cuthbert
’ s
College

Kaitaia

+

In a
relations
hip

Te Kura
Kaupapa
Maori o
Te
Rawhitir
oa

Auckland

Auckland

Pukekoh
e High
School

Work
from
Home

Divorced

Whip_La
sh

Balclutha
NZ
New
Plymouth
NZ
Telforda
Division
of
Lincoln
Universit
y
Snappers
Fish and
Chip
Shop

Men

+

+

+
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19

72

Wellingt
on

19

73

Dunedin

22

74

Dunedin

21

75

Auckland

25

76
24

77

Auckland

25

78

Hamilton

24

79

Auckland

21

80
23

81

Auckland

20

82

Auckland

19

83

Auckland

22

84

Nelson

18

85

Nelson

22

86

Auckland

Kaipara
Flats

Nelson

Mangere

Californi
a

North
Shore

Nayland
College

Hamilton

Nayland
College

Auckland

Albany
Senior
High
School

Women

+

De La
Salle
College

Wellingt
on

Unitec
Institute
of
Technolo
gy

Women

Single

+

+

+

English

YouTube

Auckland
AUT –
Auckland
Universit
y of
Technolo
gy
Bunnings

+

+

+

+

Selfemploye
d

Wellingt
on

+

Women
English

+

Women

Aotea
College

+

+

English

+

+

Bream
Bay
College

+

+

+

+

Warkwor
th Auto
Electrical

Wellingt
on

Men

Universit
y of
Otago

Men
English

+

+

In a
relations
hip

Universit
y of
Otago

Batticolo
a, Sri
Lanka
Universit
y of
Otago

In a
relations
hip

Manukau
Institute
of
Technolo
gy

Manila,
Philippin
es
AUT
Auckland
Universit
y of
Technolo
gy
Warehou
se
Stationer
y

+

English,
Tagalog

+

+
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88
19

89
20

90

Christchu
rch

25

91

Auckland

21

92

Havelock
North

20

93

Auckland

19

94

Wellingt
on

23

95

Lower
Hutt

24

96

Killarney

Palmerst
on North

25

97

Alexandr
a

Alexandr
a

23

98

Invercarg
ill

Cromwel
l

22

99

Omakau

20

100

Alexandr
a

20

101

87
20
Christchu
rch
Lower
Hutt

18
Mapua

Wanganu
i

Dunedin

Fiji

Nelson

Havelock

Dunstan
High
School

Dunstan
High
School

Oamaru

Saitama

Tractor
operator

Cromwel
l College

Truss
Tech Ltd

Dunstan
High
School

Mouse
O’ Neill
Shearing

Mike
Hurring
logging
and
+
contracti
ng

Massey
Universit
y

Otahuhu
College

MUSA –
Massey
Universit
y
Students
’
Associati
on

In a
relations
hip

Single

Women

In a
relations
hip

+

English,
New
Zealand

In a
relations
hip

+

In a
relations
hip

Women

Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

Women
New
Zealand

Single

+

English

Ministry
of Justice

+

English

Single

+

In a
relations
hip

Youth
Parliame
nt NZ

Havelock
North
High
School

+

Surf Life
Saving
NZ

New
Zealand
Institute
of Health
and
Fitness

Single

Japanese

Women

AUT –
Auckland
Universit
y of
Technolo
gy

Oman

York

Nayland
College

Women

Single

+

Arabic,
English

Ashburto
n

Dunedin

Nelson
College

+

+

+
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23

102
23

103
22

104
18

105
25

106
22

107
21

108
21

109
19

110
22

111
25

112

25

113

Auckland

22

114

Whangap
araoa

25

115

Auckland

22

116

+

+

Married

English,
Français

Whangap
araoa

Auckland

Mangonu
i

Kawerau

Whakata
ne

Wellingt
on
Parapara
umu

Auckland

Auckland

Dunedin

Dunedin

Dunedin

London

Alexandr
a
Melbour
ne

Hamilton

Auckland

Hamilton

Thames

Auckland

Auckland

Universit
y of
Otago

UNITEC
Institute
of
Technolo
gy

Universit
y of
Otago

Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

C&M
Performa
nce

Single

Women
Te reo
Maori

+

In a
relations
hip
+
+
+

+

+

Women

Keith
Spry
Pool

Dunstan
High
School

New
World

Women

+

English

YMCA
at
Ellerslie
Recreatio
n Centre

Universit
y of
Waikato

TBS

Women

In a
relations
hip

Aotea
Electric
Southern
Ltd

Universit
y of
Waikato

Hayes
Common

Women

Single

+

New
Zealand,
New
Zealand
English

+

English

Henderso
n High
School

Single

Selwyn
Commun
ity
Educatio
n

Hamilton

Universit
y of
Waikato

Universit
y of
Waikato

English,
Cantones
e,
Mandarin
Chinese

In a
relations
hip

+

+

+

+
+

+

In a
relations
hip

Women

Hamilton

Tokoroa

Universit
y of
Waikato

Universit
y of
Waikato

+

+
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119

120
22

121
21

122
18

123

Dunedin

19

124
19

125

Taupo

18

126

Taupo

19

127

Rotorua

Rotorua

25

128

Whakata
ne

Wellingt
on

21

129

Whangar
ei

Mangaw
hai

18

130

Maungat
uroto

Maungat
uroto

22

131

118
20
Invercarg
ill

Taupo

117
24
Invercarg
ill
Hamilton

24
Invercarg
ill
Taupo

21
Invercarg
ill
Christchu
rch

Wellingt
on
Invercarg
ill

Bluff

Riverton

Christchu
rch
Invercarg
ill

Whakata
ne High
School

Invercarg
ill

Universit
y of
Waikato

Wellingt
on

Universit
y of
Otago

Bluff

Universit
y of
Waikato

Palmerst
on North
Tauhara
College

UCOL

Universit
y of
Otago

Women

+

Dairy
farmer
Reporoa

+

Women

+

+

Single

Women
English,
Français,
Japanese,
Dutch,
Spanish

+

Women

+

Women

+

English

+

It’ s
complica
ted

+

Single

Women

Otamatea
High
School

James
Hargest
College

NZ
Maritime
School

Southern
Institute
of
Technolo
gy

Whangar
ei
Boys’
High
School

Southern
Institute
of
Technolo
gy

Southlan
d Boys’
High
School

Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

Burger
Fuel

Women

Single

+

+

+

New
Zealand
English,
Zamboan
gueno
people,
+
Chinese,
Iraqw,
Hrvatski
Engaged

Tara Iti
Golf
Club

Cracker
Factory

English

Old
English,
New
Zealand
English,
English,
United
Kingdom
English
In a
relations
hip

+

+

Te
Maioha o
Parekara
ngi
+

In a
relations
hip

+

+

+

Married

+

English

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Swire
Pacific
Offshore

+

English,
French,
Maori

Single

+
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132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140
24

141
24

142

Auckland

24

143

Auckland

21

144

Auckland

24

145

Auckland

22

146

Wellingt
on

19
Raumati

19
Parapara
umu

25
Wellingt
on

20
Raumati
South

22
Wellingt
on

19
Wellingt
on

25
Whangar
ei

Manakau

23
Warkwor
th

Otara

Manurew
a High
School

Papakura

Tangaroa
College

Christchu
rch
Kapiti
College

Parapara
umu
Kapiti
College

Wellingt
on
Kapiti
College

Johor
Bahru
Kapiti
College

Californi
a
Yale
Universit
y

+

+

+

Women

+

Avondale
College
of Higher
Educatio
n

Owens
Transport
Ltd, Red
Rat
Clothing

+

Cook
Islands
Maori,
Tongan,
Maori,
Tokelau
language,
Chinese,
America
n Indian
a
In
language
relations
ship
+

+

+

+

+

+

Single

Women

Nike

Parapara
umu
Kapiti
College

+

+

+

New
Zealand
English,
Maori

Women

Kapiti
College

+

Women

In a
relations
hip
+
+

+

Chorus

Hastings

Rodney
College

AUT Auckland
Universit
y of
Technolo
gy
Tegal,
New
Plymouth
+

Women

In a
relations
hip

Women

In a
relations
hip

Women

+

English

Single

+

Japans

Married

+

+

Spanish,
Russian,
Français

Te
Kapehu
Whetu
Tuakana

Kyoto

Waikauri
View
Farms

In a
relations
hip

English
in
England

Ravenscr
oft
Carpente
rs

+

+

+

Women

Crawley

18

Te Arai

Otamatea
High
School

Royal
New
Zealand
Air Force

Women
English

Single

+

+
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147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154
19

155
24

156
24

157

22

158

22

159

24

160

Christchu
rch

21

Christchu
rch

19

Wanganu
i

25
Lower
Hutt

25
Christchu
rch

24
Christchu
rch

Rewa

18
Christchu
rch

Christchu
rch

19
Rotorua

Wanganu
i

24
Wellingt
on

Lower
Hutt

Auckland

Christchu
rch

Wellingt
on
Oamaru

Rotorua

Greymou
th

Wellingt
on
Ruatahun
a

Manurew
a High
School

Waitara

Kapiti
College

Auckland

Hagley
College

Massey
Universit
y

Whangan
ui
Girls’
College

Media
Design
School

+

Women

Men

Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

+

Women

Universit
y of
Canterbu
ry

Toi
Ohomai
Institute
of
Technolo
gy

+

Women

Men and
Women
English

+

+

Men and
Women
English

Stay at
Home
Mum

+

Men

+

+

+

+

Engaged

+

+

+

+

+

+

Contact
Energy

+

Men

Men and
Women
English,
Spanish

Single

+

+

+

Victoria
Food
Service

Rotorua

Kapiti
College

New
World
+

Men

Spanish,
Maori,
English

+

Women

English
(UK)

Single

+

+

English,
French

Single

+

In a
relations
hip
+

+

+

+

+

In a
relations
hip

English,
Japanese

+

Love
Taupo

Wellingt
on
Victoria
Universit
y of
Wellingt
on

+

Rainbow
Auckland

Universit
y of
Otago

Single

Skyline
Luge
Rotorua

Rotorua
Boys’
High
School

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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APPENDIX FIVE
Table 9
Profile photos of users coded to Siibak’s (2010) image analysis categories. For a breakdown of categories, refer back to the
methodology chapter, title 3.4.3.2.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Participants
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Activities
5
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Behavior
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1

Distance
3
3
4
3
3
2
3
4
4

Location
1
3
1
1
3
1
1
1
1

10
11
12
13
14

1
3
1
3

5
5
5
5

1
1
1
2

4
1
2
2

3
3
1
-

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

3&4
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
4
5
2
5
5

1
1
2
2
1
4
1
2
3
3

3
3
2
2
4
3
2
5
2
2

1
3
1
1
3
1
3
2
3

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

2
1
3
1
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
2

3
3
3
5
5
5
5
1
5
5
1
5
4
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
3

4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
3
2
3
1
1

4
3
3
4
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
4
4
3
2
2
3
5
5
3

1
3
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
3

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

1
1
3

5
5
3

4
1
1

2
3
5

2
2
2

1
2
1
1

5
3
5
2

2
4
2
4

2
3
4
3

1
1
3
2

Frames and filters
User’s name written on the photo
Cat face filter

Frame text:
I back the teachers

Frame text:
I back the teachers

Cat filter

Frame text:
I AM HOPE - New Zealander of the year #gumbootupnz

Panda filter

Dog filter

Frame text: #PrayforManchester WE ARE WITH YOU!
Flag filter
Edited image
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54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3&4
1
3
1
1

5
5
2
2
5
5
2
5
3
5
3
4
3

1
3
1
3
3
3
4
3
1
3
1
3
1

2
2
4
3
3
3
5
1
4
1
4
4
2

1
1
3
2
1
1
2

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

1
4
3
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
5&2
1
3
2

5
4
5
5
3
5
5
3
5
5
5
5
1
5
5
2

3
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
1
4

1
2
2
4
3
2
4
4
3
4
4
1
2
2
5
4

1
1

5

2

4

4

3

1
1
1

5
5
4

1
3
4

2
2
3

3
1
2

89
90
91
92
93
94
95

1
1
1
1
5
1
1

4
5
5
5
4
5
2

4
1
2
4
3
1
4

5
2
2
5
6
2
4

3
1
2
3
1
3
2

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

1
1
1
2
2
1
5
3
3
1
1

5
5
5
3
3
5
2
1
5
5
5

4
2
4
4
3
2
5
2
2
2
1

3
3
1
2
1
3
3
3
2
1
1

107
108
109
110
111
112
113

1
1
2
3
1
4
1

5
1
1
3
5
3&4
5

1
1
2
1
1
1
4
3
1
3
1&2&3&
4
1
4
1
1
1
1
1

4
1
4
3
5
3
2

2
3
3
1
3
3
1
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1

5

1

5

2

Time, flower emojis, flower crown

Heart emoji

Dog filter
3
1
1
3
3

Heart filter

Frame text:
New Zealand is their home. THEY. ARE. US.
Leaf crown filter

3
1
2
1
3
3
2
1
1
1
2
1
3

Frame text:
This Is Not Who We Are! KIA KAHA
CHRISTCHURCH flag photo

Frame text:
This Is Not Who We
Are! KIA KAHA CHRISTCHURCH flag photo

Text:
NYE
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115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

1
5
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
2
1
5
2
3
2
2
1
1
1
3

5
4
5
2
1
5
4
5
5
3
2
5
3
3
3
3
4
5
4
5

1
2
1
1
4
4
1
4
1
2
4
3
1
1
1
1
4
1
3
2

3
4
2
3
5
4
6
3
4
2
3
1
5
3
4
5
2
4
5
2

1
3
1
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
1
2
3
2
3
2

135

1

5

1

1

1

136
137
138
139

5
1
3&4
2

2
4
5
5

4
4
1
3

6
4
2
3

3
2
2
1

140
141
142
143

3
3
1
2&5

3
3
5
5

1
1
3
1

3
4
2
3

3
3
3
1

144
145
146
147

4
1
1
1

5
5
5
5

2
4
4
3

2
4
3
4

1
2
1
2

148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

2
5
5
5
5
5
3
5
5
5
5

3
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
3
3

4
3
4
2
4
4
3
2
2
3
2

2
1
3
3
2
3
3
1
3
1

159
160

1
1

5
5

4
1

1
1

1

Frame text: STANDUPFORSIT
#standupforSIT
standupforsit.nz
Dog filter, man in the background filter
Text: HEY

Frame text:
I AM HOPE - New Zealander of the year #gumbootupnz

Text and logo:
CR (crown photo)
CLUB ROYALZ

Frame text:
This is Not Who We Are! KIA KAHA
CHRISTCHURCH Flag photo

orange and purple circle on profile photo
camera recording filter with a play button sign, red and
striped screen
Animal nose filter
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APPENDIX SIX
Table 10
Timeline posts of users in the sample
Num
ber
1

Self-made post

Resharing

Resharing with comment

generated by FB

Text:
“The jam-fam is performing for New
Zealand’s first ever Filipino MP!
Congratulations again sir Paulo Garcia,
FSA DIWA
is looking forward to
celebrating with you this Friday!
”
Content:
Event – New Lynn Electorate

2

Text:
“Dumbass don’t get it.

”

Content:
Post – the ruder I’m to you the more i
like you
3

Text:
“Please read xxx”
Content:
Website – I’m sorry for all the times my
depression and anxiety made me a
rubbish friend

4

Text:
“

”

Content:
Image with text – in the mood to delete
everything, go missing for a month, get
my life together and come back
5

Text:
“Two years since the bush life! missing
all these wonderful people
Outward Bound Trust of New Zealand
Content:
Photos

6

Text:
“ ”
Content:
Post – You deserve better & I’m better
so wyd

7
8

Content:
Animal video
Text:
“Leilani Whitnall it’s us as mums”
Content:
Video – When you get smart to your
Māori/Islander mum

9
10

Updated cover photo
Text:
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“

”

Content:
Image – dresses
Text:
“If this ain’t me! But I’m actuals
respectful !! And at the same time you
find half bottles you can drink
fmd”

11

Content:
Post – LOL at them girls who start
cleaning at a party just to convince guys
they are wife material , sit down you
fake bitch
12
13
14
15

Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Text:
“I have no words. How heart breaking,
horrific, this needs to change”
Content:
Website – Newsroom: NZ’s own ‘taken
generation’

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
New job information
Content:
Photo album – Australia 2018
Updated cover photo
Updated cover photo
Text:
“Check out Quentin’s new website
🙌🙌🙌”
Content:
Website – Landscaping and property
maintenance

25
26

Donated to a fundraiser
Text:
“It’s time to take responsibility and it’s
time to make a difference. We have to
come together to tackle this plastic
crisis, as it cannot be done alone. Check
out our video, which is just the first
small step towards the massive things
that are coming Project Blue NZ
#fortheblue”
Content:
Video – A Message to Rip Curl: The time
has come to eliminate single-use plastic.

27
28
29

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Text:
“Son& he’s bestfriend storm
They got each other back for life oxo”
Content:
Photos – child and dog

30
31
32

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
New education
information
Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Text:
“Our pretty princess xx”
Content:
Invisible – This content isn’t available
right now

43
44
45
46

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Content:
Funny Video

47
48
49
50

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Content:
Post – bro all
my friends have
low key
switched up on
me

51
52
53

54
55

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Content:
Post – This
generation has
the worst
definition of
love and
loyalty.
Updated cover photo
Text:
“Let the ink begin 😍😍”
Content:
Feeling/Activity – [User name] is feeling
excited

56
57
58
59

Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
Updated cover photo
Text:
“Today is your day to let go of things
that no longer serve you.”
Content:
Image with text – Old energy is clearing.
New energy is entering. Great things
are coming.

60
61
62
63

Updated cover photo
Updated profile video
Updated profile picture
Text:
“Dont forget our juice is available on
Afterpay too 🙌
Get at me so we can get you some of
this Bottle of Greatness🤩”
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Content:
Photo and video – drink bottle
64
65
66
67
68

69

70

Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Content:
Video – Ocean
during sunrise
Text:
“People clearly don’t understand that I
cannot send my tattoo pieces out when
they need to pay me my check first to
see them
”
Content:
Post
Text:
“Vili Veikoso

”

Content:
Invisible – This content isn’t available at
the moment
71

Content:
Video – singing
in Samoan

72

New education
information
Updated profile picture

73
74

75
76

Content:
Video – BYO
containers
Updated profile picture
Text:
“The end.....
Ran the whole thing 2hrs 17min”
Content:
Photo

77

78
79
80
81

Content:
Image with text
– ‘One Love’
Festival poster
Updated cover photo
Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Text:
“Couldn’t help but notice Batman can’t
dance
”
Content:
Video

82

83

Content:
Photo + text –
breaking news
from Samoa
Text:
“Fuck me, what a bunch of lads Dawson
Galloway”
Content:
Invisible – This content isn’t available at
the moment

84

Text:
“Shot uncle”
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Content:
Post – Yozzzza just scord tha skunkiest
tin of matua Winston Peters chur
winnie spotz on ma maori
85

86

Text:
“Thought i was clever, I got proven
wrong (i was never clever)
I’m challenging my friends who are
logical and smart thinkers, to have a
crack at guessing the answer to the
riddle below. When you think you
know, Private message me the answer.
If you are not going to follow the
instructions after you lose, don’t bother
playing.
Your turn! Read the riddle. If your
answer is incorrect, I can choose any of
your photos and you have to post it
along with the riddle. If you answer
correctly, I’ll write your name in the
comments (with a trophy emoji).
Riddle: It’s 7:00 AM. You are asleep and
there is a sudden knock on the door.
Behind the door are your parents who
came to have a breakfast. In your fridge
are bread, milk (pasteurized), juice, and
a jar of jam. To answer, what will you
open first?
* Answer directly through Private
message only please. Answers in the by
comment section will be deleted. **”
Content:
Photo
Text:
“Meme #4”
Content:
Meme

87
88
89
90
91
92

Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Text:
“アメブロ更新しました！
Updated my blog!”
Content:
Website – blog

93
94

Updated profile picture
Text:
“Happy this is happening, disappointed
it is taking so long”
Content:
Website –Botswana celebrates
decriminalization of gay sex

95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
New relationship
information
Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
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102
103
104
105
106

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Text:
“Come say hi!”
Content:
Photos – flower shop

107
108
109

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Content:
Website – The Ticket Fairy

110
111
112
113

Updated cover photo
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Text:
“

”

Content:
Image with text – Been on the planet
nearly 25 years and never once been
wrong, mental
114
115

Updated profile picture
Text:
“Come see the top of my head dancing
in the band pit, it’s gonna be a night full
of 90’s jams!”
Content:
Event – Musical
Text:
“Yooo
”

116

Content:
Video – when the wife sends you
shopping
117

118

Text:
“Fact”
Content:
Website – driven.co.nz opinion piece
Text:
“Thanks everyone for the wishes and
donations over the past few months.
Juddy and I muster at 9:25 tomorrow
and should be doing the run up the
skytower at around 9:45ish. Click on the
link below and give the live stream a
watch! We appreciate your support.”
Content:
YouTube link

119
120
121

Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
Text:
“U can buy groceries online technology
has gone mad innit”
Content:
Post

122
123
124

Content:
Photos
Updated cover photo
Text:
“Insane”
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Content:
Video – America’s Got Talent
125
126
127
128

Updated cover photo
New education
information
Updated profile picture
Text:
“ Our club has close to 120 members
I want to make that a little more with
your help.
All proceeds from this raffle go back to
the Kawerau Golf and Squash club
The organiser (Jordan Rangihika) of this
raffle takes no monetary value for
himself
So what do I get out of it, I get to show
the winners around the local track at
which I grew up at. 🏌🏿 🏌🏿
I get to have a lemonade with someone
new.
Our club gets new members
We might inherit a father/mother who
has a child who plays the game.
(Cheapest junior fee around)
Conditions Apply
The recipient of these memberships
must be a new member to the Kawerau
Golf Club.
The recipient can not give it to a current
member of the Kawerau Golf Club to
use.
The winner can give these memberships
away to a new member.
WINNER RECEIVES
X 2 New Member Subscription
Unlimited swims in the Tarawera
Round of golf with Mikae Rangihika On
buggy, he will even drive you
Spectacular views of the local flora and
fauna
Extreme temperatures from season to
season ❄️❄️
TICKET NUMBER
1 Campbell Irvine Pd
2 Haupai Puha Pd
3 Kawhena Rangihaeata Puha Pd
4 James Hope Pd
5 Koro Andrews Pd
6 Dillon Tupaea Pd
7 Mark Butler
8 Rahiri Murray Pd
9 Keith Smith
10 Koro Andrews. Pd
11 Kim Rangihika PD
12 Lee Palamo Pd
13 Mikki Mclaughlin
14 Kev Mac Pd
15 JH Rich
16 Bosun Paki Pd
17 Crete Wana Pd
18 Dillon T Pd
19 Hone Stewart
20 JH Rich
This will be drawn next weekend at our
54 hole at the Kawerau Golf Club. If
you’re the winner and want to use this
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membership for the 2020 season that is
fine.
All monies into
J Rangihika
01 0349 0083670 00
Use your name as the ref.
(The Exec Committee of the golf club
are aware of this promotion)
”
Content:
Image – membership application form
& price
Tagged 74 friends
129
130
131

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Content:
Website

132
133

134

135
136
137

Updated profile picture
Content:
Image with text
– Capitalism
makes
Socialism takes
Content:
Memory – a funny video user reshared
4 years ago
Updated profile picture
Updated profile video
Text:
“Ash is our purest form”
Content:
Post

138
139
140
141
142
143

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Text:
“ ”
Content:
Video – You and your best friend after
smoking a fat blunt

144

145

Text:
“R.I.P uce”
Content:
Website – TVNZ ‘One person dead after
shooting in South Auckland’
Text:
“Happy birthday to the worlds bests
dad i could every have. Love you always
and forever papa ”
Content:
Photo

146
147
148
149
150

151

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated cover photo
Updated cover photo
Content:
Website – Trade Me ‘2004 Mazda
Axela’
Text:
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“The rumours are true...

152

153

”

Content:
Photo
Text:
“cw: suicide, self-harm.
Kira ora koutou! I am still looking for 3
Māori people who self-identify as
sexuality and/or gender diverse (e.g.,
LGBTQIA+, queer, takatāpui) to
interview one-on-one as part of my
research project. I am interested in
hearing the narratives from Māori who
are 18-years or older and have either
attempted suicide or had suicidal
thoughts during their life. If you take
part in an interview, you will receive
$30 voucher as koha for your time. See
the poster below for more details.
Please share this post to anyone you
think may be interested in taking part,
any appropriate organisations, and on
social media. Any help would be greatly
appreciated. Aroha nui
”
Content:
Image – poster for study
Text:
“Something new I learn Today
”
Content:
Video – user’s own video

154
155
156
157

Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Updated profile picture
Text:
“I need this for both training and work
”
Content:
Photo – historical fencing armoury for IT

158

Text:
“Me and tayla

”

Content:
Photo
159
160

Updated cover photo
Content:
Video – my
sugar daddy is
acting crazy
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